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Thermodynamische Konsistenz viskoplastischer Materialmodelle, 
die Änderungsgeschwindigkeiten der externen Variablen 

in den Evolutionsgleichungen der internen Variablen enthalten 

Zusammenfassung 

Ziel der Studie ist es, thermodynamische Restriktionen für eine besondere Klasse 

Interner Variablen Modelle abzuleiten und zu untersuchen. Deren Evolutionsglei

chungen bestehen aus zwei Anteilen: dem üblichen irreversiblen Anteil, der nur 

vom gegenwärtigen Zustand bestimmt wird, und einem reversiblen aber wegab

hängigen Anteil, der linear von den Raten der externen Variablen abhängt (Evo

lutionsgleichungen vom "gemischten Typ"). Die thermodynamische Analyse be

ruht zunächst auf der klassischen Clausius-Duhem Entropieungleichung und der 

Coleman-I'Joll Schlußweise. Diese Analyse ist auf kleine Verzerrungen und Rota

tionen beschränkt. 

Die Resultate werden spezialisiert und auf eine generelle Klasse von 

elastisch-viskoplastischen Materialmodellen übertragen. Anschließend werden 

sie angewandt auf mehrere viskoplastische Modelle vom "gemischten Typ", wie 

sie in der Literatur vorgeschlagen oder diskutiert wurden (Robinson et al., Krempl 

et al., Freed et al.) und es wird gezeigt, daß einige dieser Modelle thermodyna

misch inkonsistent sind. 

Es wird demonstriert, daß eine nachträgliche Analyse der thermodynami

schen Konsistenz von Materialmodellen, die nicht in einem thermodynamischen 

Rahmen eingebettet sind, eine schwierige Aufgabe darstellen und mißliche Über

raschungen zu Tage fördern kann. Deshalb sollten thermodynamische Konzepte 

bei der Entwicklung von Modellen von vornherein berücksichtigt werden. Dies 

gilt insbesondere dann, wenn die Modellentwicklung außerhalb üblicher Wege 

erfolgt, wie es bei Modellen mit Evolutionsgleichungen vom "gemischten Typ" 

der Fall ist. 

Die Studie wird mit der Auswertung der erweiterten Clausius-Duhem Entro

pieungleichung (Müllers Konzept), bei der dem Entropiefluß eine eigene konsti

tutive Gleichung zugeordnet wird, abgeschlossen; auch werden die einschrän

kenden Bilanzgleichungen mit Hilfe der Methode der Lagrangeschen Multiplika

toren (Liu 's Vorgehensweise) explizit berücksichtigt. Diese Analyse wird für ein 

viskoplastisches Materialmodell vom "gemischten Typ" durchgeführt. Es wird ge

zeigt, daß diese Auswertung sehr viel komplizierter ist als die der klassischen 

Clausius-Duhem Entropieungleichung mit der Coleman-Noll Argumentation. Ihre 

Vorteile, nachgewiesen für andere, hier nicht diskutierte konstitutive Klassen, 



rechtfertigen diese Schwierigkeit. Im vorliegenden Falle bestätigt sie die thermo

dynamischen Restriktionen, wie sie mit dem klassischen Vorgehen abgeleitet 

wurden. 



Thermodynamit Consistency of Viscoplastic Material Models 
lnvolving External Variable Rates in the 

Evolution Equations for the Interna! Variables 

Summary 

The objective of this study is to derive and investigate thermodynamic restrictions 

for a particular dass of internal variable models. Their evolution equations consist 

of two contributions: the usual irreversible part, depending only on the present 
state, and a reversible but path dependent part, linear in the rates of the external 

variables (evolution equations of "mixed type"). ln the first instance the thermo

dynamic analysis is based on the classical Clausius-Duhem entropy inequality and 

the Coleman-Noll argument. The analysis is restricted to infinitesimal strains and 

rotations. 

The results are specialized and transferred to a general dass of elastic

viscoplastic material models. Subsequently, they are applied to several visco

plastic models of "mixed type", proposed or discussed in the Iiterature (Robinson 

et al., Krempl et al., Freed et al.), and it is shown that some of these models are 

thermodynamically inconsistent. 

lt is demonstrated that a subsequent analysis of the thermodynamic consis

tency of material models not embedded in a thermodynamic frame may be a 

cumbersome exercise and may produce awkward surprises. Therefore, the models 

should be developed observing thermodynamical concepts from the beginning. 

This is especially so if the development of the model is outside the usual route 

which is the case for evolution equations of the "mixed type". 

The study is closed with the evaluation of the extended Clausius-Duhem en

tropy inequality (concept of Müller) where the entropy flux is governed by an as

sumed constitutive equation in its own right; also the constraining balance equa

tions are explicitly accounted for by the method of Lagrangemultipliers (Liu's ap

proach). This analysis is done for a viscoplastic material model with evolution 

equations of the "mixed type". lt is shown that this approach is much more in

volved than the evaluation of the classical Clausius-Duhem entropy inequality 

with the Coleman-Noll argument. lts merits, proven for other constitutive classes 

than discussed here, justifies this inconvenience. ln the present case it confirms 

the thermodynamic restrictions derived with the classical procedure. 
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1. lntroduction 

lt is weil known that the response of many materials depends on their past his

tory. One possibility to account for the material memory is to simply state that the 

response, for example the stress, internal energy and heat flux at time t, are 

tunetionals of the entire past history, up to and including the present time t of 

the relevant deformation measures, temperature and temperature gradient. This 

representation puts aside the classical state space representation; instead it con

siders function spaces. 

Another approach to account for the material memory is to use the concept 

of internal state variables. Interna! variables cannot be easily determined and di

rect control is not possible since these internal (hidden or conceiled) variables are 

not directly connected to any external force variable. Thus, the form of the bal

ance equations for linear momentum, moment of momentum and energy are the 

same whether or not internal variables are accounted for. Examples for interpre

tations of internal variables are various [1 ], e.g., 

quantities related to density, motion, and arrangement of dislocations 

which give rise to inelastic behavior of metals 

or internal stresses or displacements in rheological models. 

The internal variables supplement the external (or observable) variables, e.g. a 

deformation measure, the temperature and temperature gradient. Interna! and 

external variables are supposed to completely define the present non-equilibrium 

state at a material point of a body. Thus, the responses like stress, internal energy 

or heat flux are functions of the external and internal variables. The history de

pendence of the response functions comes into play by requiring that the time 

evolution of the internal variables is governed by ordinary differential equations 

such that the instant rate of an internal variable is uniquely determined by in

stant values of external and internal variables. Theserelationsare the constitutive 

equations for the internal variables. 

For example, Iet av. v = 1, ... , N be scalar, vectorial or tensorial internal vari

ables, then the evolution equations are given by 

V 

ot. ==; l ( F T ~/ ) 
5' {! ""'""J I J~ ) Vl.v I 

( 1.1) 

where T is the temperature and Fmn and Qk are the deformation and temperature 
V 

gradient and the symbol (. ) characterizes an objective time derivative. 
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The relative merits of the representation of memory effects by tunetionals 

and by hidden variables have been described by Nemat-Nasser [2]; here internal 

variables offer certain definite advantages. ln fact, the actual development in sol

id mechanics- plasticity, viscoplasticity and continuum darnage mechanics* - has 

given clear preference to this approach. 

On account of these applications the intimate relationship of the notion of 

internal variables with the description of dissipative phenomena should be noted. 

Therefore, it is necessary to embed this phenomenological approach into a ther

modynamic frame, since continuum thermodynamics imposes restrictions on the 

constitutive equations characterizing the material behavior; otherwise the model 

may be quite empty. 

These thermodynamic restrictions derive from an evaluation of an entropy 

principle. However, the suitable formulation of the entropy principle or the en

tropy production inequality has raised many controversies which persist at the 

present time [5 - 12]. ** Very often it is taken to be the Clausius-Duhem entropy 

inequality. ln its time and space integral form it reads 

where 11 is the specific entropy, qk are components of the heat flux, r is the exter

nal heat supply, T the (absolute) temperature, p the density and V, A, nk are the 

volume, the surface area of the body and the external unit vector on the surface. 

The usual summation convention applies to repeated subscripts. 

For sufficiently smooth fields the divergence theorem and localization in 

space and time yield the local instant Clausius-Duhem entropy inequality 

+ ( ?~_} r j;( ..> 0. 
f 

(1.3) 

the comma ( . ),k denotes partial differentiation with respect to the cartesian co

ordinate Xk and the dot marksmaterial time differentiation. 

* Maugin and Drouot [4] pointout various other phenomena and applications - relaxation in 
dielectrics and magnets, phase transition, heat conduction, superfluids etc.- were the 
usefulnes of the internal variable formalism has been established. 

** This Iist of references contain only publications which have the character of review articles. 
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Coleman and Noll [13] introduced an argument which allowed to draw con

clusions from this inequality. The Coleman-Noll argument considers a large vari

ety of admissible thermodynamic processes, i.e., all smooth solutions of the bal

ance equations with proper account for the assumed constitutive relations. Then 

a "dissipation postulate" is required to hold: "For all admissible thermodynamic 

processes and for every time interval and every part of the body the entropy pro

duction must be non-negative". The decisive words are the quantifiers "all" and 

"every". The quantifier "every" requires that the /oca/ instantform (1.2) should 

be satisfied, and the quantifier "all" requires an identical satisfaction of (1.2) 

which makes the postulate a restrictive condition on the constitutive assump

tions. From a physical standpoint an admissible process is controlled by prescrib

ing the body force and heat supply as weil as the initial and boundary conditions. 

ln the approach of Coleman and Noll the body force and heat supply are required 

tobe assigneable in any way and this allows to satisfy the balance equation iden

tically; but initial and boundary conditions arenottobe considered explicitly. 

The concept of Coleman and Noll, advanced by Truesdell [14] and others and ap

plied numerous tim es, has been criticized for different reasons: 

(a) Entropy and absolute temperature areweil defined, derived quantities only 

in thermostatics (equilibrium states). Their transfer to non-equilibrium pro

cesses involves hypothetical generalizations [5 - 12, 15 - 17]. However, it 

should be noted that recent work on the foundations of thermodynamics 

has focussed on justifying the use of entropy and absolute temperature (and 

even internal energy) for non-classical materials. This task requires the for

mulations of versions of the Second (and First) Laws that do not mention en

tropy (and energy) and that are sufficiently generaltobe applicable to non

classical materials (entropy free thermodynamics, e.g. [6, 16, 18- 20]). 

(b) Even if the existence of entropy and absolute temperature is accepted, the 

form of the entropy transfer, i.e., the entropy flux qk/T, has been ques

tioned. This is so since the Coleman-Noll approach with the classical C-D in

equality imposes severe restrictions on the dependence of constitutive func

tions on spatial or temporal derivatives of the primary state variables, e.g., 

strain and temperature [22- 24]. Such derivatives are quantities which typi

cally do not vanish in non-equilibrium situations. However, it is expected 

that the response functions "stress", "internal energy" etc. could also de

pend on such non-equilibrium variables beyond the equilibrium state vari

ables and internal variables. 
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(c) ln the Coleman-Noll approach the body force and heat supply are required 

tobe manipulatable arbitrarily but initial and boundary conditions need not 

tobe considered explicitly. This has been critized by Woods [25- 27]: A ficti

tious body force and heat supply are required unconnected with any genu

ine physical sources. Thesedistributions could be supplied only by some im

ponderable medium permeating the body ("phlogiston axiom") and are be

yond control at interior points of the body. Green [28] did respond to this 

criticism but without much success [26, 27]. 

Some of the criticism, especially the aspect (b) and (c), has been overcome by a 

new concept developed by Müller (e.g. [29- 31 ]): 

Entropy is still a primitive quantity assumed to exist in non-equilibrium pro

cesses. The temperature is understood as a measure how hot a particle is 

(empirical temperature [31, p. 1 ]). The instant entropy inequality has the fol

lowing form: 

; jr'? dil - jrs dY 1-f ~ 11~ d/1 l?:::. o (1.4) 

V V 'II 
where the entropy flux <Pk is assumed tobe governed by a constitutive equa

tion in its own right. Thus, the classical relation <l>k = qk/T is not assumed ab 
initio. Note that 

Flow of entropy into the volume V 

Flow of entropy out of the volume V • 

Further, s is the entropy supply due to prescribed heat sources r (notably 

r = 0 [31]) suchthat s = r/T. 

The introduction of the entropy flux <l>k as an independent quantity can be 

motivated by different arguments: Hutter [6] shows that theories of mix

ture and electro-mechanical interactions as weil as arguments coming from 

the kinetic theory of gases require an entropy flux which is not collinear 

with the heat flux. lt is also obvious that an entropy flux as an independent 

quantity introduces more flexibility. However, at the same time this may 

generate the problern of insufficient information for a unique determina

tion of all constitutive functions. To get araund this problern Müller consid-
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ers the "ideal contact" of the material model at hand and another material 

whose (equilibrium) properties are known. 

The evaluation of the entropy inequality requires a multitude of admissible 

thermodynamic processes. ln Müller's approach the body force and heat 

supply are fixed quantities; notably, they are assumed to vanish. Conse

quently, the multitude of processes is produced by an arbitrary choice of ini

tial conditions. lt has been shown by the author [32] that, depending on the 

structure of the assumed constitutive equations, this may not be sufficient 

but appropriate boundary conditions are required too, which are arbitrarily 

assigneable. Now, the balance equations are not satisfied identically any

more. They are constraining conditions for a thermodynamic process and 

are explicitly accounted for in the evaluation of the entropy inequality. This 

can be done in a direkt way or in a formal way by the method of Lagrange 

multipliers (Liu's approach [33]). 

lt has been amply shown that this approach is less restrictive than a Rational Ther

modynamics based on the classica/ Clausius-Duhem entropy inequality. 

lt should be noted that Müller's modification of the entropy flux is related to an 

alternative approach by Dunn and Serrin [34] as weil as Dunn [35]. They preserve 

the structure of the classical Clausius-Duhem entropy inequality and of the bal

ance equation of linear momentum along with the notion that the local contact 

force between the subparts of the body is delivered in the usual way by the 

Cauchy stress tensor. Thus, they modified only the energy balance equation by 

postulating an "interstitial work flux Wk" suchthat the integral energy balance is 

given by 

.,_ f ( ~ ~~ ~t 
II 

where e is the specific internal energy, Uk and bk are the components of the ve

locity and the body force, respectively, and Okl are the components of the Cauchy 
stress tensor. 
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The flux Wk is thought of as mechanical in nature and is attributed to long range 

spatial interactions; it represents a rate of supply of energy across every material 

surface beyond the usual mechanical supply due to the power of the surface trac

tions. ln conventional thermodynamics the surface energy flux hk, beyond that 

due to the power of the surface tractions, is just the heat flux qk and is thus 

inseperably linked to the surface entropy flux <Pk = qk/T. The introduction of the 

interstitial work flux Wk changes the surface energy flux hk to hk = <Pk - Wk while 

<Pk is still given by qk/T. Therefore, mathematically this theory is similar or equiv

alent to a theory in which hk is kept equal to and interpreted as the heat flux qk 

but the entropy flux <Pk is taken to be given by <Pk = qk/T + kk where kk is due to 

long range spatial interactions. 

Coming back to internal variable models, we note that Coleman and Gurtin [36] 

have used the dassical C-D inequality and the Coleman-Noll argument to derive 

thermodynamic restrictions for the constitutive equations of nonlinear materials 

with internal variables whose temporal evolution is governed by ordinary differ

ential equations of the form (1.1 ); there the ap's were scalar variables, such that 

the objective time derivative reduces to the ordinary material time derivative. An 

alternative derivation was given in [32] using an extended form of Müller's ap

proach but with the classical C-D inequality (i.e. <Pk = qk/T). Nevertheless, the re

sults were the same as those derived by Coleman and Gurtin. 

The thermodynamics with internal state variables formulated by Coleman 'and 

Gurtin has been used by Perzyna et al. [37- 40] and Kratochvil and Dillon [41 - 42] 

to analyse the thermodynamic restrictions imposed on some elastic-viscoplastic or 

elastic-plastic material models. Recently, the author [1, 43 - 44] studied the ther

modynamic consistence of a thermodynamic extension of an early version of an 

elastic-viscoplastic material by Robinson et al. [45- 47] on the basis of the classical 

C-D inequality and the Coleman-Noll argument. A peculiar aspect of this model is 

the discontinuity of the evolution equations which required due consideration in 

the analysis. Necessary and sufficient conditions on the material parameters were 

derived to assure compatibility with the classical C-D inequality for all processes 

and all states. The study closed by pointing out future theoretical work to en

hance understanding of the phenomenological Robinson model. We recall here 

the first two items [1]: 
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So far only a simplified version of the Robinson model has been analysed. 

The thermodynamical consistency analysis must be extended to include iso

tropic hardening as weil as the thermomechanical path dependence of the 

drag stress. This last aspect is modeled suchthat the evolution equation for 

the drag stress involves the rate of the observablevariable "temperature" in 

a non-integrable form. This requires special attention when the Clausius

Duhem entropy inequality is evaluated. 

ln this analysis the Clausius-Duhem inequality has been used in its traditio

nal form in connection with the Coleman-Noll argument. Both concepts are 

subject to criticism. A more advanced and less restrictive entropy principle 

and a physically more realistic method for exploiting the entropy principle 

should be used. 

ln fact in recent years the evolution equations for the internal variables of 

viscoplastic models have been extended to include the rates of the external (ob

servable) variables temperature [47, 48, 49, 51, 54, 58, 59, 61] and total strain [50, 

52, 53, 56] or stress [55- 59] in a linear form to account for the thermal history de

pendence [47, 54] or to improve the predictions under ratchetting conditions [52, 

53]. Also a nonlinear dependence on external variable rates has been proposed 

[60, 61]. Such a dependence requires appropriate considerations when deriving 

constitutive restrictions from the C-D inequality. This aspect has been studied by 

Lubliner [62, 63] to some extend foragenerat internal variable model with evolu

tion equations of the form 
0 .. 

tX1 :=: /J (A) i- f,L (11) Ch f II {tf) T 
!f I 

(1.6) 

where A stands for the ordered set A = { Cmn. T, av }; Cmn are the components of 

the right Cauchy-Green tensor. 

Lubliner [63] made the following observations: 

lf external variable rates are not included in the evolution equations, then, 

for a wide dass of functions f P• the solutions ap(t) are functionals of only the 

past historiesandnot the present values of the external variables. 

Without external variable rates the evolution equations arenot form invari

ant under a transformation to a new set of internal variables ap = ä'p(A), 

which may be of physical significance. The simplest form of the evolution 
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equations, which is invariantundersuch a transformation is one which con

tains first-order rates linearly. 

The linear dependence of the evolution equations on the first-order exter

nal variable rates represents a "reversible behavior". 

The latter aspect is madeevident as follows. Assurne that fp = 0. Then (1.6) may 

be written in the incremental form 

rfi(A)dT 
! (1. 7) 

which shows that the time scale is unimportant for the change in ap. Starting off 

from an initial state A 0 and prescribing the history of the external variables Ckl(t), 

T(t) in some time-interval t 0 5 t s t 1, equ. (1.7) may be integrated which yields 

the internal variables ap as a function oft in the interval to s t 5 t,. The final val

ue ap1 = ap (t,) depends on the topology of the "path" [ Ckl(t), T(t)] in the { Ckl, 

T }-space, where t is the curve or path parameter, and not on the velocity this path 

is run through. Starting off from the state A1 = { Ckl1, T1, ap1} and following the 

same path of the external variables in the { Ckl, T }-space in the reverse direction, 

which is always possible, one reaches the original initial state A 0 . ln this sense the 

responseisreversible but path dependent. This behavior may be visualized also in 

the A-space, the complete state space: Starting off from an initial state A 0 and 

assuming that the "path" of the external variables is given in the { Ckl, T }

subspace and passes through the "projection" { Cklo, To} of A 0 and ends at { Ckl1, 

T 1 }, then (1.7) and the path determine a trajectory A(s) in the A-space passing 

through A 0 and A 1; s is the curve parameter. The path of the external variables is 

the projection IT(s) of the trajectory A(s)· Reversibility means that starting at A1 

and passing through the same projection II(s) in the reverse direction, then the 

state A follows the same trajectory A(s) in the reverse direction. 

Path-independence is on!y assured if the functions Fk!(A) and H(A) satisfy 
.1 I 

certain conditions which are derived as follows. lf path independence exists, then 

the ap's can be represented as functions of the external variables, i.e. 

(1.8) 

Thus 

(1.9) 

and (1. 7) takes the form 
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N 

-r II (t'-e.1 7) d/ 
f 

(1.10) 

and the right side is required to represent a total differential. The necessary and 

sufficient conditions are 

IV IV "' "' 
fJ f"k ;) f-"19 'Jt~ )f 

-= I ::;::::. (1.11) ; t'~w .. ;) ~'« ~T ;eh. • I 

in terms of the implicit functions ~kl, ~ we have 
....... 

d~ -:J~~ ~{k dtXv -
Je .. $< ac~lf ~iJlv tJL'~ .. 

,V 

;}fb )dy ~~~ r Jf'..ttt (1.12) =- ;tr tlT 8T aftv 
Al 

2f_ ~~~ ?II d~ - .::...!L- r- !r 

;; C~o~e$0 o>c- ;y ~V t:IC~f4-.. 

From (1.8) and (1.10) we obtain 
Al 

'):t~ 
Lot !r 

~o(J' 
dC'-<~• + dT :::::; 

(){'~M f;YT 

<V 
;'V II dT ::;:=. r:N dC.. .. 

~ 
, 

so that 

;}d ""' ;;; "' 
'!f F II (1.13) 

dLBH .. 
- • 1*81 .=: 

~ I )T .JI 

Finally, with (1.12), (1.13) and (1.9) the integrability conditions (1.11) read in 

terms of the functions Fkl and H 
g I 

)f~ 
+ ;}[b h ==-

:Jf •• a??~~ F. 
P! ... ;; IX".v ....... CJ~ "~V v ~ 

Jt=~ 
r-

;}(h II - o>f ;;f 
F~ - #(~ t9T dlt'v V t:J«v V 
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or 

d }fld8H -[f._ )(." - ;::ltt~ )~,ul= 0 

fJc lm.-44 t/C~ ,}I(,; V lfl«v 
( 1. 14) 

} 2l_ -1 ;;~ ~~~ II Jf1=0 
)T ;;ck tP {)(V v t91X'v . 

This is the desired set of conditions. 

Consequently, at every instant the internal variables are determined by the 

instantaneous external variables. ln this case the ap's lose their character as inter

nal variables. 

The first term f P in (1.6) represents irreversible behavior. Thus dropping the 

rate terms in (1.6) we get 

( 1. 15) 

At any state A this relation uniquely defines the rates <lp. The segment of a trajec

tory is given by 
.. 

Thus, reversing the history of the external variables, i.e., reversing the sign of the 

rate Cki and T, changes the sign of the increments dCk and dT but the dap's are 

not affected. Therefore, a different segment corresponding to a different trajec

tory results; this represents an irreversible response. 

These observations justify to call the evolution equations (1.6) to be of 

"mixed type" (Lehmann [64]). 

The purpose of the present study is to derive and discuss thermodynamic restric

tions for a class of general internal variable models with evolution equations 

which contain the rates of external variables total strain or stress, temperature 

and possibly temperature gradient linearly. lt should be noted that the analysis is 

restricted to infinitesimal strains and rotations. The study is presented in three 

major sections 2, 3, 4. 
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ln section 2 the thermodynamic approach is based on the classical Clausius

Duhem entropy inequality and the Coleman-Noll argument. Fora general inter

nal variable model of "mixed type", where the strain is one of the independent 

external variables, thermodynamic restrictions are derived. lt is shown* that the 

classical potential relations for the stress and energy, involving the Helmholtz 

function or free energy, do not hold any more. Following Lubliner [63], explicit 

conditions are developed which assure the reduceability of the evolution equa

tions of mixedtype to the purely irreversible type; this implies the transformation 

of the internal variables. As a consequence the classical potential relations hold 

again. 

Alternatively, evolution equations are studied which involve the stress as an 

independent external variable instead of the strain. This reflects the common for

mulation in plasticity and viscoplasticity. Then the satisfaction of the Clausius

Duhem entropy inequality for arbitrary thermomechanical processes may pose a 

problern since the arbitrary choice of a stress field may not be associated with a 

compatible strain field. Appropriate conditions are derived which assure that this 

variable choice is acceptable. Also the conditions for the reduceability of the evo

lution equations are given. For some special evolution equations of mixed type 

explicit transformation functions for the internal variables are determined. 

Also, the conditions for the thermodynamic consistency of assumed strain

stress relations, as proposed in purely mechanical theories, are studied. 

Finally, the internal variable model is extended to represent a dass of elastic

viscoplastic materials. The total strain is additively composed of the thermoelastic 

and viscoplastic strain. The evolution equation for the viscoplastic strain is solely 

determined by an irreversible contribution, whereas the evolution equations for 

the internal variables, which control, e.g., the hardening, are of the "mixed 

type". The irreversible part in the evolution equations may change according to 

switch conditions, which define, e.g., an elastic range. However, these conditions 

should depend only on the independent state variables; an influence of rates of 

external variables is excluded. The thermodynamic results obtained above are 

translated to this case. 

ln section 3 the results obtained are applied to different constitutive 

models, the model of Robinson et al. [47] and Krempl et al. [52] and models dis

cussed by Freed, Chaboche and Walker [57, 82]. The first two models were pro

posed without a thermodynamic embedding. Their evolution equations of the in-

* This result has been derived preveously, e.g. [62, 63] 
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ternal variables are of the mixed type: ln the Robinson model the rate of tem

perature is involved and the model of Krempl et al. involves the rate of total 

strain or, equivalently, the stress rate. The two models discussed by Freed et al. in 

a thermodynamic frame involve the stressrate in the evolution equations. These 

assumptions require an analysis of the thermodynamic consistency of these 

models. With respect to the Robinson model this analysis supplements the pre
vious work [1]. 

Finally, in section 4 the extended Clausius-Duhem entropy inequality, using 

the concept of Müller and the method of Lagrangemultipliers (Liu's approach) to 

take into account explicitly the constraining balance equations, is used to derive 

the thermodynamic restrictions of an elastic-viscoplastic material model with evo

lution equations of mixed type. This analysis is done to obtain further support for 

the general results derived in section 2.3. 
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2. Thermodynamits on the Basis of the Classical Clausius-Duhem 
Entropy lnequality and the Coleman-Noll Argument 

2.1 Strain as an Independent Ex.ternal Variable 

2.1.1 Derivation of Thermodynamic Restrietions for a General Interna! Variable 

Model 

ln the following a general internal variable model is considered which involves 

the rates of the external variables, i.e., ekt, t, 9k suchthat 

= i'k ( E ;..~I ~ ~ , z~ 1 ~ ~ , «R ) stress 

... 
= t~ ( -----· II ------ heat flux 

(2.1) 

) 

A 

~ =- c ( II ) internal energy 

'? - ri ( 11 J entropy J 
and the evolution equations for the internal variables are given by 

lf the internal variables ay are not present in the modelsuchthat (2.2) is skipped 

and (2.1) does not involve the ay's, the model belongs to the "materials of dif

ferential type" [66 ]. 

ln the later course of the development a special case is primarily considered 

where (2.1) does not depend on the rates and (2.2) involves the rates only lin
early. Thus 

and 

"' 

( &-~e / 

( ------ II --- ) 

) 

--) 

---11---( 

(---

IJ" (I''" 6t I T, ~I o( II ) 

A 0 

-r E D.. r ......__ __ 11 ---) ~ ",.,. 
( _,. 

l 
(2.3) 
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t 

• . 

(2.4) 

Several of the proposed viscoplastic material models are special cases of this re

stricted dass, and their thermodynamic consistency will be a primary subject of 

this report. However, the thermodynamic consistency analysis will initially be 

done assuming (2.1) combined with the evolution equations (2.4); this somewhat 

moregenerat set of relations allows to pointout some important conditions. 

For sufficiently smooth processes the local dissipation inequality reads (e.g. 

[ 1]) 

.-! . - o. (2.5) 

Here the free energy is given by 

(2.6) 

and 

(2.7) 

denotes the dissipation where a is the entropy production rate. With (2.1) the 

free energy is a function of the variables 

r ~ I t-, T, ~~ «v I iH.b4, ~ "-J) (2.8) 

Le., 
A 

)Y~ rr t'~~J. (2.9) 

lts material time derivative is given by 
/lf "' )~ 8 • d~ .. )r . 

~ 
;:::::: !JE..~ ;;.,. f tJ7 T ~ Pi' ;4 

;)y "( ~ )ry 
•• )~ .. ~JV ... .. 

f - E'*,. -f #t T r )j. ~ -1 tXv .. 
d~~", iJIXv • 

(2 .1 0) 
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With (2.10) and (2.4) inequality (2.5) may be put into the following form 

Ji d1/ A ) 7• t~ [ 6'~.. - 3" ( ~ r &ot. E~. .. J;tt,.. 
fl' C._.li II v ~J"" 

(2.11) 

-J 

4 - -
T 

>o. 

ln this expression alt hatched quantities represent constitutive functions depend

ing on some or all of the variables (2.8). Therefore, the dissipation y is a function 

ofthe quantities 

1T
11 

= ( ~~ I Tl "- I dv I L I f, fi I i~ I r, "'} ' (2.12) 

i.e. 

(2.13) 

if the constitutive functions could be arbitrarily chosen. lt should be noted that y 
depends linearly on the accelerations Ckl, T, Qk but generally nonlinearly on the 

varibles II, equ. (2.8). 

Within the frame of Rational Thermodynamics it is required that the dissipa

tion inequality (2.11) is identically satisfied for a/1 smooth admissible thermody

namic processes; any smooth solution of the balance equations (momentum, en

ergy*) tagether with the assumed constitutive relations (2.1) and (2.4) represents 

such a process. The Coleman-Noll argument [13, 32] implies that the externally 

prescribed body forces and heat supply may be arbitrarily adjusted suchthat the 

balance equations can always be satisfied. As a consequence the quantities II* 

* The mass balance equation need nottobe considered since the analysis is restricted to in
finitesimal strains and rotations. 
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are allowed to take arbitrary values locally, that is at a material point. 

Consider processes where at some instant the values of the variables II are 

the same but which differ in the acceleration ekl. T, Qk instantly. Thus, in the 

expression tor y all quantities are fixed except the accelerations. Since these may 

take arbitrary values and are only linearly involved, their appropriate coefficients 

are required to vanish identically; otherwise the dissipation inequality could be 

violated in some processes. Thus, 

)1f - 0 
( 

A 

d~- I 

=o (2.14) 

that is the free energy is independent of the rates 

(2.15) 

i.e., 

(2.16) 

Obviously, the free energy is still allowed to depend on the temperature gradient 

9k· The dissipation inequality reduces to 

{ =: ! 6~~ ~~ ;;"; e. ~ ;· J'(- i-
f)F.IH .. ;/«..... V ~4# S:J.. z., .. 

J?! ;;; 4. 

{- ;}f -f/n + - II 
~()(v ., 

" A (2 .17) 
~~~ ~~ "' 

~~ 1- t;, 
-~L. J" e91X.- V ~ 

-}i .1\ 4 A 

/v - f, fo, >- 0 dtXv T 
where 

! =if1f) (2.18) 

is generally a nonlinear function of the arguments II. Of course, the dissipation 

inequality (2.17) is required to be satisfied for all sets TI but the derivations of 

further constitutive restrictions is rather difficult, if not impossible, if further as-
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sumptions on the mathematical structure of the constitutive functions are not 

made. 

However, it is still possible to derive some consequences for the constitutive 

functions at an equilibrium state presumably some (fairly) general conditions are 

met. Following [1, 36], an equilibrium state is defined by 

and (2.19) 

as weil as ... 
.d (tt:: 7, 0) 0(11) = 0 q.Y ~,., (2.20) 

suchthat ay vanishes. Conditions (2.20) are satisfied by equilibrium values 

~ TE. tXE. 
&,_.,. I J V eo 

With (2.13, 2.20) the dissipation 

where 

(2.21) 

vanishes at an equilibrium state. 

We assume that the material model und er consideration is suchthat the dis

sipation is positive except at an equilibrium state. Assuming further continuity 

and differentiability of the constitutive functions suchthat their properties apply 

also to y (II), the conditions 

I (2.22) 

imply that the first variation of y vanishes at an equilibrium state and the second 

variation is positive definite, i.e., 

I (2.23) 
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The left hand side of (2.23) 1 is given by 

- [~ 

Thus, the condition 

[ lj~ = 0 l( iE~A< 1 /Tl ~'I /tXJ' 

Ii-.. I Jf I~~ 
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yields 

I;"; ;;: l 
p (J(o/ tßi._.. 1E 

:= 0 

.,, ... 
/) " 

;Ii 

Jrfui jp:_ ::::: 0 
PT E 

;) ~ " Jf.- 4 ~ 1 !;: J" 
..;. fT f;. E 

::::. 0 

~,; "" 

~1 !(JZ - 0 (2.24) 
~fX/ E -

II 

d: e.~ 1 fd~. (d"~-' ..f = 0 f ; l44<1a. tJ()(" ,.. • ~,._, E 

j2i. 
<II 

d?? -< ~:;z f-
tßrXv ,k, := 0 

~T e. 

II ... 

[~ -r 
;)qv 

~~Je ---- 0 
J(A drXv' 

Comparing these conditions with the corresponding conditions of the simpler 

constitutive class discussed in [1] we observe that conditions (2.24)1 to (2.24)4 are 

formally the same as (2.21) in ref. [1]. But conditions (2.24}s to (2.24h are new. 

Some more specific conclusions can be obtained from (2.24} if further conditions 

on the constitutive response are imposed. We will not start a discussion analo

gaus tothat in ref. [1] but simply assume that the considered dass of material 

models is locally asymptotically stable under constant strain and temperature. 

Thus, whenever 

, 

the solution ay(t) of 
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A 

OG J' - Ir ( Zluu Cl T EI dl I('J') 

tends to the equilibrium value apE with increasing time 

I 

whatever the choice of the initial values apO in the neighborhood of the equilib

rium values. For such an isothermal relaxation process the dissipation (2.17) re

duces to 

>0 (2.25) 
I 

therefore, the free energy is a decreasing function of time. This result was already 

obtained for the less general constitutive class analysed in [ 1]. lt is now not neces

sary to duplicate the results of [1 ]. We simply state that the above observation 

and the assumed continuity and differentiability of the free energy implies that 

the free energy has a relative minimum with respect to all variations of the inter

nal variables, i.e., 

(2.26) 

and thus 

;;tl (Jd~1 = 
(2.27) 

Enforcing this requirement, condition (2.24)1, 2
1
4 is satisfied and (2.24}3 yields 

0 

From (2.24)s 6 7 one obtains 
I I 

- 0 

0 (2.28) 
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J (2.28) 

lt appears that these relations are the same as those obtained in the classical 

purely thermoelastic case without internal variables. However, it should be noted 

that equs. (2.28) arevalid only at an equilibrium state; further the hatched func

tions still depend on the equilibrium values of the internal variables. But it is nec

essary to recall that the equilibrium values eklE, TE, and apE are related by the 

equilibrium condition (2.20) 

j r !'... • .: I T"' I o I a/) "' o. 

lf this admits a unique solution for apE *such that 

then we have 

(~}e 

f1)e 
{6-....)e .. 
Consequently JE 

dlf 
JE;= 

.M 

With (2.27) one has 

and thus 

E. ( c ()( = ,t E~H I 
g' ! 

Jl 1\ 

d~ + J?J #< -- )E.4 -- ;JE!~ t9a&" ,._ r 

A .. 
~~ ftt)e = 0 .:::::; 

Rrx e 
J 

rt:~ ~ 
II 

)~ ;)~ 
i!" ::=' 

t/E~ r;;JE .. ~~ 

* A sufficient condition is 

-

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 
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and (2.28)1 2 reduces to 
I 

4()~ 
G 

E r- ;:;_) ()H-f ... .:5 - 0 
(!_ Jt E 

i4.h 

I( E 
(2.32) 

-1- I - CJ 
JTE 

where qrE is independent of the temperature gradient. Thus, at an equilibrium 

state the constitutive restrictions are equivalent to those of the thermoelastic 

case. 

The conditions on the second variation of the dissipation and of the free en

ergy remains tobe analysed butthiswill not be done at this Ievei of generality. 

We now turn the attention to a constitutive dass characterized by (2.3) and (2.4) 

that is, Ök/, Qk, e and i). do not depend on the rates IR of the external variables by 

assumption. Then the free energy q, does not depend on these variables, too. 

Note that this was proved tobe the case for the more general case (2.3) and (2.4). 

The dissipation inequality (2.17) still applies, however, with the important dif

ference that none of the hatched constitutive functions depend on the rates R. 

Therefore, the dissipation y depends only linearly on the rates Rand this allows 

to derive further important conditions. Since y is required tobe non-negative for 

all rates R the following necessary and sufficient conditions are obtained: 

;Jtf :J~ ~ j 
:? /_ f- - E =o 

( tYEH<-. t3 o( ., ~ .. J) .... 

}1} ;)~ J; 
~ T t- iJot V V -0 

(2.33) 

- 0 

and the residual dissipation inequality 
;>12- A ,;( A 

- s ;()(S/ /v r ~~ > 0. 
(2.34) 

lf the evolution equations for the internal variables do not involve the rate Qk, 
i.e., 
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II. 

G~ = o 
" then (2.33)3 yields 

::::=::: 0. 

Further, if the evolution function fv does not depend on the temperature 

gradient Qk, 
,/l. 

ly =: /v ( bu~l 0 ofy) I (2.36) 

then, observing (2.34), the residual inequality splits up into two separate 

inequalities, as discussed in [1 ], i.e., 
J A A 

mechanical dissipation {J1 ::::=: - $ 2):. /v ~0 

(2.37) 

thermal dissipation 
I A 

: = - 7 ?1-~« ~ >o ........ 

The relations (2.37)1 and (2.37}2 remain the same as (2.8) in ref. [1], and, stating 

explicitly the dependence on th .... e parameters, equations (2.33)1 + 2 read J 
p T ) 'Jif'rfb,T,K") 
lj~$((~&1 ~~~ t{1 -. ~ ;}f'IHII I< + I( a .L d"f (fb, r; .t,) l: O"u "'"' ~)) = 0 

I . tY Kv {;-;",_ I er" I 1J,._ 
A II .4 J (2.38) 

ft?u,?;~t,«,J f ;;tr..., r,".,J r ~,:. fr~>r,i,~) =o 

Note that here still the temperature gradient is involved; (2.38) has tobe satisfied 

for all state variables ekl, T, Qk, ap. lf the hatched functions could be choosen arbi

trarily then (2.38) would represent 6+ 1 relations between the 1 O+ n variables ekl. 

T, Qk, av and this is in contradiction to their assumed independence. Therefore, 

the hatched functions cannot be chosen at will. 

ln the following the constitutive functions Emm and A are assumed to be 
ol II 

independent of the temperature gradient. Thus, the evolution equations (2.4) are 

neither affected by the gradient Qk nor by its rate Qk: 
1'4 

IJ' :=: /t ([ul T, ~t,) I 

"' lj ~ lj ( fh,0 ()(I) I G-~_ a o 
V 

(2.39) 
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Then condition (2.38) shows that stress and entropy arenot allowed to depend on 

the temperature gradient and (2.38) reduces to 

G: /~. T~) .... . /tfl~r~,.T;«,J ~-
,.,Ail4LI I f ::?'( tflf; 

,l ~1/{~~0«tJ f lhJo (~/~«r~ 
t9dv v (1' 

0 

(2.40) 

Finally, it should be noted that the "equilibrium part" (Lehmann [64]) which 

characterizes the reversible behavior (section 1) of the evolution equations (2.4) 

plays its part only in the restriction (2.37), (2.38) or (2.40) but not in the residual 

dissipation inequality (2.34). Therefore, it does not contribute to the dissipation 

but changes the structure of the c/assica/ potential relations for the stress and 
entropy. 

This change of the structure has an important consequence: The Legendre 

transformation, so important for the classical relations, is not valid any more. We 

illustrate this in the following. 

The classical potential relations read 

.. - / tPf-&; 7; «r)) :::: CJ 
c:;:...,_ ( ~/?; «!') g ( cP~~ / ~ 

(2.41) 

= 0 

We assume that (2.41) is invertible suchthat both relations can be solved uniquely 

for ekl and T, i.e., 
... 

Eu ~ ~ (~ .. J f/ «'t) 
(2.42) 

This allows to introduce the function <P 

9 rjJ (rr.u/ -;/ «r) "" C... i... - f"l f - 5 '/IF; /; ~). (2.43) 
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The first variation of <P with respect to the independent variables* omn. 11., ap is 
V V V 

d. J"' = V ') tjJ I 0.: 1- e> d rjJ ;:" _L "' ;; (jJ rl tX.. ( 2 .44) 
;;) I ./ f) 6;.". ~H .:> f) i { .. .1 Jct1 .r 

Observing (2.41 }, this yields 

!$ JtjJ = e: .. JG;.... - :$ f 0 (2.45)' 

Equating (2.44) and (2.45)' and requiring validity for all variations Öamn. Öll., Öap 

one gets 

- 0 

..... 

T + = 0 (2.46) 

(jf, l.~ 
T•T 

- 0 . 

The structure of the equations (2.46)1 and (2.46)2 are analogous to (2.41) and this 

is an essential property of a Legendre transformation. 

On the other hand, if the evolution equations involve rates of external vari

ables, then the thermodynamic restrictions apply. Using (2.43) as a definition for 

<P again, we obtain (2.44) and (2.45). Accounting for (2.40), equ. (2.44) gives 

* lt should be observed that the set of independent II statelf -variables should be truely 
minimal, i.e., should not involve superfluous independent variables. 
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(2.47) 

(2.48) 

Here it is understood that the arguments Ckl and Tin the functions q,, Emm and H , , 
are expressed in terms of Gmn, l}, av via the inverse relation (2.42). Comparing 

(2.48) and (2.40), it is seen that an analogous structure does not exist. 

At this point it seems to be rather obvious to inquire into those conditions 

which enforce a vanishing of the extra terms 

d~ A - d~ A 

-1)- E '""" -0 I ~ II = 0 . 
t7 tY v t/ vlt'v "' 

(2 .49) 

These conditions mean that the function Emm and Hv areorthogonal to aq,/aav.so 
f , ) 

an "intimate" relation between those functions and aq,/aav is imposed. The con-

ditions would allow the classical Legendre transformation 

"" 
s cj> (~ .. / 7, «~~) - ~ .. z-.. 

"' 
- { T r- S' }?' ( & .. , r, o/6') 

yielding 

T 
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This property is mathematically rather valuable, however, the physical 

implications of (2.49) are not clear. On the other hand, if only one internal 

variable v = 1 is present, then (2.49) implies that "' 
" ~~ 4 II"' ( 2J:.. =F o E. = E. Jle :;::, C) ) fl .=; ;:::: 0 I f) o(_ l 
.,..~ <I? ... " 

thus the influence of the rates of external variables in the evolution equations 

drops out. Thus, the conditions (2.49), imposing restrictions on Emrr and A, is too 

far going. 

The origin of the additional terms aw/aav Emrr etc. is solely due to the 

assumed influence of rates of external variables in the evolution equations (2.4). 

Assurne that it is possible to find a new set of internal variables ay' by an 

invertible transformation 

(2.50) 

which allows to reduce the evolution equation (2.4) to the standardform 

(2.51) 

Then all constitutive functions will depend on the external variables and an the 

transformed internal variables and, most important, the constitutive restrictions 

(2.38) reduce to the classical potential form. 

Specifically, provided (2.39) holds, the evaluation of the dissipation inequality 
yields 

- '$ Ji'(th/7; «.-) = 
:JE~ .. 
,-,-;(1 

0 

i (- ~ -) C)'lf (- Jt-) = 0 
+ 

~T 

~11/ -
J;4 

and the two seperate residual inequalities (2.37) 
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A 

J tf' "" 
~I t' > 0 = s /)(}( I 

V 

.4 A I 

J'r' - - r~' ~ :=:.o . 

Therefore, in the following section the reduceability of the evolution equations is 

analysed. 

2.1.2 Reduceability of the Evolution Equations 

For the following we still consider the more general evolution equations (2.4) 

"" 
r- E ~&. rr~, ~~~ ~) E-~44- -r 

tY 

A 

f f (~I ~,..1 «,) i f. 

A 

f r;r~,TI?--!!t1)~ 

(2.52) 

We will now derive the conditions which assure that the evolution equations 

(2.52) can be reduced to the standardform 

"I AI 

()( J' .::::. I" ( ~ I T, ~ I ()($ f) 

where the ay' are suitably transformed internal variables 

Herewe assume that (2.53) is invertible 
-1 

txJ. = ~ f~, Tl «.r ') i 
this is assured if 

(2.53) 

(2.54) 

(2.55) 
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Observing (2.52), the time derivative of (2.53) yields 

(2.56) 

Thus, if a transformation hy exists which statisfies 

J.lcr c :::-. o ;; '" 
JJd~ t 14141 I ~ T 

I )Lt~ J/- 0 T ~ -
~t(j .9 

_, ;;.t<l' G 
tPIX's ~ ~ 

(2.57) 

0 
I 

then the reduced form (2.52) exists where 

1/f&..,T,J., «:) = f f1;" ft: ... , r,; .. , «-) jr..r ... , ~;..,""-f,: .(2.58) 

Here it is understood that av on the r.h.s. is expressed in terms of emm, T, 9m,ap' 

via (2.54). The set of equations (2.57) represents an overdetermined system of 

partial differential equations for each of the transformation functions hy, y = 1, 

... , N. Consequently, the functions Emm. H and Gm have to satisfy certain 
t' II 'II 

integrability conditions if a transformation should exist. Of course, the satisfac-

tion of the integrability conditions will not assure a uniqueset of functions hy. 

To make the analysis more concise a compact notation is used. We introduce the 

arrays Vi and Fpi 

F. = ( A 

~"' 

and 

. ,( 
I 'E! ""~'"I 0 

(2.59) 

(2.60) 
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F. -=o 
:r ., ,I ~· ::: "", ••• , ?0 . 

(2.61) 

Then the system (2.57) takes the form 

~ -f J-'; 
;J '11,; ;; ll(t 

t~=.A, ... ,N' 

Fora fixed y we put 

(2.62) 

which should satisfy 
{) /.., 

P-z?.: 

;)/7 
:;Jo(~ ~ ..,_· = 0 I t_".:::: I, ... , /0 (2.63) 

lf 

(2.64) 

is a common differentiable solution of the system (2.63), then the second order 

partial derivatives are interchangeable. Observing (2.63),they are given by 

Changing the indices v ~ p, p ~ v and i ~ j and observing the interchangeability 

of partial derivatives v 

;zr ;> j7 
Jvi tflA"v 

- ;JtJf". ) vi 
equ. (2 .66) yields "" 

._ 

"" ~;J'-t ;;r )F/ ;;zr r. + 
vt 

(2.67) 
)IX~ Jvi - - tlotv/)tfi Vi/ /Jotv PIX~ • 

The interchangeability of the left hand sides of (2.65) and the substraction of 

(2.65}1 and (2.65)2 gives 
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=0 
(2.68) 

The mixedderivatives 

I 

are given by (2.67); inserting them into (2.68) several terms chancel and (2.68) 

F. J~c· ll- 0 
11 1 /)t)(v 1 J - (2.69) 

where (2.62) has been observed. For fixed i and j the equations (2.69) represents a 

homogeneaus system o·f linear equations for the terms in { ... }-brackets with the 
" coefficient matrix [ahy/aap]. With the condition of non-singularity (2.55) we ob-

tain for any set of subscripts (i, j) the trivial solution 

[ d lii _ J f"i1_ r~· ~ {;,· _ 0. () 0;;:::::: 0 , ", .. I,I,~N.(2.70) 
/)Vi EJV"· v dtX'v J ~()(", 

This condition involves only the functions Fi or alternatively Emm H, and Gm, 
~ ~ I ~ ~ 

respectively, and represents necessary restrictions on these functions to allow a 

reduction of the evolution equations to the standard form. That these conditions 

are also sufficient conditions for the existence of a solution f could possibly be 

shown similar to the approach described in [67]. 

The integrability conditions (2.70) are now explicitly formulated in terms of the 

functions Emn etc. using the definitions (2.59). Then we have 
'.!: 

-11'"~ 
A 

E--. :::: E ... -. ~ = ... 

7)7 
A T 

~··· ~0 
.A 

1444 -

"' "' ;=(; A 

E.;. .. E~- )II, )1 : 41 z, 3 
{t - - (2.71) ... 

~ $ !f 
... 

{7 
.A II - J 

"' F ;= "" G~ ""' .rr $ /0 !l 
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and (2.70) yields the following essential integrability conditions 

14 A "' 
.. 

'd E.~ ;Jftk -(t .. ~k - j__ I f":") = o --- " 
9 Pt.#a #IX" v Ii. ~o(v 

A ... "' A 

;( Zt·) ~ ?/i4N ?f/ (. Jff - .f,.,., ~tXv - ::::::::0 
')T 1/E/N"' 

V ~~V 
4 4 (2.72) ,.. A / .. ;;c;.,. ~ :ih) df~~~ ?/::_ 

0 w ~~ ~-(P. T - b . ;r, I -
t1 ~ iYolv 

;)~A ~E.#a -;;'11411 '()(V 

.4 -<! 
A 

-(,# ~ 210 J 
A 

::::::::0 

;;:;, t7T ,._ dKv II ;;~ 

lnspec:tion shows that the conditions (2.72), +2 resemble the conditions of path

independence, equ. (1.14), of the "reversible" contribution to the internal vari

able rate, discussed in section 1. lndeed, the two different aspects, i.e., path

independence and reduceability of the evolution equations, are closely related 

and it is worth to discuss this in the following supplement. 

The time derivative of the inverse of the transformation function (2.54) 
-1 -

~ :=. -1-1 (Eik, 7;j4., a./) - ~,(&ce/ 7;14./ lt'f j (52.1) 

is given by 

(5.2.2) 

ln the right side of the evolution equations (2.52) the internal variables may be 

expressed in terms of the set {ekt, T, Qk. a'v} with the inverse (52.1). 

Thus (2.52) takes the form 

" ~ I 

~ -- ~ (~, f;~, IX.,) -1 --
""" "' 

wJ lf~~f II ) .;-
(52.3) 

""" ,. 

-rl! ( II )T -!-

r 

(-11 -JJ4 
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where 

""' 
A -ir (IM I T; fo I p(~ ') = /,f~l 0 ~/ ~f(~l ... )) 

""' A 

lf-~~ ( II E~~~ ( ) .:= 

~ 

N .. 
fl ( lf .= /1 ( .,, ) (52.4) 

J' J' 

"""" 
~ 

Gll ( ~ -) - ~ I ) 
.r " 

Combining (52.2) and (52.3) one gets 

'V ,." ...... ...... 

" :Ji.r . )~)' .. t?.-I.J' "' #tlr .. 
()(! = tX I -f ~~4# 4uil + ~T T 1- ~~ -8/Jt I ~ 

J 

= { c/ {p / dt4 /= ctJNsl 
(52 .5) 

.V IV .... "' 

h f E 
I' !Ir ~ft - .z~&# I- r-......, .r /H~a .j/ J' 

lf reduceability is possible, then functions kv exist suchthat terms involving rates 

of external variables drop out in equ. (52.5) for arbitrary rates 2mn, t, Qk, i.e. 

""" "" 
fV 

~;; p [ .Mr j JiJI ., #~ ., 
otl ~ ~ c~l. - -J:_. r ~7 T 1- ,~ ~ 17&,41 .. 

..... #V ... (II 

G, 
s 

I' h' 7 ~ E E/1441 1- -f -
I'~"' J' J' 
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or 

Thus the r.h.s.'s are required tobe total differentials in the space of the external 

variables emn. T, 9k with a'p = const. The associated potentials are ky (emn. T, gm, 

a'p) with constant parameter a'p· This, of course, implies then that the integrals of 

the right hand sides are path-independent 

~ o/ 

~ f~ .. / r; /A1 tt,J - "' ( ~· / ?: t~ I rx; /) == 

==j 
(52.7) 

The existence of the "potentials" ky means that the internal variables ay = ky 
(emn. T, 9m. a'v), with the parameters a ~ assumed to be constant, are just func

tions of the present values of the external variables. Consequently 

(52.8) 
I 

Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the potentials ky are giv-

en by the integrability conditions: 

(V 

""' .._ 

Jf~~ df-N: } E.81 
'=:: 

.;; 
/ 

p~ ;},~;. ... 9T 
""' - - ;;{/ )#~ .. d yr~. -

(52.9) 

Jj4 .tlE- .. #jA 
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here the transformed internal variables a'p are helt constant. These conditions 

can be written in terms of the original (implicit) functions Emn etc., i.e., the r.h.s. 
$ 

of (S2.4). Thus, we obtain for example 
". 

Jf~~." )1: -#~,; ;Jw._ 

and with (52.8) and (52.4) this takes the form 

f (52.10) 

5imilarly all other expressions in (52.9) may be transformed. lt is then shown that 

(52.9) is equivalent to (2.72). Thus, reduceability and path-independence as de

scribed above are equivalent. 

At this place it should also be noted that the transformation (2.53) does not 

affect the mechanical and the thermal dissipation. We show this as follows. After 

transformation the mechanical and the thermal dissipations are given by 

(52.11) 

where generally with (2.58) 

(52.12) 

(- "-) .. 

With (2.53) and (52.1), i.e., 
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and 

:J tX"u ),/,41 Ja~' /A~ ;JL~ 
::::: ?v - - -'J ()(._~ PtJt$ I tfJatv flal$

1 t?IX'v (52.13) 

we obtain 
-« I A )~ )~J' )'Jt-' ;J~ J~ 

= 
.?~" - Jot§' ~d;; 1Jot 's )der 

suchthat 1;-u 
.A I 

;)~ 
~ 

I Jlf A/ ).f, )~ .. 
!}( - - <? Ja/ 1~ - -$ tJtJtu tr/tX $' J'l)(/' ;. 

-
" (S2.14) 

A 

;J~ Ä 

~h -$ rJ~ 4 = -

which proves the equality of the mechanical dissipations. This is clearly obvious 

for the thermal dissipation. 

We now return to the discussion of the integrability conditions (2.72). ln

spection of (2.72) shows that these conditions are identically satisfied whenever 

the quantities Emn, A and Gk are strictly constant. ln the following three cases are 
~ $' $ 

treated with decreasing complexity. 

"' 
Case 1: Gk = 0, H =/= 0, Emn * 0 

' g ~ 

ln this case an influence of the rate of the temperature gradient on the rates of 

the internal variables is excluded. Condition (2.72)3 and (2.72)4 reduces to 
A 

d f..,. - & ;; l1 

;>~ - / d* =o (2.73) 

that is, the functions Emm and A are required to be independent of the tempera-s II 

ture gradient. The conditions (2.72)1 and (2.72)2 remain. Equ.'s (2.72)1 are re-

quirements solely for the functions Emm but (2.72)2 involves bothEmm and A. . ~ ~ 

14 

Case II: Gk = 0, H = 0, Emn * 0 
1 ~ ' 

Here only the strain rate affects the evolution of the internal variables. Of course, 

again the conditions (2.73) have tobe satisfied as weil as 
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(2.74) 

which follows from (2.72)2. Equ. (2.74) requires temperature independence of 

Emm; thus 
.,( 

E'*" ~ E.~JN14 (~~I «v ). 
~ $' 

(2.75) 

Further, the complex relation (2.72)1 remains. 

A 

Case 111: Gk = 0, H 7: 0, Emm = 0 
, $ ! 

The conditions (2.72)1 and (2.72h are identically satisfied and (2.72)2 and (2.72)4 

reduce to 

- 0 (2.76) 

which implies 

(2.77) 

From this it is immediately obvious that any evolution law which involves only the 

temperature allows a reduction to the standardform if the constitutive function 

A depends only on the temperature and the internal variables. 

2.1.3 Thermodynamic Consistency of Stress-Strain Relations 

We assume that an ad hoc-model has been proposed by prescribing the functions 

I 

" 
I 

~~~-) 
/ I 

where the functions Emn and A aresuch that the evolutions equations (2.52) are 
::t II 

not reduceable. Clearly, the choice is not necessarily compatible with the two 

restrictions (2.40): Thermodynamics requires that there exists a Helmholtz func

tion w (free energy) which should satisfy the two conditions (2.40). With the 

above functions given, the conditions (2.40) may be regarded as an 

overdetermined system of partial differential equations for the single function $. 
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Therefore, certain integrability conditions have to be satisfied by Gkl and h1 as 

weil as 1} and A. To prevent a duplication of work we leave this question here and 

come back to it again in section (2.2.4), where the stress is used as an independent 

variable. 

2.2 Stress as an Independent External Variable 

2.2.1 The Problem of the Derivation of General Restrietions 

Frequently the stress-strain relation (2.3)1 is invertible: 

(2.78) 

This allows to use in all the other constitutive equations, including the evolution 

equations, the set {Gkl, T, gkt av} as independent variables. Such an approach 

would automatically takeproper account of the constitutive restrictions if the ex

change of variables is done afterthe evaluation of the entropy inequality. 

On the other hand, one may consider a constitutive model which uses the 

stress as an independent external variable and the strain as a dependent one 

from the beginning. Then, the evolution equations which involves rates of exter

nal variables will depend, among others, also on the stress rate. For such a model 

the evaluation of the Clausius-Duhem inequality has to be repeated. lt will be 

shown that undersuch conditions certain peculiar conceptual problems may oc

cur which usually have been overlooked in the Iiterature [41]. 

We will restriet the discussion to a homogeneaus body with the following 

type of constitutive relations: 

V 

t!. hto. ::::: !e-.. (6'~1 T . I {14., ~) 

V 

( &::; tE II ) 
(2.79) 

V 

i (-- --) 

(--~~ _) 
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and the evolution equations 

V .. 
-f ;~H ( ) ~,._ f 

(2.80) 
"' .. 

Ii ( 4-- ) T .f 
f-

cf 
V 

)~ f ( 
J' 

The lokal, instant entropy inequality is given by 

~: = $~ f- ( f/-)1~ 
and the lokal, instant energy balance reads 

and this allows to eliminate the heat supply from the entropy inequality 

" ~ • I • ~~~ 
G = ~ ~ - T 5 € + r ~h! ~t'L T~ > o. 

Thus, the dissipation y is given by 
" .. .. (/k~ > 

f:=. T6 = 5 T'1J - 5 e + 6~ ~ - --::;=-- 0 ·(2.81) 

We now introduce the Gibbs function (or free enthalpy [68]) using the notation 

of Gibbs [69] 
V V 

e/ V v' I ""' 1f,. I 
} =- ~ (6h, T,Jt., ott/) = e ...... T~ - "i 0 u [u-::: l -so~~2.82) 

The material time derivative is given by 

:it f = f- E-r, - T..j - f~~ -: 6"u ~ (2.83) 

and this allows to write the dissipation inequality (2.81) in the following form 

~ 0. (2.84) 
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... 
ln terms of the Gibbs function ~ we have 

.. 
r= 

... 
Jt @ 

.;.. - T -r 
?JT 

(2.85) 

lnserting this into (2.84) and collecting terms with the appropriate rates, yields 

&/ " 

/ - -r~ }o~ -1- ihj~ !/(~t 1-i)f 
'o!f4> 

....... v· (2.86) 

-f jf j. Jf til!! e 

-) dv > 0. 
~~ {) tt"tl T 

The rates of internal variables are determined by (2.80), i.e., they are completely 

defined by the instant values of all the independentvariables and the rates of the 

external independent variables. Accounting for this fact, the dissipation in

equality reads 

""" "" -r~Jf }f "' 4]64 ! - --~-~ -1-
;o~ ;)o(v Jf,,.. 

V 

""' )f )! "' 
1- j ]t -r[~ -f- -II 

ddv "" 
(2.87) 

.". 
V 

;)f - Jf ~,]~ - rj ~,. 1-
e)()('o/ 

V 

;Jf"" ..... ~~ .> 0 
-$ t?ot." /v T 

Here we have to recall that the dissipation inequality has to be satisfied iden

tically for all (smooth) admissible thermomechanic processes, i.e., solutions of the 

balance equations together with the assumed constitutive relations as weil as 

appropriate initial and boundary conditions. These solutions actually represent 

fields in space and time. Physically an arbitrary process is controlled and deter

mined by a choice of body forces and heat supplies and initial and boundary con

ditions. On the other hand, any smooth displacement and temperature field Uk 

(xm, t) and T (xk, t) and initial values ~Y (xk) of the internal variables completely 
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defines an admissible process [32, 36]. Especially the strain and strain rate fields 

are given by 

and satisfy the compatibility conditions automatically. Since Uk (xm. t) is an 

arbitrary function, the strain and strain rates are locally and instantly arbitrary 

andindependent. 

On the other side, not every smooth stress and temperature field Gkl (xm, t) and 

T (xm, t) and set of initital values ay (xm) corresponds to an admissible process. Of 
0 

course, the evolution law (2.80) can be integrated in principle to yield the field of 

internal variables av (xm, t); however, the strain field ekl (xm. t) obtained from 

(2.79), generally does not satisfy the compatibility conditions: The strain field is 

not deriveable from a displacement field. Therefore, a smooth and unique 

velocity and acceleration field generally does not exist if the above choice is 

made. 

Consequently Cauchy's first law of motion (balance of linear momentum) 

cannot be satisfied. ln short, the above choice is non-realizable. 

However, there exists a dass of peculiar processes which legitimates the use 

of the stress as one of the quantities characterizing a thermomechanical process. 

Assurne that the stress and temperature fieldas weil as initial values ~Y are homo

geneous, that is independent of the spatial coordinates. Thus, the temperature 

gradient Qk vanishes everywhere 

and the strain field calculated from (2.79)1 is uniform. However, for a uniform 

strain field a compatible displacement field can always be constructed. Thus, to 

some choice of homogeneaus fields Gkl, T and gy there alway exists a process 

defined by Uk, T, and ay. For an arbitrary stressrate and temperature rate it then 
t/1 

follows from (2.87) 
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"' " )f }f V 

r 4}~ [g tlo..u f s /) ()(e/ !fk """" 0 

~:::0 

.... 

')( II 
(2.88) 

[ Jf 
f- 1- i 1/1. :0 dT :Jot!/ 1/ 

- 0 

and ~ w 

( ;;f il=v ;:::... 
- '5' f) tX,.~ CJ (2.89) 

but a statement about the term 

[Jf :;> 
f<{l-~ t9~ 

f-
;9«." 

(2.90) 

cannot be made. This would require an arbitrary choice of 9k and especially gk 

and this would involve generally an incompatible strain field even if the stress 

field is homogeneous. Obviously, equ. (2.88) to (2.90) are limited results. 

However, there is an important exception. lf (2.79)1 to (2.79)3 and (2.80) are 

assumed independent of the temperature gradient and its rate ab initio, then the 

choice of homogeneaus fields Gkl, T and <Jv yields essential constitutive restric

tions of the form (2.88) and (2.89) valid for any value of 9k since then these 

expression are independent of 9k· 

ln generat the above results show that the characterization of an admissible 

thermomechanic process by the displacement and temperature field as weil as 

the initial values <;v is much more preferable. This possibly explains why Coleman 

and Gurtin [36] did not use the stress as an independent variable. 

Taking this conclusion as a starting point we will now show under what 

conditions a direct evaluation* of (2.87) is still justified. The material derivative of 

(2. 79) 1 yields 

* The direct evaluation is based on the independence and arbitrariness of Ökl· t and 9k 
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v c/ 

(JE~ }E4 cL .. J. 6-... ~ - f)c;. .. B~ S' ?· 
V 

V 

+( dc!Ct. ::Jf~ i) • 
t T (2.91) 

'PT JJtt! 
V ..... 

tj .. )~ (;~ ;)~ 

#f- !)()(.!' 

} V 

h IJ a, 

where the evolution equation (2.80) is observed. 

We put 

(2.92) 

which is a fourth order tensor symmetric in (kl) and (mn). lts "inverse" C 1pqkl is 

defined suchthat its multiplication with (2.91) and contraction yields 

_"" <» II --f l(tß~ Pi.e Ii) . I 
c.JO,Id = 6"JI1 ~ c/f-k I ( f) T r rJ«f $/ T r ... 

which implies 

or 

and thus 

[ L~k Cu"'~ - i (ef> ... l', .. r Jf .. J;..)] G .. ~ = o. 

Therefore 
,..; 

C.;.,...._ Cu .. ~ = i (/,. .. 4• 1- <!, ... t~) = J;, ... k (2.93) 

is a "unit tensor" which reflects the symmetry properties of the subscripts. 
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The necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of an "inverse" can 

be obtained as follows. The relation (2.91) represents a system of linear equations 

for the stress rates 6mn = 6nm· Collecting the stress and strain rates in column 

matrixes 

i; T - { ~_, 1 ~ ~ 1 6j J J 
6"~ ' 6; l J ~ ~ 1 

7 { i,, 1 J 
I ... 

and introducing 

//(.,. = { 1<,, ' ku. ' J(J J I Ku ' kn' KJ 1 J 

where 

., ....... 

{ }2~ ;)E~ ;1) • 

Ku t- T .,._ - -- fJT ~o(_r .s 

V ...... 

f)i- f + (Je" 1-
dE~ 

Pr p~ 

.. 
)E~ ..... 

f 
p~~ 

<f 

the relation (2.91) reads 

"r CiJ f //( 6 

(2.94) =- I 

here the matrix C contains the elements of Ckl mn 

C;/11 4u. {'1/:J:J 2 {'1/fl z clll3 
z r;_,, 

c,l-11 Guz.. Gz.J.] 2_ cl.IZ l Lu:~3 Z Lu.11 

... _. .... 
0 II .. " ~ V e 

{= 
CIJ.II t;lil t;l.JJ 2Cilll 2GaJ l_ c;J..II 

(2.95) 

"' ..... ,. .. ........ 

~!II (Jf/1 ~JJ L~IIZ 2 GI~) 2 c~..~, 
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Consequently, a unique solution for dr is assured if the 6x6 matrix is non-singular 

dd[tL) -:f 0. (2.96) 

Provided this non-singularity is satisfied, equ. (2.91) or (2.94) can be solved for the 

stress rates. This allows to eliminate the stressrate from the dissipation inequality 

(2.87); we obtain 

V 

-lr$if ~- s ;~ fllJ (2.97) 

0. 

However, this inequality still contains the stress as an independentvariable since 
ft/' <;,/ V V "" \;/ '=" ._, 

the functions ~' rkl, :q, fp. Emm. H, Gm etc. as weil as Cmmkl depend explicitly on the s , '!f 

stress. We recall the requirement that the thermomechanical process must be 
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compatible which is assured if Uk, T and ~P are taken as the primary fields. There

fore, the strain-stress relation (2.79)1 must be invertibl.e to define a unique stress 

field in terms of Ckl, T, 9k and ap 

(2.98) 

Thus, the Jacobian of (2.79)1 is required tobe non-singular* 
J v 

dd ( ~C= ) =f= o . (2.99) 

ln inequality (2.97) it is understood that the stress is represented by the function 

(2.98). Then for arbitrary and locally independent rates 

the dissipation inequality yields the following restrictions 

-0 

(2.1 00) 

Multiplication of (2.100)1 with Cklpq and observing (2.93) gives 

* lt is understood that a ckl I a Omn is represented by a two-dimensional array. 
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V V 
v 

~f ;)f c:)Ln (f! E -1- = r f "Jot~ ~6'/h;, 
!f .bfH 

(2.101) 7 ... 
V " 

( #f Jf 
{:l'f + ~7) o. 

~ :J6'n 
+ 9 - = - ~ ()(1' S;t~w 

"' t/ .,. 

Here the symmetry of al, I aamn. Emn. emn is accounted for. Consequently, the 
<JI 

conditions (2.1 OOht3 reduce to 

V "' 
;} V V' 

fl -1- y' - 0 J n -T ;) 

:JT ;t4 t 

"" 
.,. 

;; ;)f V 

1- GA C) 

!J !J~ 9 [YtX! 
-

t 

and the dissipation inequality (2.97) simplifies to the residual dissipation 

inequality ", "' 
df &/ ~~ 

-S' dtXr /t T 
;:::: 0 . 

Obviously, the conditions (2.1 01) to (2.1 03) would have been obtained if 

inequality (2.87) were evaluated directly for arbitrary Okl, t, and Qk. 

The above results can be summarized in the following conclusion: 

(2.102) 

(2.103) 

The use of the stress as an independentvariable in the constitutive equa

tions and a direct evaluation of the dissipation inequality with an arbitrary 

variation of the stress rate is formally justified provided this approach can 

be interpreted in terms of a variation of a kinematically compatible thermo

mechanical process. For homogeneaus bodies this is assured if the strain

stress relation is invertible, i.e., which is assured if 

dd(JJh.) =f 0 
90' .... (2.104) 

and if the incremental strain rate-stressrate relation, with due account of 

the evolution equations for the internal variables, is invertible, and that is 

the case if 
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" 
de~(fl),: u(ff:::.. + JE: E ... )::~:- 0 

~()('~ r . (2.105) 

For the more special case that the evolution equations for the internal vari

ables do not depend on the stress rate, i.e., 
V 

E.~&<. = (!) 
~ 

then the condition (2.1 05) reduces to (2.104). 

2.2.2 Reduceability of the Evolution Equations 

We will now indicate the conditions which assure that the evolution equations 

(2.80) can be reduced to the standardform 
V 

IJII/ ( 6~ I r; ~ ~ tX.r 1/) (2.106) 

where the ay" are transformed internal variables 
oV 

ot1 t? == 4tf (6~ / 0 ~/ fXv) · (2.107) 

lt is immediately obvious that the derivation of these conditions is entirely analo

gaus to the approach described in section (2.12). Thus, with the appropriate nota

tion we get, analogaus to (2.72), the following integrability conditions 

(2.1 08) 
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Again the three special cases are considered with decreasing complexity and 

which are presented in an abridged form. 

Case /" 
r/ 

H 7:- 0, , 
(2.108)1 and (2.108)2 remain 

(2.108)3 reducesto 

(2.108)4 reducesto 

Case II" 

(2.108), remains 

(2.108)2 reducesto 

(2.108)3 reducesto 

V 

H=O 
~ I 

(2.108)4 identically satisfied. 

"' Emm 7:- 0 
!I 

=0 

-o 

v' 

Emm 7:- 0 
~ 

- 0 

0 

(2.109) 

(2.110) 

Here it should be stated explicitly that, provided only the stressrate is involved in 
.... 

the evolutions equation, than the function Emn should not only be independent 
$ 

of the temperature gradient but also independent of the temperature; further, 

the complicated integrability condition (2.108)1 remains tobe satisfied. 
"' lt appears that the required temperature independence of the function Emn 

J 

is not acceptable on physical grounds: lt is very unlikely, that phenomenological 
"'" functions like Emn should not depend on the absolute temperature; this is a prop-

'1 
erty which characterizes very basicmaterial constants usually beyond the pheno-

menologicallevel. 

V 

lt is worthwhile to indicate explicitly some simple functions Emn which satisfy all 

' the conditions (2.110): 
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V' 

(a) Assume Emn independent of all variables, i.e., 
~ v 

1f l4t II .::; CiJ ~ 1: I 

then its derivatives vanish and (2.108), is identically satisfied . 

.. 
(ß) Assume Emn independent of aJl, T, 9k and linear in apq, i.e., 

' "' ~~.. = tf--;uuJIU} ~1 1 ti-;"14~ ~ C't:l14.s I. . 

Then (2.1 08) 1 yields the condition 

-= 0 .~· 

for example 

suchthat (2.80) reads .. 

(y) Assume Emn independent of Gkl, T, 9k and linear in aJl, i.e., 

= s PfH 
!f 

From (2.108)1 it follows 

I 

( j hfH/'- fuv - .f hr fiN .. ") o 

which is still a complex requirement. lf 

then the above requirement takes the form 

( "1;... f~ I u {lv - ~ fi~ ?,:~ (lv) = O 

which is identically satisfied. Then 
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V 

(8) Assurne Emn independent ofT, 9k and linear in ap and Okl, suchthat 
s 

;; = c 6"?. l} ""- ()(Ä<- • l:j4u-, ~+. .. !'/ 1'? S ,--- r I 

" 
this implies that the influence of the stress is the same for all functions Emn 

f 
p = 1 ... N. Provided Cmn pq is symmetric 

e~&4~'' -= ~' Iu ... 

(2.1 08}2 is satisfied, since each of the two terms of (2.1 08) 1 vanishes identi

cally. 

V ., V 

Case 111" Gk = 0 H ::t: 0, Emm = 0 !I I > ' 
(2.108), identically satisfied 

V 

(2.108)2 reduces to 
;:;tf - 0 

(}61114,. 
(2.111) 

(2.1 08)3 identically satisfied 
1/ 

(2.1 08)4 reduces to 
Jfl - 0 
;~ 

. 

Consequently, a reduction to the standardform of the evolution equation is only 

" possible if the function H is independent of the stress and temperature gradient 
I 

and is atmost a function of the temperature and internal variables 

(2.112) 

2.2.3 Determination of Transformation Functions 

ln this section we will give some general information how suitable transforma

tion function can be determined if the integrability conditions are satisfied. How

ever, the discussion will be restricted to the cases 111" and II" only, i.e., 
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V 

H ::;t:. 0, 
~ 

The assumed evolution equation is given by 

.... 
Emm = 0 
f 

(2.113) 

lntegrability is assured since the condition (2.112) is satisfied. The transformation 

relation is taken tobe 
V 

tX', II ::: 
d' 

~~ {oM 1 T1 (A, rx'") (2.114) 

and its time derivative is 
V V 

"" 
V 

J,l., II rJI.~~ ;;~J' fiJ JLcr .. €1 

II II 
~ 

.,. T + )~ ~+ (/" dr - iJT tY~ t?cr~ 
..... ..... V 

(;/ )~ J/!)i 1-;;~J' 
V 

(v f f - /}dv V pfX'"" #T 
(2.115) 

V o/ 

JLt~ " },/,.p .. 
t- f)~ ~ + f)~ ~ .. 

Reduceability to the standardform implies 
V v 

)~tt JL"' --- = 0 
dok 1 P'~ 

0 (2.116) 

and 

+ - 0 .. (2.117) 

v 
The conditions (2.116) require that hy is of the form 
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V V 

*ct - 4~ ( T; ()(~ ) . (2.118) 

Fora fixed index y we put 
.... .... 

,..., -= ~ (7; rx") - rr0a.;J (2.119) 

and (2 .117) reads V v' 

:Jr V ()j' 
1- /1- 0 

t) ds 
-

8T 3 
(2.120) 

" which is a homogeneaus linear partial differential equation for r. Any trans-
. y 

formation function hy must reflect the mathematical structure of the representa-

tive solution f. 

From the theory of partial differential equations [70] it is known that the theory 

of any linear partial differential equation is equivalent to the theory of systems of 

ordinary differential equations and this also allows the construction of a solution. 

This system is given by 

dTI'sJ _ 
4 t'/5 I 

(2.121) 

and V 

d f'('TtsJ1 (1(",/~J) _ 

d5 
0. 

(2.122) 

The functions T{s),ap (s) represent the characteristic base curves in the (T, 01, ... , 

ON )-space and s is the curve parameter. Equ. (2.122) states that r is constant along 

a characteristic base curve. The initial conditions for the system (2.121) are 

(2.123) 

and these values define a single point in the (N + 1)-dimensional (T, 01, ... , ON)

space. Because of the uniqueness of the solution of (2.121) only a single charac

teristic base curve passes through the point (2.123). We consider an infinite set of 

initial points on an [(N + 1)-1 = N]-dimensional surface (N-dimensional manifold) 

in the (T, 01, ... , ON)-space. This surface is given by the parameter representation 

I 

where r1, ... rN are the surface parameters. Further, if to every point of this surface 

a value 

,_, = r f ,.. -r.. ) 
0 .,, ••• ,Al (2.124) 
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is attached, then each characteristic base curve emanating from the surface, 

utransportsu its value ro to other points in the (N + 1}-dimensional space. Of 

course, here it is assumed that the surface of initial values does not contain any of 

the characteristic base curves (is unon-characteristic 11
) • 

." 

The Solution r = f (T, a1, ... , GN) is obtained follows. The general Solution of 

the ordinary system of differential equations (2.121) under due account of the 

initial values is given by 

T= --/ ) s ~ ~(~, ... /?;,.. 

..... 
()($- ~ (SI oftf~r··J r'.v)' ... ) tfN (~ ···1 IN}) 

-I N. - / ... , 
Thus 

T- T(-r -w: ) o lj ·•· .1 N • 

lnserting this into (2.125)2 and solving for r,, ... rN we get* 

and from (2.124) we finally obtain 
r/ 

I 

(2.125) 

r =: r{0K;) ... , (){N)=:; ;;:r:;; rr;~) '"/ (){~.)/ """) ~(1/ ~.) "''jt(N) 2(2.126) 

With (2.125), the differential equations (2.121 h read 

~:9 = frs.- ?;f-.-;),«u-·/;(N) , 5-t, .. "'N. {2.127) 

For a restricted dass of Hp-functions a generat closed form solution can be ob

tained. Assurne that Hp is separab/e in the variablesTand ap; then 

and a variable transformation 
s s T 

5 11 = jlltr)ds = jlf{s-1-!~)d>- jlftr)dT 
7; 

yields 

(2.128) 

(2 .129) 

* This solution is possible in principle since the surface of initial values is non-characteristic. 
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d rx, _ L / ()( ()( ) 
d .s* - ~ ( I /J , • "I IV • 

(2.130) 

ln addition it is assumed that Lp is linear in ov 

(2.131) 

where Lpv is a constant matrix. The general solution of (2.130) with (2.131) is 

/"1 d, .s rf -1- C. e ri.v s* 
tX~ ::= L

9 1 
e 1- Sill (2.132) 

where the A4, are the eigenvalues of the matrix Lw 

(2.133) 

Here it is assumed that (N) distinct eigenvalues are obtained. The column matrices 

Cpl. Cp2, ... are the eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues 01, 02, etc. We 

introduce normalized eigenvectors Cpi' 

(2.134) 

suchthat 
I 

C - c .. C., .. 9i - .,. .... (no summation) • (2.135) 

Then the general solution (2.142) reads r 

tXs = z c~i e d;. s lf .-: ~ Ci. c;i tac;:;Vi fttr)dT) (2.136) 
t ~ T 

D 
and with the initial condition we obtain 

~ I I 

d rs=c) =- rX~ (s*:o) =-- c_ C!,: C~. - t5~ { --r; . .. ') ?N) . (2.137) 
g i=4 ~ / 

The eigenvectors are linearly independent and thus the inverse of Cpi' exists; 

therefore 

c. = 
t!:. (2. 138) 

Consequently, 
.H IV' _" 1 s 

ot5 = ;;(sfs, "'>···) yf.v) = ~ 2.1JI(",-,F .. 1 -t:v)(v ~i~(J,·jllts~ol)tls} 
t.. :1 l)c:J D 

(2.139) 
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and this gives the solution (2.125)2 explicitly in terms of the parameters s and r,, 

... rN. 

II' 

To obtain the representative solution r (T, ap) further assumptions, concerning 

the initial values T (rv) and ap (rv) as weil as r (rv), have to be made. Since we in-
" 0 () 

tend to find a simple transformation function which allows a reduction to the 

standard form, the following assumptions are made 

Tt-r:, ~) == T- ~~ 0 J ••• N D 

(2.140) 

Thus 

N' ..V _" T 
.I I 

exl' (~,; j 1/t"r) dT) tX~ - E ~ (.V c$i 
i:? p.:::-1 

7 
0 

.N (2.141) 

- ~ j)v J {0T) 
}/.:-/ 

D 

with r 

&p (d,· /lf(r)dT). 
T. 

(2.142) 

" 
Assuming Dvp tobe non-singular, one gets from (2.141) 

(2.143) 

Further, assuming still an arbitrarydistribution r = f 0 (r 1, ... , rN) on the initial 

value surface, one obtains the following solution 

(2.144) 
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Consequently, any set of continuous differentiable functions roy {r,, ... rN). 
,....., _, -1 _, 

rl) fr.; = ~ (E_ JJ tr,~J «t, L Zis tr,7;J«,, ... , X 7J#f tr,r")«$) 
'/ II 'J' !J 11 5 ~ 

represents a suitable set of transformation relations for the internal variables 

~ v f""Y/. -/ 
~ - ~~ (7j tX,, ... , rx'N)-= 10f { f ~f(T,l;)tl5 , ... ) . (2.145) 

The simplest case is given by putting 

/.., ( .A -Y' ) - L 1". 
Oj ., 1 1 • • • J II - .0 J' (2.146) 

where (b) is a constant. Thus, 

,./I/ 
(/\( =: (2.147) 

which is a linear relation between the primary internal variables and the trans

formed ones. However, the matrix Dyp is generally a rather complicated function 

of the temperature. 

ln the following a rather simple case is considered, i.e., 
II 

====;:;:. /1 ( «"~, T) -= H(r)d!. (2.148) 
g 

Thus, the evolution equation is of the form 

""' dJ' -= {, ( ~~ 1 T1 ~ J dv) + fltr) «r 
111 

T 
" 

The solution of the characteristic equation 

d dr 
- == ()(~ 

ds* I 

reads .s 

~P (/11rsf1~~J~s) 

Observing the initial conditions (2.140}2, we get 
$ 

0 

()(, = r; exp ( j /f(.st-7;,) Jls) 

and with (2.125)1 we find 
T 

bf {- j fltr)dl}. 
r; 

(2.149) 

(2.150) 

(2.151) 
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With the assumption (2.146) we get finally the following transformation relation 
~ r a/ -= ~ tr" (){, J = b ~ e,.,;o (- j tfrr;dr J (2.152) 

u 

where b * 0 is arbitrary. This is an outstanding simple relation. 

For this simple case the reduced evolution equation takes the following 

form ... 

II II _ /)~/' J"' .- ,; I'~ ~ 
oft - PtJ(, ir~ trJP t c. -~" T; ~" «" / 

7 ,." T (2.153) 

:: 6 e<p/~/lltr;d:Jt,tc;;., ;,~,;l(,'e.-1o/juJdj). 
' 0 

ln section 3.1 we will discuss an example from the Iiterature which falls in this sim-

ple category. 

Finally, we analyse the simple case where the functions Hy do not depend 

on the internal variables and have a common temperature dependence; thus 

With the substitution 

T 

;( = I 1/{7} dT 
T 

d;r : II dT 

0 

the condition (2.117) takes the form 

0 

With r denoting any of the functions hy we have 

:;r ;JF 
-1-

/)(;($ {', 
- 0 

f)X 

The associated characteristic equations are 

d;( 
=- t t:l~ = ('_ ;.~; di? 

ds I ds g ) d.s 

(2.154) 

(2.155) 

(2.156) 

=-0 
(2.157) 
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their solutions are 

;{ -= 5 + X ( -Y',) ... ) ..,...N ) 
«> 

o(~ == ~s + '1~ ( Y"n ••• , riV'} (2.158) 

r - r; ( t, J ... J r#}. 

ln the (1 + N)-dimensional (X, at, ... , aN)-space the solutions X(s), ap(s) represent a 

characteristic base curve with curve parameter s "starting off" (s = 0) from a point 

(Xo, ao, ... , aoN) which is located on a N-dirnensional surface with surface coordi-

nates r1, ... , rN. 

Elimination of s between (2.158)1, 2 yields 

~ = ~ . (;r_ - ~) (2.159) 

We rnake the especially simple assumptions 

,.,; ('t' ..r } Y - Cousl. - 0 ~ 11 ... , 1111 -= /Lo 
(2.160) 

With (2.158) this yields 

~ ::: ex.~ - C~ ·(X- '.1!-o) - ots - L'; X. (2.161) 

Since r Stands for any of the transformations hy 

we have 

(2.162) 

a very simple choice is 

(2.163) 
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Combining (2.162}2, (2.163) and (2.161), the transformation (2.114) with (2.118) 

reads 

,v // _ 

lAd' - ~ (Tl tX11 ) == ~I' ( r;,~ ... -' r.y} = 

_ c [ oecr - c~xJ. 
(2.164) 

Thus, the transformation of the internal variables ay consists simply in a tempera

ture dependent shift CpX of the variables ay and a change of scale with scale fac

tor C if C * 1. Note that this transformation relation is not the only one which sat

isfies (2.156) but it is very simple. 

V V V 

2.2.3.2 Case II": Gm~ 0, H = 0, Emn * 0 
f 5 SI 

The assumed evolution equation is given by 

V 

provided Epq satisfies equ. (2.110)1, integrability is assured. The transformation is 
. b .I g1ven y 

II ; 

o<J' == 41/JI ( 6.u) 0 ?J) ~) 
and its time derivative reads 

Reduceability requires 
V 

').LJ' = 0 
f)T 

"" 
:J-J~ 
?o~ 

I 

.... 

:~j .f-

.... )L;)G: E.,k 
II )at... ~ 

.... 

)4~ . = 
d-;;;:-~ 
~ 

I-

(2.165) 

(2.166) 
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Thus 
"" 

XJ II- LJ' ( 6~ I ~ ). (2.167) 

To find a solution hy(Gkl, a11) satisfying (2.166) is generally a formidable problem. 

We present here only a transformation function hy when Emn is a set of constant 
values 

(2.168) 

independent of the temperature. Assurne that hy isalinear function in a11 and Gkl 

suchthat 

(2.169) 

where Apq and 811 are sets of constant values. lnserting (2.169) in (2.166) gives 

-0 (2.170) 

We choose 

and (2.166) is satisfied. Consequently 

(2.171) 

is an admissible transformation function where the 811 are arbitrary constant fac

tors. However, it should be noted that any set of functions Gp of hy 

V~ G V 

~5 ::::;: ~ ( ~ ) 

yields another set of admissible transformation functions hp *. 

2.2.4 Thermodynamic Consistency of Assumed Strain-Stress Relations 

ln section 2.2.1 the assumed constitutive relations are (2. 79) and (2.80) with the 

strain-stress relation given by (2.79),. ln the following a less general dass will be 

assumed, i.e., 
V 

EWJH .::::: z"..&t (o~, ~ «v) 1 
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V 

~ = (2 ( 6'-t. I T, o( V ) 

7 - ~ ( _,,_) (2.172) 

V' 

1/J. := tt~ ( - II } 

and the evolution equations 

II' ., 

~ (6k) T, rXv ) o(l = f 

"' 

) 6~~ f E. ( II + er ;.!A 
(2.173) 

t/ . 
I /1 {-tt-) T 

tf 

With these assumptions a direct evaluation of the Clausius-Duhem entropy in

equality is possible using homogeneous fields for Okl, T, and ~y; this yields the fol

lowing necessary and sufficient conditions 

,/ ..-

)f ;)f V ...... 
f- ~ O?dv {.k -f Eh = 0 

Bou 

V 
(2.174) 

"" Jf ;Jf V 

II 
V 

r -I 1 =- 0 
C)T [)(){V II' 

and 

(2.175) 
) > 0. 

Note that the functions ~, i}, Ckl, H depend only on the variables Okl, T, and av. 

' ln the following we assume that an ad hoc-model has been proposed by pre-

scribing the functions 
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V V 

and the functions Emn and H aresuchthat the evolution equations (2.173) arenot 
H 3 

reduceable. Such a choice of functions is done when purely mechanical theories 

are developed without a thermodynamic embedding; then, of course, the inter

nal energy e and entropy ii arenot a matter of concern. Nevertheless, one should 

require that the mechanical theory is thermodynamically consistent in the sense 

that it can be considered as a special case of a more embracing thermodynamic 

theory. Thus, one should require that there exists a Gibbs function satisfying the 

restriction (2.174) 1· We will extend this question by assuming that also ii is given 

by an ad hoc choice. Thus, the ad hoc model consists of a choice of 
V 

fl 
cf (2.176) 

all of them functions of (amn. T, Gy}. lt is evident that such a choice is not necessar

ily compatible with the two restrictions (2.174): Thermodynamics requires that 

there exists a Gibbs function ~ satisfying both equations (2.174). Since the func~ 

tions (2.176) are given, the equations (2.174) represent an overdetermined set of 

6 + 1 partial differential equations for single function ~- Therefore, not every 

choice of the functions (2.176) allows the existence of a common solution ~-

With respect to the (6 + 1 + N) derivatives 

I 

the equations (2.174) are an underdetermined system of (6 + 1) linear equations. 

Thus, equ. (2.174) allows to solve for a&aakl and a;:;ar in terms of all other quanti-
II "' 

ties induding al,/aGv; but aljaGv cannot be obtained from (2.74). Therefore, the 

theory of overdetermined systems of linear partial differential equations of first 

order [67], which yields necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a 

common solution, is not simply applicable. 

We consider Gv as a set of parameters and a'(JaGv as functions, which we do 

not explicitely prescribe*, except that they should not necessarily vanish. Then 
" (2.174) is a system of (6 + 1) differential equations for the single function ~ with 

(6 + 1) independentvariables Gkl and T. 

* ln irreversible thermodynamics the derivatives -p a(jaav are identified as the affinities Av or 
thermodynamic forces. lf had hoc assumptions Av = Äv (amn• T, av) are made, then an 
additional set of equations is available. 
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We restriet the further discussion to the equ. (2.174)1 which will, in fact, 

show the essentials. The inclusion of (2.174)2 is done by a proper naming of the 

independentvariables and the given functions since both equations (2.174) have 

the same structure. 

Equ.'s (2.174) 1 represent six partial differential equations for the Gibbs func-
~ V 

tion. lf a solution ~ is required to exist, the functions Ekl and ekl are not arbitrary 
" but have to satisfy certain conditions. Provided 

(2.177) 

tl 

the existence of a differentiable common solution ~ of (2.174)1 implies that the 

second orderpartial differentials are interchangeable, i.e., 

;}l _ :Jz f 
fJ~ JDi"&t ~ {}tfZ,_ Ja~ 

and this yields the necessary integrability condition 

{) {h Ji/H" - (2.178) 

which is also a sufficient condition (see [67]). Forthis simple situation this relation 

represents the thermodynamic consistency condition for the strain-stress func-.,. 
tion. lf Ekl is nonzero, we obtain with (2.174) 

II 

--
;;lf "' 

o/ .,.,. 
v )f )~P1 .L ;>~9 E. -

6J «v ~er,. .s ~ #O,..s -ypj ~!X'v #tJ;.s (2.179) 

.... .;' 

cJin ;z V )f #?p; 
~I'? 

I - g 
eP~ tl«.r ~Pfv ~O(d' t9tXJ" • 

With the change of indices from (p,q) to (r,s), (y) to (v), and (v) to (p) we get from 

(2.179}2 
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Exchanging (p,q) and (r,s) in (2.179)1 and substracting this from (2.179)1 we ob

tain 

+ 

lnserting (2.180) in (2.181) with a proper choice of the indices, several terms drop 

out and we derive the following relation 

d ?."s _jJ ;j.,s i. _ J iPI i. )/ d_ 
~()~ ( fJtX1 1 !"'? !Jot,- ~ '-jj lJ dv 1-

(2.182), 

The conditions for the complete set of equations (2.174) are obtained by supple

menting (2.182)1 with the conditions ..-

V II ~2/lf 
f :3 8 T 

=- o. 

~ )lj V 

;) lj -(;;()(GI ~' -
;;o" > 

') o/ (s }; o/ Jl, V,Jj IY"? p - r- - II = 
- .5' - - ;> t9 IX: '-1'1 t9 ()( .t 

;;~, 1 !l $ 

(2.182h 
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This was obtained from (2.182)1 by a proper renaming ofthe functions in (2.182)1 

according to the similarity of (2.179) 1 and (2.179)2. We write (2.182) in a more 

compact form using matrix notation. The derivatives a'{jaav, v 

Ieeted in the N-dimensional column matrix 

:Jtv 1 • = ( - !1 = I .. ') A/ • 8()(.. J ) • 

= 1, ... N are col-

(2.183) 

The associated coefficients, i.e. the { ... }-brackets in (2.182) are collected in a (M, 
" N)~matrix K Since ars is symmetric and Epq is assumed to be symmetric, the { ... }-

' brackets in (2.182)1 represent (6·6- 6)/2 = 15 terms for each greek subscript v.ln 

(2.182)2 the { ... }-brackets represent six terms for each v. Therefore, the number 

of rows of the matrix IK is M = 15 + 6 = 21 and the number of columns is N. ln 

general N, the number of internal variables, is much less than 21 

;V< M =- 21. (2.184) 

The [ ... ]-brackets in (2.182) are collected in a column vectorc with dimension 21, 

(2.185) 

suchthat (2.182) takes the form 

(2.186) 

With (2.184) this represents a system of overdetermined linear equations for the 

unknown vectorz. 

The conditions (2.182) or (2.186) are based on the assumed existence of a 

common solution ~ of the system (2.174) and on the interchangeability of the par

tial derivatives of ~- They are not integrability conditions in the usual sense since 

they still involve the derivatives ar;aav. lt is evident that not every choice of func-
V V 

tions ~pq. ~· f.pq. ii or matrix IK and « admits a solution z; but, of course, the exis-

tence of a solution is required, otherwise a function ~ satisfying (2.174) does not 

exist. ln fact the existence of a solutionz.represents a necessary condition. 
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From the theory of linear equations, where the elements of IK and « are usu

ally fixed numbers, we know that a solution 2. exists und er the following condi

tions [71]: 

ln general the system (2.186) with M > N allows a solution only for special 

vectors c; a solution need not exist. lf there is a solution, it is not necessarily 

unique; it contains D = N- R arbitrary constants where Dis the defect und R 

is the rank of the matrix K 

A solution exists for the inhomogeneaus system then and only then when 

the equations representing the system are compatible with each other. This 

is the case when the rank of the extended matrix ( IK, tt:) is not larger than 

that of IK. 

According to [71], the practical numerical determination ofthislast property is 

rather simple when the matrices are given by specific numerical values. However, 

if the elements of the matrices are themselves functions of various variables (here 

omn, T, av), a prove of the existence of a solution z. must be obtained for a/1 ad

missible choices of the variables (omn. T, av). This can be done numerically only for 

a few selected states and an analytical prove appears to be feasible only for sim

ple cases. 

We will now consider several special cases. 

Case 1: IK = f/J 

We observe that the first { ... }-brackets in (2.182) or alternatively the matrix J< in-
"' ., 

volve only the ~pq- and ~-functions and they control the reduceability of the evo-

lution equations (see equ. (2.108)1 + 2); in fact the identical vanishing of the ele

ments of IK 

II< == 0 (2.187) 

~ V ~ 

are here the only reduceability conditions since Gk = 0 and Epq as weil as H are in-
" V II 

dependent of the temperature gradient. 

lf reduceability of the evolution equations for the internal variables is possi

ble, then J< - (() and (2.186) yields 

(2.188) 

or explicitely 
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V' .... V' 
,/ J; V) i dEp, ;)E;~-s -(JE~~ :/J7 llf c =o 

tl ()(" $ :1.s 
~c>;..s ;}()'~ {Jet._, 

V ~(2.188)' 
"' d v ;;..; • J ~1"1 V /)EPI 9 ~ - fs' t9o(~ {n - a«!J f = j-

iJT P'6'~ 
r 

Thus, if reduceability is possible, the condition (2.186) yields the integrability 

conditions (2.188) which assure the existence of a Gibbs function ~ depending on 

internal variables ( z :;t: 0). ln this case the equs. (2.188) represent the 

thermodynamic consistency condition for the strain and entropy functions epq 

and i)_. 

Reduceability implies that there exists appropriately transformed internal 

variables ay' 

/ 

suchthat the evolution equations are of the form 

Then all constitutive functions can be represented as functions of Opq. T, av' and 

the classical potential relations for the strains e 'mn (opq. T, av') and entropy ii' 
(opq, T, av') apply. The corresponding integrability conditions are 

~i~ ;;;,:, = 0 di~ $ d i 1 
- CJ 

p~~ 8~~ ) 87 #~ 
(2.189) 

Note that the conditions (2.189) are just alternative formulations of (2.188)' in 
terms of the new internal variables. 

Case II: c = IJ 

The generalinhomogeneaus problern (2.186) will not be treated in the following; 

here the remarks on page 67 may suffice. lnstead, we consider the special case 

that the given strain and entropy functions (2.176)1 and (2.176)s are independent 

of the internal variables and are deriveable from a potential function ~e(omn, T) 
suchthat 
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-- I (2.190) 

Although this appears to be a peculiar case some mechanical models proposed in 

the Iiterature are special cases of (2.190)1, for example Hooke's law. Naturally, 

their thermodynamic consistence needs to be analyzed; an example is studied in 

section 3.3. This motivates the following general analysis. lf ekl and q are chosen 

suchthat (2. 190) applies, then 

(2.191) 

and (2.186) simplifies to the homogeneaus system 

II< (2.192) 

with the (M, N)-matrix IK (M > N). 

The theory of overdetermined homogeneaus linear systems of equations yields 

the following theorem [71]: 

A homogeneaus system with N unknowns admits always the trivial solution 

z. = «>. Non-trivial solutions z * «> exist then and only then when the column 

matrices lbv of the matrix IK. 

(2.193) 

are linear dependent, i.e., the rank is less than N or the defect D = N - R is 

positive. The generalnon-trivial solution 7. is not unique; it consists of D > 0 

linearly independent solutions 7lk, suchthat 

(2.194) 

with free parameters ak. 

lf the column matrices lbv are linearly independent, i.e., R = N < M, then 

only a trivial solution :74 = «> exists. 

From this statement the following conclusions can be drawn with respect to the 

satisfaction of the condition (2.192). 
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Case II. 1: The trivial case z = 0 

Obviously, if 
" 

Z = () 0oev } E!! 0 , (2.195) 

the condition (2.192) is trivially satisfied formally whatever the structure of the 

matrix IK. Butthis implies that the Gibbs function does not depend on any of the 

internal variables ay. The existence of a Gibbs function [, satisfying (2.174) is a 

basic thermodynamic requirement. However, whether or not the Gibbs function 

should depend on the internal variables av isamatter of a physical assumption. lf 

the independence of [, on av, v = 1 ... N is acceptable on physical grounds, then 

the condition (2.192) yields no restrictions on the elements of the matrix .IK, that is 
,;' V 

on the constitutive functions Epq and H, and the Gibbs function is simply given by 
t ~ 

(2.196) 

Of course, the internal energy Eis given by (see (2.82)) 

V "' V I ~ - f '-- T"J t- ~ 6k E~ (2.197) 

and is not allowed to depend on the internal variables, too. Then the assumed 

constitutive equations (2.172) and (2.173) are thermodynamically consistent 

provided the residual dissipation inequalities are satisfied. 

Case 11.2: The non-trivial case ;z = { aljaav} q) 

lf the Gibbs function is required to depend on the internal variables because of 

physical reasons, and this is usually the case, then the trivial case z = «> is not 

acceptable. That is, we require that (2.192) admits a non-trivial solution :?! ;t. 0. 

However, this imposes restrictions on the properties of the (M, N)-matrix IK. 

Case 11.2. 1: IK = () ~ Reduceability of evolution equations 

The conditions (2.192) are trivially satisfied if all elements of lK vanish identically. 

But these are exactly the conditions of reduceability. From the above theorem on 

homogeneaus systems of linear equations it is clear that J< = 0 is only a sufficient 

condition. Thus, reduceability is not a necessary consequence of (2.192) if z ~ 0 is 

required. Reduceability imposes restrictions on the functions jpq and ~· But the 

assumption :z ~ 0 implies that the internal energy E, equ. (2.197), depends on 
" .. 

internal variables. Thus, we have a somewhat exceptional situation that [, and ~ 
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depends on internal variables but Ekl and i1 are independent by assumption. 
V V 

Formal thermodynamic consistence is achieved if ~pq and ~ satisfy the 

reduceability conditions and if also the dissipation inequalities are satisfied. 

Case 11.2.2: I< 'I fJ 

" " We assume that the functions f=pq and ~ do not satisfy the reduceability 

conditions and therefore J< t:. G>. Since :?L t;. 0 is required, then, according to the 

above theorem, the elements of J< must be related to each other in a special way: 

The column matrices lbv. v = 1, ... , N of IK are required to be linearly dependent, 

i.e., there should be N quantities Yk. k = 1, ... , N suchthat 

y; I 

.. "' 
Since the lbv depend on tPq and ~ which are functions of the independent state 

variables (omn. T, ap). the linear dependence is required for all state variables. 

Therefore, the quantities Yk may be state functions themselves. 

ln general, the linear dependence appears to be a rather unlikely situation. 

Nevertheless, it cannot be excluded. However, an analytical approach to test the 

linear dependence for all sets of state variables (omn. T, av) is not feasible, except 

for simple cases. But a numerical analysis [71] for one or a few sets of state 

variables may suffice. 

lf it is found that the rank of the (M, N)-matrix IK is equal to N, 

then the lbv are linearly independent. Thus, condition (2.192) cannot be satisfied 

under the assumption z :t: 0. This means that the functions fpq, f which 

determine the elements of /Kare thermodynamica/ly inconsistent or the assump

tions (2.190) are inadmissible or both. 

lf, on the other hand, it is found that the rank is less than N for some finite 

domain.D in the (omn. T, ap)-state space, 

R<N 
' 

then the lbv are linearly dependent. Therefore, there exists a non-trivial solution 

:z. 
The solution ;rz depends on the elements of lK and D = N- R free parameters 

ak. Both D and ak, k = 1, ... , D may depend on the state variables. Thus, if zv is a 

component of :z, then 
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(2.198) 

where lkv are the components of the D linearly independent column matrices 'Zk, 

equ. (2.194). This satisfies the condition (2.192) with IK + ID and 7L =I= ()in a formal 

way. 

However, this is not sufficient to assure the existence of a Gibbs function ~ 

depending on the internal variables since (2.,192) is only necessary. For example, it 

is also required that the zv's arederivatives of ~, i.e., 

I (2.199) 

which is only the case if 

(2.200) 

These additional requirements are made more explicit in the following. 

We will take a different starting point for the study of Case 11.2. Since we require 

z * (), the Gibbs function ~ can always be represented in the following form 

(2.201) 

lntroducing this into (2.174), we get with (2.190) 

:; rD( d fo! 
'f--u = 0 

dvk !J«v 

J fe( d t(J( v' (2.202) 

i- II 0 -8T ()otv r/ 

Formally, these equations are analogous to the determining differential equa

tions (2.57) for a single transformation function r = hy. Thus the conditions (2.69) 

derived previously are applicable here and take the following explicit form 
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or equivalently 

II< ;z tJ( - ([} (2.204) 

with 

(2.205) 

Of course, equ. (2.204) follows also immediately from (2.192) since with (2.201) 

(2.206) 

The case studies Case 11.2.1 and 2.2 are now supplemented by the following State

ments. 

Supplement Case /1.2.1: 1< ~ IJ 

The identical vanishing of the matrix fK implies reduceability of the evolution 

equations of the internal variables and the existence of a set of transformation 

functions hy. 

(2.207) 

is assumed. Each single transformation function hy satisfies, analogaus to 

(2.57)1 + 2. the system 
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V ... 

).t.r )I.~ "' E -- 0 
Pold Pd~~ 

.,-A.t 

" V 
(2.208) 

J-<r J,t,l 
..... 

f II 0 
;)T f)dv v 

Because of the similarity of (2.202) and (2.208), the partial potential ~o (omn, T, Gy) 

does not only exist but is required tobe some function of any or all of the admis

sible transformation functions hy, i.e., 

(2.209) 

Therefore, introducing the new internal variables Gy", equ. (2.207), not only the 

evolution equations for the internal variables are reduced to a form free of rates 

of the external variables, but also the additional potential ~o is simplified to a 

function of only the new internal variables Gy"· Thus the Gibbs function takes the 

form 

(2.210) 

where the form of the function ~o is arbitrary. 

Supplement Case 11.2.2: IK =F dJ 

We assume that the rank of II< is less than N in some finite domain D of the state 

space, 

(( :~ Ra".i(l<) < N ) 

Then equ. (2.204) admits a non-trivial solution of the form 

~ .- a ,&< f ... -1-a/) 2:~ 
I "'-1 

or componentwise (see (2.198)) 

(2.211) 

(2.212) 

lf an additional function ~o (omn, T, Gv) depending on Gy should exist with the 

property 

(2.213) 
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then zva has to satisfy 

(2.214) 

With (2.202) we also get 

(2.215) 

t}T 

Compatibility of the non-trivial solution z~ with the requirement (2.213) can be 

checked further by taking the partial derivatives of (2.215), i.e., 

Jzf« /) ~ « ~ ;J I( - - Bot, z V {. (, ) - IJOk z, 
t'()($ db""h 

d2 tJ( 

- 2_(z" ;f) ;; "' (2.216} 
= ~ r· Zs . .:;;; 

/}tJ(
1 

d T t!Jp(f V 

' 
Thus, any non-trivial solution zov , equ. (2.212), must satisfy also (2.214) and 

(2.216) if it should represent the av-derivative of the additional Gibbs function ~o 

in the domain :D. The conditions (2.214) and (2.216) are certainly necessary 

conditions. A formal prove that (2.214) and (2.216), provided (2.212) holds, are 

also sufficient, has not be obtained. 

lf these conditions are violated, the non-trivial solution z~ is irrelevant since 

an additional potential function ~o, to which z~ can be related, does not exist. 

Then, either one accepts that the Gibbs function ~ is independent of av, i.e. 

rt< a 0 I 

so that 
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I 

or, with ~a 0, the assumed constitutive relations are thermodynamically 

inconsistent. 

Note that (2.212) involves the undetermined functions ak. This complicates 

the evaluation of (2.214) and (2.216) and may pose a problem. Therefore, the 

evaluation of (2.214) and (2.216) will provide only then definite conclusions if 

they are independent of specific choices fOi the undetermined functions ak. 

2.3 Extension to a Class of Elastic-Viscoplastic Material Models with lnternal 

Variables 

The assumed constitutive relations (2.172) and (2.173) are still fairly general. lt 

should be noted that the internal variables av have not yet been identified. ln 

fact, they may represent scalar or tensorial variables, e.g., second order tensors. 

ln viscoplasticity, assuming infinitesimal deformations, usually the total 

strain tensor Ckl is partitioned into its thermoelastic and viscoplastic part 

Eh - ~~ -1- ~:: (2.217) 

where cekl includes the thermal strain cthkl, e.g. 

(2.218) 

with the thermal expansion coefficient Ath. Then 

(2.219) 

celkl denotes the purely elastic strain controlled by the stresses. For the 

thermoelastic strain cekl a constitutive equation of the generalform 

V ,__. /l) ) 

~It = l:2e (ö~._., 1 ,(3..-; ~~ .. (2.220) 

is assumed where the .ßv are scalar or tensorial internal variables. Here an explicit 

dependence on the viscoplastic strains r.Pmn is still included; usually this is ex-

cluded on other grounds. The viscoplastic strain r.Pkl is controlled by an evolution 

law 
1-

~h (o~ .... , T 1 (111 J F: .. ). (2.221) 
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The internal variables ßv are governed by a set of evolution equations simi

lar to (2.173) 
e V 

;&, = /, (G;.. .. I T, ~ .. I ~:.&4 ) + 

"' e .;- 7 PfH (--- II --) (Öidflol f 

v 

+II (- 1r -) 7 (2.222) 
.r 

they may also involve the viscoplastic strains explicitly. Here the irreversible part, 

i.e. the functions hkl and fy may change in form according to certain switch con

ditions, which are required to depend only on the independent state variables 

and not on the rates of the external variables. The definition of an elastic range 

by a yield function F(okl· T, ßv, emnP) suchthat hkl = 0 if F < 0 is an example. Tobe 

definitewealso assume that the functions hkl and fy are continuous at these tran-
sitions. 

lt has been shown in ref. [1] and [41] that such a mathematical structure fits 

into the general frame of (2.172) and (2.173) if the viscoplastic strains are inter

preted as internal variables such that the av in (2.172) and (2.173) represent the 

following set 

(2.223) 

Mathematically this is perfectly admissible if only the form of the constitutive 

functions in (2.172) and (2.173) is properly constructed. However, in material sci

ence circles the viscoplastic strain is given an extra status since it is not considered 

to be an independent state variable on empirical grounds, i.e., it does not affect 

the internal energy and entropy if the stress is used as an independent state vari

able. ln other words only the difference between total and viscoplastic strain is an 

independent state variable. 

Tobe explicit the assumed constitutive relations take the following form: 

= 

i~ ( 6Jf4~, T,/5.-) 

d ( II -) 

1v (-1! -) 
V 

1' ( Gk~t1 ~ ~/J) f.Sv } 

(2.224) 
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with the evolution for the viscoplastic strain 
v 

i~ :::: --'u ( o""" 1 0 /J" ) 
and for the internal variables .ßv 

-- ft ( OiU ' T I (.S., ) 

J 

The dissipation inequality (2.81) is now with (2.217) 

111 .. •(!> o; fD 
f:== fST~ -~e. +o~Eu +- ~~~ 

We introduce the Gibbs function as follows (compare (2.82)) 

(2.225) 

(2.226) 

~$( 
- :=:0(2 227) r .. 

J::. "" v I ... r = f ( 6"~ I TI />v ) = € - 7-; - ~ Ok Et (2.228) 

suchthat 

and 

""' .... V Jt ,. t?f cJf .. 
f$1 .. /( ~ -= -~ f- r r- d!'v [ /()~u ru QT 

so that (2.227) reads 

"' 111 •p 1,( ~= - > f 
.. 

{ -~ T"{ - G'~ &tt!. .f 6'h ~~ -- T 

;::::'! ... 
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V t/ 

-(iJ tli ~f ~ v } • .;- 2Z 6h -::= - .f ~ tJ/tr /ftu #6'"u 
!I' II 

( Jf &f V ~ )i 1- (2.229) 

- '5 8T 
-1- -J/ f 

t9;1! ~ 
." V 

p ;) f v f.t~ 
f ~ 9;1!' /r ~ 0 -~ r -

At this place we recall the discussion in section 2.2.1. Thus, an arbitrary variation 

of the totalstrainrate field Ckl (xm, t) associated to a compatible displacement or 

velocity field is in general preferable compared to a variation in the stress rate 

field Gkl· However, with (2.217), (2.224)1, (2.225) and (2.226) 

/) ._ e , d E~ .. ;J~ e . . P 

- t9o;"H- 8~" 1- fJ r T 1- 1}1v /1v r E-4 

V 

= rt:~ 
;) i'"~)Gi~ 1-{-

o/1>v 
(2.230) 

r(~i;. 
;) v e 

!l)i -1-
~~ 

BT d/-Jv IV 

Ji~ 
..... 

..... 

~/e,e (O#H&o I ~~v ). f /v + 
J(lv 

Assurne that locally at some instant the values omn, T, ßv and cPmn and the tem

perature ratet are somehow prescribed. Then (2.230) represents a system of lin

ear equations for the stressrate if the total strain rate tkl is given. Thus, a locally 

arbitrary modulation of tkl induces a stressrate Gkl in a unique way if 

invertible , (2.231) 

This can be put also in a suitable matrix formulation analogaus to section 2.2.1 

but this is not done here. Thus, provided (2.231) is possible, an arbitrary local 
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modulation of tkl or Crkl is mathematically equivalent. Therefore, with the usual 

argumentation we obtain from (2.229) as necessary and sufficient conditions 
V "' df .2Lv ~ 

9 r s E.Jl + CE 1::::::1 CJ ----- JL. 
Jo-k ;J(-?v "' 

v' V 

lf #f " (2.232) .... 
g s II + J'j - 0 -r 

O';Jv f}T /II 

and 
"" 

;)f V 

~ ;, 
d~:f 

0 
(2.233) 

- T 
:;:::... 0 

where the possiblility of separating the residual dissipation inequality is 

observed. 

With respect to the evolution equations (2.226) for the internal variables ßv 
all results of the sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 apply if we rename the variables, i.e., 

av ~ ßv , and if we drop the dependence on the temperature gradient in these 

sections. 

Similarly, for the question of thermodynamic consistency of an assumed 

elastic strain-stress relation (2.224)1 and an assumed entropy relation (2.224)3 all 

results of section 2.2.4 can be used if the following renaming is done 
., V 

;. ~ (2.234) 
~ ~{'. 

We note especially the results described in the last part of section 2.2.4, here 

translated to the present situation. 

Assurne that the proposed elastic strain-stress relation and the entropy 

temperature relation are independent of the internal variables ßv and are 

derivable from a partial potential ~e(umn. t), i.e., 

) (2.23 5) 
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Since we require the existence of a Gibbs function ~ depending on the internal 

variables,~ can always be put in the form 

lntroducing this into (2.232), one obtains 

;) iß :; rs ~ 
0 f ?;2v f,u -.,.......,..._ -

?6'~tt 
(2.237) 

Jjß ;) f/J o/ 

II 0 -
~T ;Jj.lv V 

lf a common solution ~ß of (2.237) exists, then the interchangeability of the par-

tial derivatives yie/ds (see (2.2~3)) the nece:sary condition v 1 
;} F13 f(;J §Pi d lf-,.s )_ /? f-.-s i } §P, f )/ = 0 

/J/Je/ l ~ dbr.s dOP} / ( PiJJ $PI #ßtt $ -tsjj 

or 

I 

Since the discussion in section 2.2.4 applies, if the "translation" (2.234) is ob

served, the following statements can be made. 

Case 11.2. 1: zß * 0 IK = 0 

Provided the evolution equations (2.226) are reduceable, then the { ... }-brackets 

in (2.238} vanish identically ( 1< = 0) and (2.238} is satisfied. Then (2.237) has a 
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common solution ~ß and the partial potential ~ß (amn. T, .ßp) is required tobe some 

function of any or all of the transformation functions hy (amn. T, .ßp), y = 1, ... , N, 

i.e., 

2.239) 

the existence of the transformation 

(2.240) 

assures the reduceability of the evolution equations. Consequently, the addi

tional potential ~ß is solely a function of the new transformed internal variable 

.ß' P• i.e., 

(2.241) 

We summarize this result in the following theorem: 

lf the thermoelastic strain eekl and the entropy :i} are assumed tobe indepen

dent of internal variables .ßp and deriveable from a potential ~e(amn. T), equ. 

(2.235) 

) 
I 

and if the evolution equations for the internal variables are reduceable to 

the standardform 

where 
V 

/J.11 = ~.! ( 6;..e. / r 1 (3", ) 

are suitable transformed internal variables, then a Gibbs function ~(amn. _ßp. 

T) - depending on internal variables .ßp- exists and is required to have the 

form 
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Case 11.2.2: 7Iß * ID, IK * 0 

Provided the rank of the MN-matrix 1K is equal to N, R = N < M, then (2.238) can

not be satisfied for 7Zß = { a~ß/aav} * f). Thus, (2.237) has not a common solution 

~ß. Consequently, the functions ffipq and 8 are thermodynamically inconsistent or 

the assumptions (2.235) are inadmissible. 

Provided the rank R of the matrix IK is less than N, R < N < M, then (2.238) can be 

satisfied under the assumption tzß * q)_ The non-trivial solution zß takes the form 

where the zßj are D linearly independent solutions of 

/ (2.243) 

and ak are free parameters. Thus, the ßv-derivatives of the partial potential ~ß re

quire the representation 

(2.244) 

where tJv are the v = 1, ... , N components of each of the j = 1, ... , D linearly in

dependent solutions Zßj; they depend on the { ... }-brackets in (2.238) in a com

plicated nonlinear way. 

A positive defect D = N - R > 0 is necessary but not sufficient to assure the 

existence of a common solution ~ß of the system (2.237). However, the compati

bility of (2.224) and the system (2.237) can be checked by requiring the inter

changeability of the partial derivatives, e.g., 

(2.245) 

(see equ. (2.214) + (2.216) and the following remarks) which is necessary for a 

common solution. 

lf (2.244) is violated, then a common solution ~a of (2.237) does not exist. 

Then, either one accepts 
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0 (2.246) 

i.e., the Gibbs function is independent of ßv, or the assumed constitutive relations 

are thermodynamically inconsistent. 
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3. Applications to Several Constitutive Models 

3.1 The Robinson Model 

3.1.1 Formal Description 

The Robinson model presupposes infinitesimal deformations and initially iso

tropic response. Here the version given in [47] is summarized. 

The total strain tensor Ckl is assumed to be separable into its elastic, 

viscoplastic, and thermal parts, i.e., 

(3. 1) 

The thermal part is given by 

~! ~ !11l- (7- 7;) !'u (3.2) 

implying isotropic thermal expansion. The elastic strain celkl is related to the stress 

by Hooke's law 

(3.3) 

Lame's constants 1. and p are given in terms of Young's modulus E and Poisson's 

numberv by 

Ev 
d :::. (N·v)(/-lll) 

(3.4) 

The essential part of the model characterizes the viscoplastic strain cPkl. the back 

stress Ukl and the drag stress K: 

. 
.I 

F>o 

0 / 
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(3.6) 

with 

(3.7) 

suchthat 

6~/ftN'~T)#" r Stll~r)f J dJ 

ck -- (3.8) 

where 

..5""'.! - 6'k j O;"m lu deviatoric stress 

at(t = o(J(L J (J(Jie~ l.u deviatoric back stress 

Lu :::::: .sk au_ effective stress 

/:t 4 - ::!. ,u 2nd invariant of effective stress 

zl .:::- L a~~t J!. 2nd invariant of back stress 

drag stress 

CK drag stress at reference temperature 
«:) 

T 0 and undeformed state 

IL/~l-
dimensionless 2nd invariant of back 

G - stress 
D 

T absolute temperature 

and Fis the "yield" function 

F== ~ -I (3.9) 
~2. 
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The quantity WP is the plastic work 

ftl~' = jsu i~ dt (3.10) 

where 

(3.11) 

is the plastic stress power. 

The quantities A, H, G, R, K, m, ß with (m - ß) > 0 are positive temperature 
C> D 

dependent parameters. 

The equations (3.5)2 describe the kinematic hardening whereas (3.6) or (3.8) 

model isotropic hardening. lt is noteworthy that only the evolution law for the 

drag stress involves the rate of an external observable variables, that is the tem

perature rate t. Clearly, this is a non-isothermal theory which requires non

isothermal experiments. Robinson proposed this scalar evolution law to account 

qualitatively for the thermomechanical path dependence observed in, for exam

ple, the cyclic hardening behavior of some alloys of interest [47]. 

Classically, the drag stressKor K affecting the yield function (3.9) has been 

assumed tobe an explicit function of WP and T, i.e., * 
A 

.7{ ~ J((A/P,T). 

This is equivalent to adopting the evolutionary equation for K as 
-1 .... 

7/ = !).7{ I /P -f (}/( T 
.11 !J,WP J-1 t9 T · 

This is a perfect differential and integrable independently of the thermo

mechanical history {WP(t), T(t)}. The evolution law (3.6), however, is not required 

to satisfy the integrability condition** 
... ;'I 

e~r ~e 
IJT 

* Alternatively the accumulated effective plastic strain has been used instead of WP. 

** Here it should be noted that a di:fferential form with two independentvariables such as 
"t.7< = rrN;; 7J,tf/P ~ BIH'':1J"' r 

always admits a multitude 2,f integr"!ting factors N(wP, T) suchthat 
d .7t :=: vf' r II( AI~' o~- vr &;~ r 

represents a total differential. 
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4 II 

Without further comments we state the smooth functions r and 8 proposed by 

Robinson: 

.1{~ (r) 
(3.12) 

I. 

(T) - ./1 r' ß (T-Tp) + C (T-Tp) 

)/{I) (T lp) "' 
" 

Here, Ko, K1 and Qo are temperature independent material constants, whereas 

Ki , Ks and Wo are temperature dependent. Note that Ki (T) is the temperature 

dependent hardening parameter in the virgin state (i.e. WP = 0) of the mate

riai.Ks (T) is the saturated value of K in a deformation process at constant tem

perature T and where the plastic work has reached a very large value. 

According to Robinson the function Q(WP) is not known presently but appears 

not to be a strong function of WP; for the exploratory calculations in [47] it was 

taken tobe a constant 

(3.13) 
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3.1.2 Extension of the Robinson Model within a Thermodynamic Frame 

3.1.2.1 General Structure of Free Energy and Thermodynamic Restrietions 

For the Robinsonmodel without isotropic hardening a choice for the free energy 

had been made (see ref. [1 )). This formulation contains an error since a distinction 

between the purely elastic strain 

d 
cSh.- := ~-h 

and the thermoelastic strain 

l :=: (3.14} 

which contains the thermal strain ethkl, had not been made. This error affects only 

part of the formulation in section 4.1 in ref. [1] but not the rest of the study. Also 

this previous work did account only for the kinematic hardening but not for the 

isotropic hardening. 

ln the following we present a corrected version which included the effects 

of both hardening mechanisms. With equ. (4.1}, ref. [1], the free energy is as

sumed tobe given by 

r = i f7[~~) 
where (3.15} 

-K ( e j /t .. = E 1. T au. CK. 
11/L.f I I • 

Note that we choose the drag stress K as an internal variable but not its square 

K = 3K2. 

Equ. 's (3.15} imply that the free energy does not depend explicitly on the 

total and the plastic strain but only on its difference, the thermoelastic strain eekl; 

also as usual the temperature gradient is excluded from the Iist of independent 

variables. The same assumption is made for the stress and entropy 

G';U = cf"AL ( l[ß) 
I 

N (~1 1 :::. ~ IL , (3.16} 

The material rate of the free energy is then given by 
"' "" ')j N 

,. :J1f ~~ • • ~~ 
J' 

•( r Tf tl~~e -r - EIL r:K.-., - t9E~ r;)T ~aN. ~Je_ 
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Then the dissipation inequality (2.5) takes the following form 

(3.17) 
> 0 

The evolution equations for the plastic strain and the back stress do not contain 

rates of the external variables; only the rate of the drag stress depends on the 

temperature rate (see equ. (3.8)). Accounting for this, equ. (3.17) reads 

.?: 0 . 

Here it should be noted that the evolution equation for the plastic strain and 

back stress, equ. (3.5), are discontinuous at certain states such that the rates ePkl, 

<ikl and thus also the plastic stresspower WP in (3.8) suffer a jump. At these states 

inequality (3.18) is not applicable since the rates tPkl etc. arenot defined. A more 

general derivation of thermodynamic restrictions is required starting off from a 

time-integral dissipation inequality. This has been done in ref. [1] in general 

terms except that there the evolution equations were of the purely "irreversible 

type", i.e., did not contain rates of the external variables. However, it can be 

shown that this does not affect the general conclusion obtained in [ 1 ]. Thus, a 

time-integral form does not impose additional constitutive restrictions at states 

where a discontinuity in the rates of internal variables occur. The restrictions ob

tained for smooth processes from the classical instantform of the dissipation in

equality are applicable to all states, and no other constitutive restrictions are to 

be observed. 

Except for the states where the evolution functions are discontinuous, a 

smooth kinematically compatible thermomechanical process is defined by a 

smooth displacement and temperature history udxm, t) and T(xm, t) as weil as ap

propriate initial conditions for all evolution equations. Thus, an arbitrary choice 

of the functions Uk and T implies a locally arbitrary strain rate ekl and temperature 
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ratet. Then the necessary and sufficient conditions for the identical satisfaction 

of the dissipation inequality are* 

~" I j}rtf 
0-h = l ~ ( iEe~ 

(3.19) 

and with (3.19)1 

(3.20) 

-~ >o 
r 

The Separation into two inequalities is due to the fact that the mechanical dissi

pation YM does not depend on the temperature gradient. 

Obviously, conditions (3.19)1 represents the classical potential relation for 

the stress. However, (3.19)2 does not correspond to the traditional relation be

tween entropy and free energy. 

3.1.2.2 Choice of Free Energy 

ln terms of the thermoelastic strain eekl and the thermal strain ethkl the purely 

elastic strain eelkl is 

(3.21) 

Hooke's law (3.3) then takes the .following form 

(3.22) 

With the restriction (3.19)1 we get 

b(f~ " ~r)~,h.·: 4 +Y.E.t~ -rJ,/r~)R~-7.}4. 
* " " Note that the functions q1, e and rare smooth 
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Thus, except for integration constants, the free energy w may be obtained by par

tial integration in the domain of the thermoelastic strain. One finds 

""-;v f& t>
1
r) := f f. (l~ E~ e f- d E1~ l:~c ) (3.23) 

-; ( J J 1- l,.A- ) 11 fl. { T -1;, ) g ~- · 

According to our basic assumption (3.3), the "integration constant" ljJIT depends 

only on the internal stresses amn. K and the temperature T. lt is required to be in

variant under coordinate transformation. Therefore, implying isotropic material 

behavior only the invariants of the back stress, i.e., 

- -1;_ 

are involved. But in the following the simplest assumption is made, that is, the 

back stress and the drag stress are only quadratically involved with separate con

tributions. Thus, 

1- f Mtr) -f aNt&f a"_ 
' V " 

:Z~,_ 

f'tr) 

Therefore, the contribution due to the internal stresses involves only two new 

temperature dependent material parameters M(T) and N(T)· For the following the 

temperature dependent contribution w T need nottobe specified in detail. 
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3.1.2.3 Reduceability of the Evolution Eguations 

The evolution equations (3.5) and (3.8) tagether with (3.11) represent a rather 

simple special case of the general scheme (2.80): The temperature rate is 

involved in only one evolution equation and, as usual, the temperature gradient 

does not play any role. This corresponds to the case III" in section 2.2.2. Thus, the 

reduction of the evolution equation for the drag stress to the standard form is 

assured since the temperature rate term does not explicity depend on the stress 

and temperature gradient. ln this context we may consider the plastic work as 

general internal variable determined by the evolution equation (3.11 ). 

Consequently, a proper transformation of the internal variable "drag 
stress" 

exists which allows the reduction of (3.8) to the standard form. 

lnstead of using the drag stress K we use the variables K and its evolution 

equation (3.6). The transformation equation reads 

Differentiation of (3.25) with respect to time yields 

7; I= f)L ?'.. J4 Al" ;o 
,J 'l ,; .7? J~ f- cP A/ .,0 r-

Reduceability of (3.26) imp!ies that the condition 

}~ .. 
t9T T-

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

admits a solution. This is a linear firstorderpartial differential equation for the 

transformation function h. The variable WP plays here only the role of a 
II 

parameter. Since the function 6 does not depend on the drag Stress by 

assumption, a new temperature variable can be introduced 
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(3.28) 

where T is some arbitrary initial value. Putting T = To we get 

With 

equ. (3.27) reads 

+ - 0 (3.30) 

The characteristic equations arerather simple: 

(3.31) 

where s is the curve parameter along the characteristic base curve. Along a char

acteristic base curve the function h is constant 

0 (3.32) 

With the initial values 

I (3.33) 

the solutions of (3.31) are 

;t) = .s -1 ;; 
I 

(3.34) 

which gives 
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(3.35) 

tJ • 

for fixed 1i and arbitrary K = L equ. (3.35) represents a bunch of parallel straight 

lines in the (,!, K)-plane. lf h is prescribed along the initial value curve s = 0, L ar

bitrary, suchthat 

(3.36) 

then the general solution of (3.32) is 

- i ( :?t! - ( ~- ;;. ) ) . 

With (3.29) and the choice 

(3.37) 

we obtain 

~ = ). ( .7(, f./~ T} ~ i_ ( ~ -f .kJI - e.pftlft./'j(fd)/)) (
338

) 

where''h ( . ) is an arbitrary differentiable function. The mostsimple transforma

tion function is given by choosing 

(3.39) 

which yields finally the following transformation law 

x' == 2(Ji, Alj 7)= ~ +7~(~- ~[-aßl;'fi -;;]) (3.40) 

and thus 

(3.41) 

lt is noteworthy that the transformation (3.40) consists simply in a temperature 

and work dependent shift of the origin (zero point). 

With 

and reduced evolution equation (3.26) reads 
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J{ / = I t; ; f ;~ j #P ~ 

= (ftH~rJ 1-Jt, :~:1t -f)a;af~(l.t"Jf:J.. -f)JH~ 
(3.43) 

Aga in the rate of the transformed quantity K' depends only on WP and T but not 

on K' itself. 

lf Q is taken as a constant Q 0 , as used by Robinson in ref. [47], then the re

duced evolution equation (3.43) is simply 

yt/ = r(fl~ T) j(P (3.44) 

with 

or (3.45) 

lt is remarkable that the reduced evolution equation (3.44) corresponds to the 

classical work hardening model for the isotropic hardening. To complete the 

transformation, the quantity Kor 3K2 appearing in the yield function (3.9) and in 

the free energy (3.24), has tobe expressed by the transformed variable K' accord

ing to (3.41) or (3.45)2. Thus 

""" 'f -= ry- ~ -1- ; Her; f a~,., a....... -1-

+ f A/{r) ~ { .7{'- .X,(!- .et:p{-Q f;f" -f)})j f- (346) 

+ t(): 7tr J . 

lf Q is taken to depend on the plastic work WP, the free energy with this set of 

variables will depend on WP. This result will be disturbing for the material scien

tist since it appears not to have a "physically so und" bases. 
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This objection cannot be made if Q is constant: Q = Oo. Then also the following 

equivalence statement can be made: 

The extension of the classical work hardening law for isotropic hardening by 

a temperature rate term, i.e., 

" .. 
(!}[rJ T (3.47) 

work hardening temperature rate term 

is equivalent to the following alternative approach: 

isotropic work hardening law as usual, i.e., 
Ii A Ii 

J( = rtii~T) ;VP 

butanadditive supplement of the quantity K by a temperature term in 

the yield function and free energy, i.e., 

.7c ~ J?- J -= ~ / &rrJdT. 
7ö 

This additive temperature term depends only on the instant temperature T 

and a reference temperature To. 

3.1.2.4 Evaluation of the lntrinsic Dissipation lnequality 

The mechanical dissipation inequality is given by (3.20) 

)1/"': • ~"; fi/'IP .V G:eA ;_ P _ r 1 w 
(/ )f ;::::: ~'«- ~ .! & (1_-k. -.r J'~ ~ ;;:::_ 

1U 
o. (3.48) 

With 

(3.49) 

and with the evolution equations (3.5) and (3.6) we get 

(3.50) 

where 
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is the plastic stress power, 

_J2 H 

with 

H 
0 ; i.f 6 ;>~ 

a.ldll s~ a4.t. > o 

>O i i/ 

is the hardening contribution of the back stress, and 
»>-;'3 

a~ "' + P. H 1.- z. 2. L 
is a contribution due to static recovery; further 

;v; f Al" 
1:~ :::: - ~ ~Je 6Je. =: -

0 

(3.51) 

(3.52) 

(3.53) 

(3.54) 

(3.55) 

is due to the work hardening part of the drag stress. Several observations can be 

made rather easily. The evolution equation for the plastic strain rate is such that 

the plastic stresspower is non-negative for all processes [1], i.e., 

(3.56) 

Further, in the elastic regime tPkl = 0, and thus 

> 0 ( 
·P ) i/ -Eu = o 

consequently 

0 
J 

II T. 
I 

to allow for recovery processes one must have R > 0 and therefore we derive 
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> 0 - . 
The hardening term YH takes the form [1] 

.QHIJ F
14 

y-= -2 
ull IJ:' 

where 

. -.-
is one of the simultaneaus invariants of the two tensors umn and :Emn· 

(3.57) 

(3.58) 

(3.59) 

The product term QMAFn/Vh is non-negative in the plastic region and 

therefore theinvariant K2 controls the sign of YH 

) 

= (3.60) 

;?:0 I 

A • 

The drag stress contribution YJ is negative since r and WP are non-negative and 

since the parameter N is assumed positive analoguous to M; this appears phys

ically so und (w increases with the increase of K) although we do not have a phys

ical model for the constitutive relations. Thus, 

The mechanical dissipation then reads 

= 

With (3.51) to (3.55) we obtain 

&!:.o 
< 

(3.61) 

(3.62) 
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[ s~ 

(3.63) 

With [ 1; p. 96] 

(3.64) 

equ. (3.63) yields 

ln equ. (3.65) the signs of the various terms are as indicated; from (3.60) and 

(3.62) it is clear that the intrinsic dissipation is tobe analyzed only for positive val

ues of K2. 

lf the dependence of the various functions in (3.65) is observed, one finds 

that the intrinsic dissipation is a function of a set of variables 
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A 

_;? f(P I) dh - ah ( zl , ~ / k2 I "1 I 

where 

.zl ;?.0 

s;l/;r ~A 
Kl >O 

::1.( )!.O (3.66) 

wi'J 'i?:O 

T >0 

According to (1], the simultaneaus invariant K2 is related to l2 and J2 via the 

Schwarz inequality which, for positive K2, reads 

0 < k. - f Ii: lj: 
(3.67) 

o < f ~I 
Thus, the dissipation inequality requires YM tobe non-negative, 

forthisset of arguments which may take independently arbitrary values within 

the assigned ranges. 

Putting l2 = 0, then (3.67) yields K2 = 0. Then inequality (3.65) yields a nec

essary condition for the material parameters 

I - ~T) ftN~7) ~ 0 
I 

(3.69) 

,. 
Fora given temperature T the function r has the upper bound at WP = 0, i.e., 

A 

/., (T) --hl141f 

7fs rr;- Ji;rr; 

11/,;(r) 
> 0. (3.70) 
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Therefore, a necessary upper bound for N(T) is obtained from (3.69) 

/V{r) (3.71) 

Further, equ. (3.65) yields a sufficient condition for the material parameters if the 

factor of K2 is required tobe non-negative: 

( 1 - ~rJ ftN~ T) - M{7) .f2r.r., r)) e: o, 
(3.72) 

\-1 /_/P T 
y w I I J, • 

According to (3.53), the discontinuous function Q has the upper bound 

(3.73) 

Therefore, taking the smallest value of the left hand side of (3.72), we deduce a 

sufficient condition which involves only the temperature as astatevariable 
A 

H 

I- NtrJ !: .. m - 11rrJ .12,. .... rr) ~ o , Vr. 
(3.74) 

This isalinear relation for the two parameters M(T) and N(T) which defines a trian

gular region in the (N, M)-plane (Fig. 1}, the "region of sufficiency": Every pair of 

free energy parameters (N, M) within this region and on its boundary assures that 

the intrinsic dissipation YM is non-negative for all types of processes. 

This results proves that the Robinson model, induding the isotropic hardening, 

and its non-isothermal component is formally thermodynamically consistent in 

the following sence: 

The model can be supp/emented by thermodynamic functions such that the 

extended model is compatible with the requirement of non-negative en

tropy production. But obvious/y the model may still fail when confronted 

with caloric measurements. 
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M 

6 N 
.. 
I (T) 

max 

Fig. 1: Graphical Representation of the Sufficient Condition (3.74) for Non

Negative Mechanical Dissipation 

The derivation of morestringent conditions for the material parameters to 

yield a non-negative dissipation deserves some comments. The previous discus

sion shows that there exists a lower bound for the intrinsic dissipation if we put 

t; = 1 and observe the necessary condition (3.69): 

~-JI .~~~-;t + %. 

f Z lftr} f<,,) (i;~ {IL) 

'> 0 (3.75) 
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Thus, the lower bound intrinsic dissipation YLB may become negative solely due 

the term MQ in relation to the other terms. 

We will now introduce dimensionless quantities 

and 

) 

J (3.76) 

suchthat 

and 

(3.77) 

Then equ. (3.75) reads 

-1-~ (I - lf/tn f / ~~~ l) - Ht'f) ..L2 &-, o/} {-
~ (3.78) 

Nt-;1 "'"~ 
. ... u '7J ...... /""""~) r '"- , { tr) ~<o) Ot...o [A I 

where 

- I -I (3.79) 



fl 

JJ.-

Here the relation 

-..... 
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I 

(3.79) 

is used in the switch conditions. Taking (1(, WP, T) as parameters, YLB is a function 

of x and y. The lower bound dissipation represents a surface in the (x, y, YLB)-space 

and a discussion in geometrical terms is possible analogous to [1 ]. 

lf the [ ... ]-bracket in (3.78) is allowed to be negative, a critical region exists 

in the first quadrant of the (x, y)-plane (Fig. 2); in this region YLB may become 

negative. lts boundary is defined by 
$(}UH dtu-:t: 

; - l:i/J RB 1ß
11 

- ) 

=( flh I - )x-) l3"C 
7 )(" 1./J IV" (3.80) 1- -r 6 

( 1/ft I 
- !)T' t - X: 2;$ A/;C C/i 

1--r II 6 

Assuming 

(3.81) 

implies that the shape of the critical region approximates a triangle (Fig. 2). 

Equations (3.80)2 and (3.80)3 define the geometrical locus in the (x, y)-plane 

where the [ ... ]-bracket in equ. (3.78) vanishes, i.e., changes its sign. Outside the 

critical region the lower bound dissipation is definitely positive. 
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~ Criticol Region 

Fig. 2: Critical Region in the (x, y)-Piane 

lt is obvious that a critical region does exist if and only if the point Cis above 

point B' (Fig. 2), provided (3.81) is valid. Thus, the following criteria apply 

(
1//1 ,f J) 1~ 

:Je::= ~l~ 1-{f -')~ .>-j./l/:1 

(3.82) 

Consequently, the condition (3.82)2 is a sufficient condition foranon-negative in

trinsic dissipation everywhere in the (x, y)-state space. Equ. (3.82)2 is formulated 

as an upper bound condition forM 

-;'~/I : 1 f/( I + !f'J. (3.83) 

Unfortunately, this condition still depends on the variable WP, the plastic work, 

and on the drag stressvariable K; therefore, it does not represent a proper re

striction on temperature dependent material parameters. 
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,. 
The work hardening function r (WP, T) takes values in the interval 

A ~ t'r- ~,.ä) 

/V('T} 
(I 

(3.84) 

However, generallysuch bounds do not exist for the drag stressvariable K except 

that K cannot become negative. Therefore, and with the maximum value of r a 

sufficient upper bound forM is given by 

2/J 

4- (1 
This result has already been noted above (Fig. 1). For strictly isothermal processes 

(T = 0) this bound can be improved. The initial value of the drag stressvariable K 
for a virgin (undeformed) material is 

:~· ~ ;_. {7< -J~ ( 1- .bf'f~ ({, -{JJj., 
tl 

(3.86) 

- 3 

where TA is the actual temperature. The value Ki may be below the reference 

value 

:::: .J 

which corresponds to the reference temperature T 0 . The evolution equation (3.6) 

simplifies to 

(3.87) 

with the initial value 

I 

Theingration of (3.87) yields simply 

(Jls - 7f.-) (I- bf'f "/fv.}) 1 
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or 

The Robinson model has the inherent property that the plastic work is a monoto

nously increasing non-negative quantity and for a virgin material we have WP = 0. 

Therefore, the drag stress variable K is also a monotonously increasing non

negative quantity for strictly isothermal processes. lts value lies in the interval 

7( 

For isothermal processes the right hand side of (3.88) is only a function of WP. ln

spection shows that it is in fact monotonously increasing with WP; its absolute 

minimum is at WP = 0. Thus, 

+ J_l J.t... ) (3.89) 

~ .3 ~bl.. 

I 
This inequality assures only that a critical region does not exist and therefore it is 

only a sufficient criterion for non-negative dissipation. But more important, it is 

only valid for isothermal processes, only then the drag stressvariable K is a mo

notonously increasing quantity even if B - 0. 

With these remarks we close the evaluation of the intrinsic dissipation in

equality. 

3.1.2.5 Conclusions 

The Robinson model, as described in [47], was developed to account qualitatively 

for thermomechanical path depedence of the isotropic hardening. Therefore, the 

evolution equation for the drag stress involves a temperature rate term linearly 

and thus it belongs to the evolution equation of "mixed type" (see section1). 

Clearly the theory is non-isothermaL However, the theory, as originally described, 

was not embedded in a thermodynamic frame and therefore its thermodynamic 

consistence was unresolved. For an early version of the purely "irreversible type" 

[45] a thorough analysis ([1], seealso [43, 44]) proved its compatibility with the 

classical Clausius-Duhem entropy inequality. The analysis of the thermodynamic 

consistence of the present version requires an extension of the model, i.e. an ap-
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propriate choice for the Helmholtz free energy. Here a very simple assumption is 

made: The backstress and the drag stresss are only quadratically involved which 

implies only two additional parameters, i.e., M(T) for the backstress and N(T) for 

the drag stress. 

The present analysis shows that this "mixed type" formulation gives the classical 

potential for the stress but destroyes that for the entropy. However, it is demon

strated that the evolution equation for the drag stress is reduceable to the purely 

"irreversible type" by a simple transformation of the internal variable "drag 

stress". Thus the classical potential relation for the entropy is retained again. As a 

consequence the free energy becomes a function also of the plastic work, a prop

erty which may raise objections on empirical grounds in material science circles. 

From the residual dissipation inequality a necessary condition on the parameter N 

is derived, for the parameter M only sufficient conditions are deduced. No restric

tions for the parameters of the original Robinsonmodel [47] are obtained. 

These results demonstrate that also the advanced version [47] is formal/y 

consistent with thermodynamics. 

3.2 A Model of Krempl et al. 

3.2.1 Formal Description of the Model 

Krempl et al. [52] developed a visco-plastic model based on overstress. lt belongs 

to the dass of "unified" theories, i.e., "plasticity" and "creep" are modeled with 

a single set of equations, rather than taking the traditional approach of seperate 

sets of equations to predict "time-independent plastic" strains and "time

dependent creep" strains. Predicting both "plasticity" and "creep" within a sin

glevariable is the primary distinguishing feature of the unified constitutive equa

tions approach [72]. The model of Krempl et al. does not use a yield surface and 

special loading and unloading conditions. Both elastic and inelastic strain rates 

are active at all times. 

ln ref. [52] the formulation is given for the uniaxial state of stress but in ref. 

[53] a multiaxial state is assumed and this is the basis for the following descrip

tion. 

The total strain Ckl is additively composed of the thermoelastic strain eekl. 

which includes the thermal strain ethkl. and the viscoplastic strain CPkl 

(3.90) 
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where 
I -1-11 
=y~ -

111(._ (i- 7;,) l,u . = 
(3.91) 

The evolution equation for the viscoplastic strain is given by 

I {3.92) 

E ~ti'J 

with the deviatoric stress Ski and the deviatoric equilibrium stress Qkl 

= (3.93) 
/ 

lt involves only one type of internal variable: the symmetric deviatoric equilib

rium or back stress 9kl· Note that CPkl and, with appropriate initial conditions, also 

ePkl are deviatoric. The equilibrium stress is governed by the evolution equation .. 

6~J f,lk -; { ek) (3.94) 

where 

r -

fJ/(tf[rJ - E~) (3.95) 

and ekl is the total deviatoric strain 

(3.96) 
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E and v are the elastic constants; Et is the tangent modulus at the maximum strain 

of interest, and Ais a positive constant [52] or an additional internal variable con

trolled by a separate evolution law [53] if cyclic hardening is to be modeled. The 

shape function w[rJ has the properties 

.c J: a <o CJ < !tf [I] 
1 

J'[o] :=: ~ < '- , di"' (3.97) 

The viscosity function k[r] is also positive, bounded, and decreasing, i.e., 

d~ 
tJ < *. rr 1 ~ax Ar r I == K , d r < o. 

I 

(3.98) 

lt should be noted that the model of Krempl et al. is actually formulated for con

stant temperature and the temperature dependence of the various terms is not 

explicitly mentioned. 

Comparing the evolution law (3.94) for the equilibrium stress with other 

unified models (e.g. [72]), an important difference is seen in the first term: 

Krempl et al. use the total deviatoric strain rate eij instead of the inelastic strain 

rate CPij which is the standard approach: Usually it is argued that Qij is a state 

variable which should grow only when inelastic deformations occur and there

fore the initial term is disturbing to material scientists and appears not to be 

"physical". Krempl et al. realize this criticism [52]. The reason for their choice is a 

better qualitative agreement of model predictions, i.e., almost linear elastic be

havior under unloading and reloading conditions in strain controlled experi

ments. 

Here it should be noted that the presence of the totalstrainrate in the evo

lution equations for the equilibrium or back stress implies that the solutions Qkl(t) 

are not only tunetionals of the past history but also of the present values of total 

strain. Thus, a jump in the external variable "Cauchy stress" or "total strain" in

duces a jump in the back stress. Following microstructural considerations [73], 

one may take the position that this is not physically meaningful. But with 

Lubliner's observation (section 1) of the non-invariance of the evolution equa

tions und er transformations of internal variables, this argument does actually not 

hit the point: lt would be more appropriate to require that only those internal 

variables are physically meaningful which allow to write the evolution equations 

in a rate-free form. This means that the evolution equations should be 

reduceable to the standardform (purely irreversible type). 
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3.2.2 Thermodynamic Consistence: Reduceability and Existence of a Gibbs 

Function 

ln the following we will not discuss the question whether or not the model is ac

ceptable under microstructural considerations. lnstead the thermodynamic con

sistence is of interest and herewewill use the results of section 2. 
J 

To come as close as possible to the nomenclature of section 2 we write the 

evolution equation (3.94) in a form which involves the rate of the deviatoric stress 

instead of the total strain rate. itv'ith the strain partition (3.90) and Hooke's law 

(3.91) we find 

p) lfl/ 
~-c 

where 

(3.100) 

where 

ln a formal sense here the internal variables are 9kl and rPkl . Clearly, only (3.100) 

and not (3.92) involve the rate of the external variable stress, and the tempera

ture rate does not occur in the evolution equations. However, in the following 

the viscoplastic strain ePkl will not be assumed to be astatevariable which affects 

the Gibbs function or Helmholtz free energy explicitly; it is simply a II process 

parameter 11 governed by the evolution law (3.92). Therefore, a transformation of 

the internal variables 9kl to g'kl should not depend on ePkl explicitly. 

Then equ. (3.100) is analogaus to (2.226) if we consider the viscoplastic 

strains ePkl in (3.1 00) as additional II parametersll and if we use the following in

terpretation 
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(3.1 02) 

The first term in the { ... } bracket of (3.1 01) is the 4. order unit tensor, which 

reflects the symmetry properties of the subscripts and the second term assures 

that the contracted product Eklmn 6mn yields the deviatoric stress rate. The tensor 

Eklm has the following properties 

.c:.~~ """, = 0 ) E.,y IHN. .:::::' 0. 

lf the theory of Krempl et al. is thermodynamically consistent, then a Gibbs 

function ~ should exist which allows to derive the thermoelastic strain-stress 

relation (3.91) from it and an entropy temperature relationsuchthat 
V V 

(df Jj , I ~~~'e f- E E.. = -~ tJ;~~~ ." u. ;>C,u 

.... (3.1 03) 

V dj 
7 -

()T 

and with a mechanical dissipation inequality 
v' 

G',u 
II!' 
Ek 

}f -
- r ~ IJNJ4 J::-.0 (3.1 04) 

to be satisfied by the constitutive equations for all states. These conditions simply 

follow from (2.232) and (2.233) when properly translated to present case and 

with Hp + Hkl = o. 
The left hand side of (3.103)1 is given by (3.91)1, the classical isotropic 

thermoelastic strain-stress relation, which does not depend on the internal 

variables" equilibrium stress" Qkl· 

Of course, the entropy function 1) is not identified in the mechanical model 

of Krempl et al. We will assume that these were given by the classical 

thermoelastic entropy-temperature relation independent of internal variables. 

Then tkl and 1) are derivable from the partial potential ~e 

s:;;~ = - .!. .!. ( v /7 "-. - J+tJ G'! /"l ) 
) ~ l. E. t>~~aiiW b.M~ c "'" b~~~&~ .... 

r 
I ftr) 

(3.1 05) 
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suchthat 

I 
(3.1 06) 

tl 
The Gibbs function ~ (amn, T, 9kl), depending on the internal variables 9kl, may be 

written in the following form 

fro.,._,r;,,_.) ~ j(o..1 T) -1- /'fb...,~f-)(3107) 
with the partial potential ~9, tentatively assumed to be a function of all indepen

dent state variables. lnserting this into the restrictions (3.1 03) yields the following 

conditions 

:; ~ ;Jfl ) 0 
( ;J6-k 

f .:;;; 

eYJ·~ 

;)jJ 
(3.108) 

- 0 
;;r 

Thus, the partial potential ~9 is required tobe independent of the temperature T. 

Equation (3.1 08) 1 is an overdetermined system of partial differential equations 

for the single function ~9. Since we require that a Gibbs function depending on in

ternal variables should exist, the system (3.108)1 must admit a common solution l;9 

(amn, 9pq). 

Using the results of section (2.3), conditions (2.238) must be satisfied. With 

the present variables they read 

(3.1 09) 

= 0 

For non-vanishing a~9/agkl this is assured when either one or the other of the fol

lowing conditions is satisfied: 
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The evolution equations (3.1 00) for the internal variables 9pq are 

reduceable 

The defect D = N- R of the MN-matrix JK is positive 

Reduceabi/ity: 

The evolution equations (3.100) are reduceable then and only then when { ... } -

brackets in (3.1 09) vanish identically 

(3. 11 0) 

- 0 

We note that the fourth order tensor Emn pq1equ. (3.1 01 ), is not a constant so the 

conditions (3.110) arenot trivially satisfied. lf the elastic moduli E, v are indepen

dent of the temperature, then (3.110)2 is obeyed. The analysis of condition 

(3.11 0)1 requires some calculation. With 

one finds 
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with 
"""' 

~~ß - 1 ( rl)"/ ;:,, ,t. !'~ /!.') 
suchthat 

Consequently, condition (3.110)1 takes the tollowing form 

.,. ; J/ j "! (f ~ -/1'1 ) [ l." -j;;., /..J 7 

-fsr~ -~r~)[i../'1- jl:,. ~lj}-

- ~ f Y}{rs..J -J,.J)/Ln -ft..l"} 
-(s'f-/1'1)/J..n -j/).. /:., J]"" 

1 0 
(3.111) 
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With 

(3.112) 

we obtain from (3.111) 

r~ .. -;~~ J I i'../1 -Jt..;;, 7-ß,., -:nJfi..,.. -1 1...1. J o {3.113) 

which should be satisfied for all choices of subscripts. Assume, for example, 

) I 

then the l.h.s of (3.113) reduces to 

(no summation); (3.114) 

clearly, this does not vanish identically. Therefore, the evolution equations 

(3.1 00) arenot reduceable. 

Defect of the MN-matrixiK 

lf the { ... } -brackets in (3.109) are not identically zero, which is the case, then 

(3.1 09) can be regarded as an overdetermined system of linear equations for the 

six unknowns a~9/a9mn 

Since aEmn pq /aT = 0, the system is given by (3.1 09),. The { ... }-bracket is given by 

the I. h.s. of (3.111) and so (3.1 09), takes the form 

(3.115) 

where 

(3.116) 

is deviatoric. With 
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:E,Y"$ :~ { Stl's _. $t.s) · P 
}:. 2.~ L., ~ x~~ J(; 

(z~s J 
I 

I [ Xp,I ~ A xlf. Xz. Xs- (3.117) 
~ .E.. Ez. Es-II-

~~ :E:s- 2:.3 x6 X.r X.J 

equ. (3.115) may also be written as 

zk X~_ - LL XI< =0' t,L:::: ~ ... ,' 
(3.118) 

This has the following matrixform 

II< = ({) (3.119) 

... 

0 
-I:. 0 0 0 0 

I 

0 -:?:., 0 0 0 

0 6 -.L 0 0 
I 

0 0 0 -2., 0 

0 0 0 0 -~, X, 

0 2:.3 .t 0 0 0 XL 

0 ~'f 0 'l. 0 CJ X) 0 --
0 0 0 - 0 x.,. • I 

-2._t s . (3.120) 

2-c. 0 0 - Xs-0 0 - L.l. 

0 0 L.lf -~ $ ~ 0 x, 
0 - ..... 

0 :Ls tJ -~J 0 

0 0 x.~ 0 0 --~3 
0 0 0 ~s- -I'"~- 0 

-0 0 0 2..t. 0 -. 2.lfo 0 

...,______, '-v-1' 

lk z. (/) 
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To simplify the further discussion we choose an orthogonal coordinate system 

where l:rs takes its diagonal form. This is defined by the principal axes of l:rs· Then 

(3.121) 

Of course, the principal axes of Xpq are not necessarily identical to those of l:rs· 

Then the system (3.120) reduces to 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

() 

0 

0 

C> 

0 

0 

or expl icitly 

.z.z* X,~.-

:z3* X ( 

0 

0 

0 

0 

(} 

0 

-lf -:c.., 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

- 2:., /(-

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

tJ 

0 

-23 Jt 0 0 

- /lf 0 -L_:J 0 

{) 0 ~~J* 

x~ 
-t 

X/f 

XJ" 
xlf' 
ls- f 

xb~ 

= 0 

(3.122) 

(3.123) 
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and 

vnl-.1\.,. = 0 J I (3.124} 

Formallyl the equ. (3.123) represent three equations for three unknowns X 1 *I 
X2* I X3*. The determinant vanishes identically. The nontrivial solution is 

- f r;;- ;f 

X, lf .= 2_1' x; Af I .X: I=: ~ t.f ~ lf 
:J 

or 

x, I; Jl. x/' h c Ci;hJ I. - - - - = - ~ 2.* 
I 

and 

x, f z.* I 

Xa.;t - 2:.)..~ c - (3.125) 

XJ/f E~ Jf 

The defect is D = 1. lf we account for the fact that the L:K* are deviatoricl 

then we also have 

=o 

From this result we see that for a general coordinate system we have 

[ x. I x. I ... X. 1 := c { E" [._ I ••• ' ~ J (3.126) 

I< ::::- I, ... _,~. 

lt should be pointed out that (3.126) determines only the deviatoric part of 

al;9/agpq· Thusl 
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(3.127) 

where G remains undetermined. Further, the evolution equations for the 

viscoplastic strain and equilibrium stress involve only the deviatoric Cauchy stress 

and the deviatoric equilibrium stress; the hydrostatic part of the Cauchy stress af

fects only the elastic volume change. Therefore, the partial potential ~9, if it ex

ists, should only depend on the deviatoric quantities Smn and 9mn· 

Then (3.127) yields for p f q 

;JjS = c r·(Sn -~~} 
?Jf', 

and from (3.108)1 we getwith (3.101) and k +I 

(3.128) 

) fo1 
_ ) f' Ir v z .. 1 ~ N-v z 

~Su -- ;~ T T rrl/ =- cr;;(sU -~)e31f(lj (3.129) 

Interchangeability of the partial derivatives requires 

Jl subcript 

combinations (3.130) 

For p = k rJ: q = I one gets 

c Cf' -r 2;-r:. (sk - tj_"ß)-fcr ~ j ?f-Ja for .!f! Jt;] (sk -~u j~ 
tfi.;,M r .{;;;. <~~ 

(3.131) 

0 (no summation) 

lf we choose Ski- 9kl = 0 for a given pair of subscripts kl, (k =# 1), then 

/ /f-J/ 2 .,) Nv d'"f 1 f !+1/ 2 .. ,)l . 
~~ ( 1- -y- J 1ftrJ;::::: c'""T d 1.., j { 1- -;r :1 tftr!J = o (3.132) 

which certainly cannot be satisfied since w is not a constant. Thus, a common non

trivial solution sg = 0 depending on 9mn does not exist. This means that the 

model of Krempl et a/. does not admit a Gibbs function depending on the equilib

rium stress. However, if this is required, then the mode/ is thermodynamically in

consistent. Consistency would require either a change in the evolution equation 
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(3.94) or an extension of the thermoelastic strain-stress relation (3.91) which 

would involve an extra term containing the equilibrium stress. 

Of course, it is possible to drop the requirement that the Gibbs function ~ is 

depending on the equilibrium stress 9mn· Then ~ exists and is given by 

Whether this assumption is consistent with the dissipation inequality is studied in 

the next section. 

3.2.3 Thermodynamic Consistence: Dissipation lnequality 

At first sight it appears to be possible to refuse the internal variable "equilibrium 

stress" 9mn to be a true thermodynamic state variable, i.e., a variable affecting 

the state functions. Then 

0 (3.133) 

and a Gibbs function is found to exist. But then the mechanical dissipation in

equality (3.1 04) simplifies to 

(3.134) 

that is, the plastic stresspower should be non-negative for all states. 

ln the following we prove that there exists states which do not satisfy the 

condition (3.134). Consider a uniaxial state of stresssuchthat 

2 0 0 'l 0 0 "J o,, 3d"N 

[ skJ :=:! -:f G',, 0 , r~J= D -jd'h 0 
tJ 

- jD" -j.r,, 
l t:> 0 0 0 

(3.135) 

and 
~ 

r = ( 1: (s~-~)(k-~)j:: /G;, ~er,, I . (3.136) 

Then 
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I 
·P ~~ -t,, 

( E~ 1 
E" 

·P I -i ( G;, -~,, ) = El~ - ;::::. 

-
E~ •f! - i(~ -<f,,) CJJ 

r ·P g,, 
f ·p .::::; 

l 
...._.." 5'. 

l C..lf I •fJ - ~ ~~~ 

. 

(3.137) 

r #hJ==] 
K,, 

-Ji" ::::: , . 
-if,, 

[ fk 1 
lfrl J ftf[r]; 

G;, 

+ I • 

E -z6'i, 
I • 

-- (5 2 ,, 
(3.138) 

and thus 

• p G:;, -er,, @ 

/fll' 
. 

~~ = 011 == 1 f" + j '/f(P) 0" 
E~rr) 

) E 
(3.139) 

lt is clear that with (3.99) the term f11 is only a function of a11, Y11, eP 11 . The plas

tic stresspower is 
•p 

=- o;, E.,, (3.140) 

and it is obviously negative, if for positive values of the stress, the viscoplastic 

strain rate eP 11 is negative; this is the case when a11 - y 11 < 0. Fig. 3 shows the first 

quadrant of the stress-equilibrium stress diagram. lt is clear that above the graph 

a11 - y 11 = 0 the plasticstrainrate is positive and below negative with negative 

plastic stress power. 

We now show that states in this domain can indeed be reached by a suitable pro

cess. Assurne that the initial state is at the origin (a 11 = 0, y11 = 0). We then per

form a fast tensile test which raises the stress to the Ievei J,, at t = t1 and y 11 ar

rives at the value ~ 11 . This value can be found from (3.139)2 by integration: 



a,, 
1 

a,, 

* a,, 
3 o,, 

8 
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{ la11 Ef, ,..ol 
{ \ all - y 11 = o 

Cl 

AB 
BC 

{ 1-- CDE 

{la11 Efrol 

Fast Loading 
Creep 
Fast Unloading 

A*---~--~~' --------------~~ 
3 2 

Y11 Yn 

Fig. 3: Direction Field, Trajectories of Fast Loading, Creep and Fast Unloading 

Processes 

f, 

f I ;v }?fft'}i #'l 

6"" 
(3.141) 

1 ~~,; j "{rf'} do. 

" 
For a sufficiently fast test the first term can be made as small as possible com

pared to the secend since f11 is bounded and the time interval may be taken rath

er small. Thus y11 is essentially controlled by the stressrate term during this test, 

i.e. 
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/r-tl • • ; f ttf [rj 6; 6'"" >o cf,, -- {3.142) 

or 

c/Oi, I /+-V z 
{3.143) ;:::>o C' ·- -- .- e .J 

dJ',I 
~ 

C''f'Cr) 
I 

since {3.142) is independent of the time scale. With {3.97) we have -/.fV 2 E 
E :f E <I 

{3.144) 

and therefore 

{3.145) 

so that the trajectory of this process transports the state in the domain above the 

boundary o11 - y 11 = 0. We introduce the following Substitution 

{3.146) 

which yields 

dr 
1-

dd"tt /-C "ftrJ ?o :::= 
dtr;, - {3.147) 

t/6" 

and consequently 
I I 

r G,, 

I dl' Jao. I 

() < - JC 0,, - {3.148) 1- c! 'f{r) 
~ 

' () 0 

for a given function w[r], subject to the conditions {3.97), and stress Ievei J11, 

equ. {3.148) allows to determine r and this yields with r = ~11 - y11 the equilib-
. I 

num stress y 11 . 

Starting from the state {y 11 , J11 ) a creep test at constant stess o11 = J11 is per

formed and is terminated at the instant t = t2 where the rate y 11 is still positive. 

This state is in the domain D +.At this state the equilibrium stress has increased to 
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the value ~ 11 > y11 . Then a fast inloading test is done lowering the stress to a posi

tive value o11 . Here again the contribution of f 11 to the change in y 11 is negligible 

suchthat (3.139)2 reads 
{/) "' 

c{t, - C 1firJ 6; (3.149) 

where now ö- 11 0 suchthat y11 O.Then 

d6f, I 
- ._ ß-

dj't, ttfi!'J - u (3.150) 

where initially 

0, 
(3.151) 

Equ. (3.150) represents an ordinary differential equation for the unknown func

tion o 11 (y 11 ) with initial value (y
11

, ~11 = o
1

1

1
). From the theory of O.D.E. we know 

that (3.150) admits a unique solution. 

Equ. (3.150) defines the direction field of the trajectories of fast unloading 

(or fast loading!) processes in the (y 11 , o11 )-plane. Clearly, there is only one trajec

tory through each state. Along the domain boundary (o 11 - y11 = 0) we have r = 
0. Thus, we see that all fast trajectories, which intersect the domain boundary, 

have a constant positive slope, somewhat larger than one, at the intersection. 

lf one sketches the direction field in the (y 11 , o 11 )-plane (Fig. 3) one can 

imagine the trajectory of a process consisting of a fast loading, creep and fast un

loading process. We now show that the unloading trajectory indeed intersects 

the domain boundary (o 11 - y 11 = 0) at some positive stress value o11 *. For the first 

part CD of the unloading trajectory we find with (3.146) and (3.147) 

r' 

J 1- c!1f[rJ 

r 

Along the unique unloading trajectory in the domain D + we have with (3.146) 

and (3.147) 
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r 

1- c}'[r] 

or 

0 < 
I 

6' 6. II - II 

(3.152) 

since (1 - Cw[r]) > 0 and r2- r > 0. Equ. (3.152) represents a unique relation be

tween r and a11 • The required prove is furnished if it is shown that the choice 

r = r* = a11 * - y11 * = 0 is associated with a positive value of the intersection 

stress a 11 *. 

We note that 
z. J. I 

f' = G; -~ 
I I I 

< <?u - '" - r .. (3.153) 

Since f2 < f1, the comparison of the positive integrals in (3.152) and (3.148) re

veals that the intersection stress a11 * isapositive quantity in the interval 

* I () < c;; < G;,. (3.154) 

Thus, the unique fast unloading trajectory from the state C (y 11 2, a11 2) Ieads into 

the domain D- with negative plastic stress power. 

3.2.4 Conclusions 

The results of section 3.2.2 show that the thermoelastic strain-stress relation 

(Hooke's law) and the evolution equation for the equilibrium stress are in conflict 

with each other because of thermodynamic reasons: An appropriate Gibbs func

tion does not exist. Either one or the other of the constitutive relations need to 

be altered. 

Also, if the equilibrium stress is not considered to be a true thermodynamic 

state variable, the model is in conflict with thermodynamics (section 3.2.3). 

According to the model, there exists states, which actually can be attained by a 

suitable process, where the plastic stresspower is negative. However, under the 

above assumption the residual dissipation inequality requires the plastic stress 

powertobe non-negative. 
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Before closing this section, we mention here an ad hoc modification of the 

model which promises consistence with thermodynamics. lt appears natural not 

to change the thermoelastic strain-stress relation but to modify the evolution 

equation for the equilibrium stress. 

The problematic term in (3.94) is the one proportional to the total strain 

rate, ekl· Of Course, if this is changed to the plastic strain rate ePkl, the existence of 

a Gibbs function is not a problern anymore.; but the residual dissipation inequal

ity needs further analysis. However, then the modified model shows the unwant

ed responses [52]. A possible compromise is as follows. We introduce the strain 

partitioning (3.90). Then (3.94) takes the form 

•p ) 

We note that 

lf the coefficient of the elastic strain rate or of the stress rate is not taken to be a 

function of r but is a strict constant K, the evolution equation is reduceable. This 

reduces the problern of thermodynamic consistence tothat of satisfying the resid

ual dissipation inequality. Then (3.94) changes to 

" 

- .6~J (fN -f~ e.~e) "' 
• 

ks~ 

where K is an additional material parameter, possibly the average value: 

r;.M 

k- I /f-V 

E. 

(3.155) 

(3.156) 

if rmax can suitably be chosen. Of course, this modification needs further analysis. 
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3.3 Two Models Considered by Freed et al. 

3.3.1 General Frame 

Recently Freed, Chaboche and Walker [57, 82] presented thermodynamic consid

erations of kinematic hardening models of viscoplastic materials. We discuss here 

only those two models whose evolution equations for the backstress include a 

contribution that is linear in the stress rate. The purpose of the following discus

sion is to pointout several aspects which have been overlooked so far. We will use 

the previous notation and indicate the corresponding notation used by the above 

authors if necessary. 

The evolution law for the deviatoric viscoplastic strain ePij is assumed to be 

given by 

(3.157) 

with the norms 

(3.158) 

and where Sij and Bij are the deviatoric stress and deviatoric back stress, 

H 7/) I 11~~·:::: 0 (3.159) 

which accounts for the "kinematic hardening". The constant H has the dimension 

of stress; thus ßij is dimensionless and is a deviatoric strainlike quantity. Bij oral

ternatively ßij are the internal variables. 

To complete the description of (3.157) the normlltPiilmust be defined in terms of 

the stress, back stress, temperature, and possibly other quantities but for the fol

lowing we do not need to specify the function F. 

The internal variables ßii are governed by an evolution law of the form 

(3.160) 

... 
E ~ o 
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.... 
where Eis strictly a constant. 

From a mathematical point of view the constant H is superfluous since (3.160) can 

also be written in terms of the back stress Bij and H may be lumped with other 

quantities, i.e., 

• v • 

13l. .:::0.: l/1 ~j· r 2.11 ES·· = 'J 
J 

= f.;. (sh4~, ,8..,. .. 1 T) r- Al.s' '• tJ (3.161) 
,_. V 

/;· ::::: Zl/ ~j· K=-ZIIE. 
) 

Further, it is assumed that the thermoelastic strain t:eij 

E! p 
~ 2 ~:/ { <5"";"sa, 7) 2~.·· = l..y «j' J 

(3.162) 

E~· 
. -!vw s-h~ . 

and the entropy ii are independent of the internal variables and are deriveable 

from the classical thermoelastic potential ~e(umn, T) 

I 
(3.163) 

~ -
lf Fand ~e as weil as fij, H and E or alternatively fij and N > 0 are given, then the 

constitutive response is completely defined. Nevertheless, the thermodynamic 

consistence of these choices has tobe proven. 

This problern has been discussed in general terms in section 2.2 and 2.3. lf 
ol 

the model is thermodynamically consistent, then a Gibbs function ~ fumn, .ßmn, T) .., 
or alternatively ~ (umn, Bmn, T) should exist which satisfies the following restric-

tions (see equ. (2.232) and (2.333),) 
v' 

...... ;}f V > i}f E E:. &::::: - - ~ CJ ,P<f':•, ;Jj3~· 
'J (3.164) 

"" 
.,.. ;)j 

i ..:::: 
/)T 

and 
." 

Gki: - ~ 
Jf 
9;-t.j' /ej· i?:. o. 

(3.165) 
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We note that the coefficient of the rate term in (3.160) is strictly constant. Thus, 

according to the results of section 2.2, a transformation 

(3.166) 

exist which allows to reduce the evolution equation (3.160) to the standardform 

"I L' I ) f5 4/ := ({~/ ( S~eo-- I /.3~ .. I I (3.167) 

(free of rates of external variables). With this conclusion and the assumption 

(3.163) the theorem on page 82 applies: A Gibbs ·function ~ (omn• ßmn. T), 

depending on internal variables ßmn and satisfying the non-classical potential 

relations (3.164), exists but is required to have the form 

f (6-.1/-J~A/ 7} := fe(6:.. .. , T) f /
11 (6~Ag,.;JJM .. } (3.168) 

where ~ß is restricted to be some function of only the transformed internal 

variables 

(3.169) 

Thus, the additional potential ~ß must have a peculiar dependence on Smn and 

ßmn· 
With the results of section 2.2.3.2 a suitable transformation hiJ can now be 

easily determined. The function hij have to satisfy the overdetermined system of 

P.D.E. 

= tJ 
(3.170) 

tl 

The existence of a common solution is assured since E = const. With (2.169) a 

solution is 

where 

Thus, 
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with Bijmn arbitrary. The choice Bijmn = Üim Üjn yields 
.. 

= A.. .. - ES,_·. 
( "_," J 

(3.171) 

suchthat 

iJ;.' := ;f/ (Se. .. ,~ I T) == A· ( Jh.~el (J ... , T). (3.172) 

Therefore, the Gibbs function ~ must have the following structure 

/1 V 

+ f (ß",,.- es.,.). (3.173) 

The simplest assumption for the additional potential is quadratic in the trans

formed internal variables .ß'mn, i.e., 

;::: ~ f/J ( s~641;J,.") = :Jit f/.1.41;." -- 2 i~Ntlt f.Jt f E :t.. $...} 

= f 11 [ ;J ... ;t ... ~ .;. i ( i f ... ~ f .... - 2;t ... ~.s-..) J 
(3.174) 

and in terms of the back stress 

I l I f 

f f /) =: 1 11 (;ll) ~tj' &j. :=; 

(3.175) 

where 
I ; 

3~· = lll ~~· == ß·. - ~.S/• 'J 'J (3.176) 
.... 

Al :::; C.J.JI. 

lt is now enlightening to compare this with the assumptions of Freed et al. [82]. 

The Gibbs function is assumed tobe given by 
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(3.177) 

where ~e is the thermoelastic potential for an isotropic Hookean material and 

where A must satisfy* 

)A 
;J s,;; 

f 
Al 
2/1 - o. 

Note that according to the nomenclature in ref. [82] we have 

Thus, equ. (3.178) can be written as 

sf: = n(Afi.J + i(is~·s~· -2,Aj·-s· +lA)j. 

(3.179) 

(3.180) 

(3.181) 

As pointed out by Freed et al. the first three terms in (3.181) are introduced to re

move unwanted cross products that would otherwise appear in the thermoelastic 

stress-strain relation. For similar reasons the additional undetermined function A, 

here called "the adjustment function", is restricted by (3.179). Except for the 

function A, the structures of (3.181) and (3.174) are equivalent. Thus (3.181) may 

be written as 

s f~ ~ 
orwith (3.180) (3. 182) 

I I 
= H t!-~· ;$.j· 

We note that this expression contains the - actually superfluous- parameter H; 

because of this a definite physical significance is now attached to H. We further 

note that the first part in (3.182) satisfies the condition that ~ßF should be solely a 

function of ß'ij (or alternatively B'ij). lt is also seen that (3.182) does not contain a 

free parameter like M in relation (3.174). lnstead, a yet undetermined function A 

is introduced whose purpose is to satisfy the intrinsic dissipation inequality. Aside 

* Note that this condition corresponds to (2.237) 1 
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from the fact that this is an artificial procedure one may question this for the fol

lowing reason: From the previous discussion we know that A (Smn, .ßmn) must be 

sole/y a function of the transformed variables .ß'ii· We come to this point later on. 

ln the following we discuss two models which differ in the structure of the 

function fij (Smn, .ßmn, T}, the irreversible part of the evolution equation (3.160). 

3.3.2 Case I (corresponds to model II in ref. [82]) 

According to [82], the irreversible part in (3.161) is given by 

(3.183) 

ln terms of the internal variable .ßij we have for the irreversible part fij 

( 
• fJ 211 / IV ) •p I t'J' Sl#o .. ,fA.~) ~ ~~-;; - ..!L {/.1'',/ - .F/i's,~. fr:~~!P/1 ~ 

(3.184) 

and 

•p 
E .. 
~ 

ln accordance with [82] we require* 

(3.186) 

* Fora complete analysis of this model one should also discuss the implications of the case 
1- 2HE = (1- N) :5 0; this will not be done here. 
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Thus 

(3.187) 

lf we introduce a new transformed back stress 

(3.188) 

which corresponds to Xij in ref. [82]. Then (3.187) takes the form 

(3.189) 

and with (3.167), (3.184) and (3.188) the evolution equation for B" ij is 

(3.190) 

ln the following we use the admissible Gibbs function (3.173) with the free pa

rameter M and we will try to find conditions on the material parameters - with

out introducing an auxiliary function A - such that the intrinsic dissipation in

equality is satisfied for all states. 

ln terms of the transformed internal variables ß'ij and with (3.173) and (3.174) the 

intrinsic dissipation inequality (3.165) reads 

-
> 0 . (3.191) 
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the dissipation y is given by 

I') "I' ..t/1 I I I •,<J ! -=- (s4- - N;5k l'i4 + lL 11 ~~~k E-1411 11. {3.192) 

With the definition 

we find 

.!I/ 
r- .1'-

V 

!-211E 

V 

H 1-2/IE 
.?I/ 

or alternatively in terms ofthe variable B"ij 

{3.193) 

{3.194)1 

I ep II ~ i~~~ , '} I -= u s~ S.te - ("' fl) !Jt(, S.<e -r llf ~ fJL + 
~~~IJ- z/4: II 
.; ... 
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... + (3.194)2 

For the derivation of necessary and sufficient conditions on the material para

meters it is now required to identify 

However, if one restricts the attention to sufficient conditions only, a solution can 

be obtained without this identification of F. Since the last term in (3.194) is non

negative, a sufficient conditions is derived by requiring that the [ ... ] - bracket is 

non-negative. We introduce the following dimensionless quantities 

which are related to the second and simultaneous invariants of Ski and YmB"ki· 

Further 

> 
< 0 (3.196) 

which corresponds to a simultaneous invariant of the tensor pair. Then the [ ... ] -

bracket in (3.194) reads 

f·· ·] = II'( ~ l - ;;.' r "?1 ::::: ·· /1
2 

t:u . (3.197) 

Since m > 0, the expression w can become negative only for z > 0. For positive 

values the simultaneous invariant z is related to x = + 1/H V Ski Ski'and y = + 1/H · 

V("vm B '\i) Ski
1 
via the Schwarz inequality 

) 
(3.198) 

Thus, we obtain 

(3.199) 

For fixed values x and y the most critical situation is obtained when 

)JB::I, 

a state which actually can be reached. Then the lower bound of w is 
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lt is immediately obvious that, provided 

(3.201) 

the lower bound (3.200) simplifies to 
~ 

tJ" (j -= (xL-.;) ~ o ,. 

this is a quantity which is non-negative for all x, y. Thus, equ. (3.201) is just one 
sufficient condition on the material parameter to satisfy WLB > 0 which implies 

er o. 

We now analyse whether this is the only solution of the problern 

I 
(3.202) 

The equ. (3.200) represents a surface in the (x, y, WLs)-space. We question under 

what conditions on the parameter 

(3.203) 

this surface is nowhere in the negative half-space WLB < 0. The surface intersects 

the (x, y)-plane along a curve defined by 

4Jl.G ==: ~ ~ - ,;:; ,t""-/ '1- '? t = 0 ' ~ >c:J, ;t >o. 

This yields 

lf 

f -- ~ 
2 

I - I z'kA < ' 

(3.204) 

(3.205) 

the solution is complex; thus, there is no intersection of the WLs-surface with the 

(x, y)-plane. Since WLB is positive for x = 0 or y = 0, WLB is positive for all x >0, 

y>O.If 

-' 4# > I .! (3.206) 
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then (3.204) defines two straight lines in the first quadrant of the (x, y)-plane 

(Fig. 4) 

1 X 

Fig. 4: Critical Domain of the Function WLB 

Further 

the slope vanishes along the g raph 

along which WLB takesnegative values everywhere (except x = 0) 

Thus, since the WLs-surface is continuous and differentiable, the function WLB is 

negative within the wedge-shaped domain (Fig. 4) bounded by the straight lines 
(3.204}. 

Therefore, this domain represents a critical region in the (x, y)-space. Non

negative values of WLB for all x and y are obtained only if (3.205) applies or if the 

critical domain vanishes, i.e., when the boundaries (3.204) join to form a single 

straight line which implies 
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(3.207) 

Consequently, it is shown that the WLs-term is non-negative then and only then 

when 

~ I. 
) 

(3.208) 

the value m = 0 is excluded from the discussion since M>O is required. With 

(3.203) we have alternatively 

tJ< ~ I 

or with (3. 180) 

0< 
M 

z.H 

~ H < 211 0 
..c;. - !-2HE 

(3.209) 
I 

;~N 

These conditions are necessary and sufficient for WLB to be non-negative for all 

values of the stress Ski and transformed back stress B"kl· However, with regard to 

the complete dissipation inequality (3.194) they are only sufficient. 

We will now compare these conclusions with the results by Freed et al. [82]. The 

viscoplastic contribution p~BF of the Gibbs function is given by (3.178) or as shown 

above by (3.182). The function A (Smn. ßmn) has been determined such that it 

cancels out those terms in the dissipation inequality that can become negative 

valued. This led to the condition 

(3.210) 

which, according to Freed et al., is the simplest of several possibilities. Observing 

(3.179), the authors obtained 

A - ~ r~ J: .. r., - A .. .J. .. + 4 /1, •. /l.) - /-IV * /( &q ..)'J (VtJ J /Y (\J'Jf'"'J • (3.211) 

We note that with (3.171) and (3.180) this takes the form 

(3.212) 
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This result indeed satisfies the condition that the "adjustment function" A should 

be solely a function of the transformed internal variable ßij'. This representation 

is possible since the condition (3.210) can be written as 

(3.213) 

i.e., the r.h.s. is solely a function of ßij' and does not explicitly depend on the stress 

Sij. lt appears that this a special property of this model. 

lf we combine (3.212) and (3.182)2 we obtain 

(3.214) 

This result is a special case of the more general model (3.174) when the sufficient 

condition (3.209)3 is accounted for: Obviously, the choice 

II N ~ H;: .. :=; L I-N (3.215) 

makes the two Gibbs functions identical. The model of Freed et al. corresponds to 

the maximum admissible value of the parameter M. 

3.3.3 Case II (corresponds to model III in ref. [82]) 

This second model regards the irreversible part fij (Smn. ßmn) tobe given by 

.. p ..!II // II •p ~, t·i ( s .. M I (3,..1>) .:=. .!' -'l' - LL rv.,.'i 'I 8.4111. (3.216) 

This differs from (3.184) by the contribution of the stress tensor Sij to the dynamic 

recoveryterm. Therefore, (3.160) and alternatively (3.161) read 

~~~-
.... " II •p /it:./1 r E .s,_·/ 

/dA.j' ::::- c. .. - .lL l·t/ '(/ 

or (3.217) 
3,_:l ~~~~!!) 

• 
.. 1'/ ("P -1- /II s«<-i' .t H e .. i - - • 

8-c-'q' .= ~t. 
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With the transformations (3.171 ), (3.176) and (3.188) the transformed evolution 

equations read 

or (3.218) 

• II 

lJ. .. 
"J 

--

with 

(3.219) 

The evolution equations for the viscoplastic strain rate (3.185) + (3.189) apply as 

before. We note that the transformed back stress Bi( in (3.189) has the evolution 

equation (3.218)2 which differs from (3.190) in the recovery term. The parameter 
~ " d 0 < N = 2HE < 1 proportians the recovery term between the back stress Bij an 

the applied stress Sij [82]. 

Freed et al. proceed as follows. For the Gibbs function the assumption 

(3.178) is made as before but the "adjustment function" Ais decomposed 

where A, is given by (3.211), i.e., A 1 is the A of Case I. The remaining function 

A2 is used to cancel out those remaining terms in the dissipation inequality that 

can become negative valued. They obtain* 

and the constraint condition (3.179), i.e., 

(3.222) 

* The expression in [82] needs a correction for the factor 1/2 in the [ ... ]-bracket 
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This coupled system of P.D.E. has not been integrated and the existence of a com

mon solution was taken for granted [57, 82]. However, the system (3.221) & 

(3.222) is clearly overdetermined. lt is integrable then and only then when the 

r.h.s. satisfy the following conditions 

a G~-·i _ a G~s#. f;JG,~· _ J H ".M 

~(.3 • .,. - ;Jß.;; I ;u_.·,. ;>tJv· , 
(3.223) 

We will now show that a common solution does not exist. This then demonstrates 

that the approach of the "adjustment function II, aside from beeing artificial and 

unphysical, does not necessarily work. This prove will not be performed with the 

use of the integrability conditions (3.223) but a less cumbersome approach is ap

plied. 

We choose the Gibbs function in the form ;.5~ 
fJ~ 

Y f :: ~ f/6'~~, l) "" ! f ( 11~~~ .. - t!s~. J + A(s~14~&1) 
(3.224) 

where p ~ß is given by (3.174) and Ais an II adjustment function". lf also 

.J/1 
N -= H~ .::: ;,::;:; , (3.225) 

then the choice (3.224) completely agrees with the choice of Freed et al. How

ever, A or A2 are required tobe solely functions of the transformed internal vari

able ß'ij, i.e., 

(3.226) 

Without recourse to the results of section 2 we show this here again. Analogaus 

to Case I the functions A or A2 have to satisfy the constraint 

-rf?/1 ::=: o. 
fJs"i 8/J'j· 

(3.227) 

We introduce the new variable ß'ii· Then assume 

(3.228) 
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Consequently, 

d/1 J/1' 
p 

blll' 
-1 

)41HM --
~~·i ,;,s. .. 

V P;J~~ 

911 ?ll' 
.:: 

;;.kj' l!J~,. 

lnserting this in (3.227} one gets 
f)IJ ( 

tfls.,l 

;Js,·. 
" 

;fl~lf 
#/J~j' 

::::= (,) . 

--

Thus, the general solution of (3.227) is given by (3.226). 

The intrinsic dissipation takes the following form 

;) 

V )J9/ 
-E 

lf.1 ~.i. 

?ll' 
?1;· 

(3.229) 

"' s'i. i$· - (11;1;. r t~)(if- jf(~: ~ h~)!i::R}-= 

~ (si - 11Äf)tt· 1- H fl Äffl~· fg-:v/1- (3.230) 

Using the previous results (3.192) + (3.194) we obtain 

1- .... 
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(3.231) 

We impose the constraint (3.209) 

0 I 

which includes the choice m = 1 of Freed et al. Then all terms in (3.231) are non

negative except the last two rows. We now try to find a function A' such that 

these terms chancel, i.e., 

(3.232) 

= 

(3.233) 
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or 

or with (3.225h 

I .l/1 I -/ 

b} 1/.e_ II 1 ( S,u - ;-::;:;4 lf /J 1Y l ) 
- L(I-N) ~10 ~(i II f' _ ..ttSL ./ll/1 - I {ßu + 2i Jk I j . 

81-SJe r J 4 p 1-111 t""'""1 r (3.235) 

The left hand side is, for reasons of consistency, solely a function of the trans

formed internal variable ß'kl· However, the right hand side is depending on ß'kl 

and the applied stress Ski as weil and this variable cannot be eliminated. There

fore, (3.235) is inconsistent.To come more closely to the formulation of Freed et 

aL we make the choice (3.226) and write the r.h.s. of (3.231), using the internal 

variable ßkl, as follows 

+ 111 .tlf //.) //_- - E AL 4) I i:;.l -
)'L 1-l/IE ( ~~~~ -------

---------

(3.236) 
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Here the relation 

(3.237) 

is used. We now chancel the terms which may become negative, i.e., the last row 

and the mixed term in the second row. We get with (3.157) and (3.159) 

or -I 

= 
_#~) 

L ' 

(3.238) 

Equ. (3.238) corresponds to (3.221 ). Further, with 

Mß..~J - /lA, ä • .,,.s...) r )A, 3:;· "' //;; f f:: E = o 
Ps• 8~ #,4.. .... 

weget 

-
Bs~ 

(3.239) 

which corresponds to (3.222). We note that the transformation of the r.h.s. of 

(3.238) using the variable ß'kl instead of ßkl will not yield (3.235): 

(3.240) 

This is so since the choice of the terms, which are required to chancel, is not 

unique. For example, if we add "zero" to the r.h.s. of (3.236) suchthat 
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(3.241) 

and if we require that the last two rows chancel, then we get, in terms of only the 

variables ß~l and Ski, exactly the condition (3.235}. ln any case the r.h.s. of (3.235} 

or (3.240) arenot functions of only ß'kl which is required for thermodynamic con

sistency. 

This example shows that the application of an "adjustment function, A" to obtain 

consistency with the dissipation inequa/ity, is not only formal and also non

unique but may not yield a solution because of thermodynamic inconsistencies. 
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4. Thermodynamics on the Basis of an Extended Clausius-Duhem 
Entropy lnequality 

4.1 Introduttion 

All thermodynamic restrictions derived sofarare based on the evaluation of the 

classical Clausius-Duhem entropy inequality 

-5t fr7 tiY -} 5 dY 7-I ia "'" dV 
V (/ (J 

(4.1) 

where <Pk is the entropy flux, a priori related to the heat flux qk by 

(4.2) 

Note that 

Flow of entropy into the volume V 

(4.3) 

Flow of entropy out ofthe volume V 

where nk is the external unit normal vector of the surface 0. Further, s is the 

entropy supply due to heat sources given by 

~ 

r (4.4) 

The evaluation of the entropy inequality was based on the Coleman-Noll argu

ment (section 2) which requires that body forces and heat supply are assigneable 

in any way suchthat the balance equations for linear momentum and energy are 

identically satisfied for arbitrary processes. 

As described in section 1 this approach has been critizised for different rea

sons. Some of the arguments have been overcome by the new approach of 

Müller, e.g. [31], roughly scetched in section 1. Therefore, in the present context 

it appears tobe worthwhile to study the thermodynamic restrictions of an elastic

viscoplastic material model, as described in section 2.3 by equ. (2.224)- (2.226), us

ing the complete frame of Müller's approach; especially the entropy flux is put on 

a wider footing. The question is 
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(1) whether and und er what conditions the same results as (2.232) and (2.233) 

are obtained and 

(2) which preculiar problemsarisein this development. 

lt is feit that agreement of the results of the two approaches would give further 

support to the earlier derivations in section 2.3. 

4.2 Evaluation of the Extended Clausius-Duhem Entropy lnequality for 

Viscoplastic Material Models with Evolution Equations whic.h Contain Rates 

of Externat Variables 

The general characterization of the viscoplastic model is taken to be the same as 

in section (2.3), i.e., equ. (2.224)- (2.226). Thus, 

""' .,._, 

thermoelastic strain l!e .::::::- le (o .... .,., T, /!>v).:: g~ 
~ k 

internal energy G. .:::: 

V 

e (-11-- ) 

V 1--~-) (4.5) entropy J ::::. ~ 
..... 

( ___ .,_,~) 
heat flux r~ ::: ~ 
with evolution equations for the viscoplastic* strain ePkl 

V 

!br> ., 

"'~ ~ .:: ~h ( 0'~ .. 1 T 1/]v) - (4.6) 

and for the internal variables ßv 

" V 

Tl /J II' ) .f-4v - /v ( <!>.~~w~ I 

• 
+Ek ( ) G"k f (4.7) 

V 

" 
-1- I-/ ( ) T. 

V 

The functions hkl and fv may change according to certain "switch conditions" 

which are controlled only by the state variables (omn, T, ßv) but not by the rates of 

* We recall here that the analysis is restricted to infinitesimal strains and rotationssuchthat 
properly objective time derivatives are simply material derivatives. 
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the external variables. Note that only the heat flux depends on the temperature 

gradient 

(4.8) 

The governing local balance equations are that of linear momentum and energy 

.. {)6'u 
S a~_ :::=1 0 

f)~~ 

• .. df/4. (4.9) .. 
gt. 6'"~ ~u. r- = 0 

ar< 

where the body force and heat supply are assumed tobe absent. 

We will now show that, with appropriate initial conditions, the constitutive 

equations (4.5)1,2,4. (4.6) and (4.7) tagether with the balance equations define an 

initial value problern for the three displacements Uk, the temperature T, the 

viscoplastic strains and the internal variables. 

We require that (4.5)1 allows the inversion 
A A 

G"k =- C_u ( ~!,.. 1 f I j'Z.,.} ::::- Oe.c_ (4.1 0) 

Then we have 

." 

J6AL ;) 1::., (4.11) 

,9-r~.. ?~? 

lf we understand that the derivatives, e.g., aöki/aeemn. are arranged in matrix 

form*, then the determinant of (4.11) is 

and thus (4.12) 

::1: 0 . 

* Consider the Okl and cemn arranged in column matrizes. 
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Here and in the following analysis we demand that the derivatives of (4.5) with 

respect to opq are symmetric in the subscripts (pq), e.g. 

~ co/~ ::= rJ ., ~ ) 6u = :Jilk 
:Jo~e; tP6jto , '?en dE7~ 

lt is obvious that the variable "stress" can be eliminated from the constitutive 

functions in (4.5) - (4.7) such that, e.g., the internal energy is represented as a 

function of {eemn, T, ßv} 

~ = ;. ( ge.n / T
1 

/Jv ), ~. 

Further, the thermoelastic strain may be expressed in terms of total and 

viscoplastic strain 

where (4.13) 

Thus, the problern can be formulated in terms of 

the discplacements Uk 

the temperature T 

the viscoplastic strains ePkl 

the internal variables ßv . 

their evolution governed by partial 

differential equations, i.e. the 

balance equations 

the evolution governed by ordinary 

differential equation 

We will not do this here but will keep to the original formulation. 

The rate of internal energy is 
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With (4. 7) we get 

;;J .. (~e 4~)6 ... e -
Jo-~14 

.f- .,_ - CJ;Jv 
V .... ~i v (4.14) 

( dt ;Je f)T 'I r- ,?;1v /v. -1- 2T P('v 

The stressrate can be expressed in terms of morefundamental rate quantities just 

by time differentiation of (4.1 0) 

Observing (4.7) and (4.13)1 we find 

We put 

"" 13""•1'9 : = i ( 1..1'/..1 ." l.;.l.J)- ;;..".§I"! {416) 

_, 
and require that the inverse B exists suchthat 

5: .... lJ ... I'F "" f_ (,;'" 1;1 r 4 .4,) {4.17) 

Therefore from (4.15) we derive 

{4. 18) 
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and the rate of internal energy (4.14) takes the following form 

f}i V ) _, ;;6;",. /.V 5 ;o ) 
-1- ~(.Jv § t4t ß~..,N t9Er, { E.;r- g/1 .f 

(4.19) 

With this result all rate terms in (4.14) are expressed in terms of the rate of the 

external variables "total strain" and "temperature" and the viscoplastic strain 

rate which, however, is not an independent quantity since it is a function of the 

variables {omn. T, ßv}. 

Observing (4.5)4, (4.1 0) and (4.13)1 the divergence of the heat flux is 
... ..... ..... 

)j.( ~?.t ;Jt:.. J~ )~ ~/.lv 
-1- ;r ! .. t- = ;:::::r. - - tJ;Jt.l t9Ji'~ ~AA: P'~~~ p~ 

1/ 

p~. (.9EI'? J/JJ- c/E)f) = b). (., .,. 
1&.." Pe;7 9.A:""'I( !-t'.,t 

(4.20) 
",. ...... 

A 

~)/I. (J~ )~44 
-1- f I-

/}T ~.NI#~~ 
... 

( pf,. 
JC df6-) J;Jv )<>j.,4f 

.f -- ~V .f tP;1v ~Aj 
, 

t96Z.." 

With (4.19) and (4.20) the energy balance equation (4.9)2 reads 
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(4.21) 

( J~ Ji'. .. 
-f #o~ )T 

1- J~-) 
)T ~ -1-

f)~ ... 

~)~ )6;," 
1- (; 'fr. -1 0 -

;er~" tß';1v ; ;1" ; ,e--.IE 
-

Representing the divergence of the stress tensor explicitly, one gets for the mo

mentum balance equation 

ii -( ~~~ (d~FJ - }l:~) ,e. )6~ Q • 

.5 ~ p~~ { ~~ P4) Pr tc 
(4.22) 

The following initial conditions are prescribed in the body 

initial displacements a~ (;!;", o) .::; a~ (Y~J 
D 

II ;:, (r,...; initial velocity tLJ. ( ß'&.' I)) =-

initial temperature T (Y~&., o) : T(r4...) 
&I 

(4.23) 

initial distribution of viscoplastic strain Eft_ (4 1 tJ) - {t, rr .. ; 
initial distribution of internal variables ;Jo/ (.K;,.I t)) :::: I}" ( .K;..) 
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These data allow to calculate the initial strains, strain rates, strain and tempera

ture gradients, and gradients of internal variables, i.e., 

) 
initialtotal strains E.h - f( Jf!A/tJ~ .f Je;-~ /f)~lf..) 

tJ 

initial strain rates 
. 

I {t9f'-IJ~~ tlf(4! 1 e/r~) ~AL :=; z .".. 

initial elastic strains e,e :::::::;- k - ep 
lf)k "u. 

initial gradients of total strain ~~~~ =r B~k /d;e-<-
Gi' - - , 

initial temperature gradients ~IH 'liil;' & {, / C)r'Ü4 (4.24) 

initial gradients of IJ ;; t!P /J~--:=: 
viscoplastic strain Cl 

and internal variables 1v,~ = ;J /1 V / J .JC-':-
t:JP 

and higher order spatial derivatives if necessary. With the constitutive equations 

and the stress-elastic strain relation (4.10) (inverse of (4.5)1) the balance of energy 

equation determines the initial temperature rate f and the balance of linear 

momentum yields the initial acceleration Ük at every point in the body. 

lt is clear that higher order time derivatives of the temperature and dis

placement at the initial instant can be obtained by time differentiation of the 

balance equations. For example, if the energy balance (4.21) is written as 

-t- e == o 
I 

then time differentiation yields 

and this determines Tat t = 0. This process of successive determination of the ini

tialderivatives can be continued without limitations if the differential equations 

and initial conditions are analytic [70]. Then, the solution Uk(Xm, t) and T(xm, t) 

can be expanded in a convergent power series with respect to time at t = 0 and 

they are unique [70]. Thus, 

tl~ (.Y~,t) 11:1. '!i. (;C-,._,) f- rr.r-.. ) (i-to) ",. i i-.( (/-lh4J(t!-to)l + ... 

T t;r~, I) G; ~ (;t«,..J .;. frr~J (1-4) ~ i f01.,) (t -h,/ -1·-· 

Thus, this solution, representing a thermodynamic process, is uniquely deter

mined by the initial conditions (4.23). 
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We now turn to the evaluation of the extended Clausius-Duhem entropy in

equality. Here it is necessary to make an assumption about the entropy flux <l>k 

and the entropy source which are now constitutive assumptions in their own right 

and which go beyond the classical assumptions of the Coleman-Noll approach, 

i.e., 
I s-- y-

T 

Above we assumed that the balance equations are source free. Therefore, we re

quire that also 

S=: o. 

For the entropy flux the following constitutive assumption is made 

where 

r-= rf~ .. l T; 4v,f-) 

~i :: ~ ( (SN4~ I 7; t1~) 

(4.25) 

(4.26) 

The first term corresponds to classical expression (4.2) which is collinear with the 

heat flux. The second term is collinear with the temperature gradient. lf the heat 

flux (4.5)4 is also collinear with the temperature gradient, i.e., 

(4.27) 

which will be assumed in the following, then the first two terms can be combined 

suchthat 

(4.28) 

where 

(4.29) 

Then the entropy flux consists of a term collinear with the heat flux qk and a term 

independent of the heat flux and the temperature gradient. 

The first term is collinear with the heat flux qk with a factor of proportionality 

which is not the inverse of the temperature. The second term in (4.28) is indepen-
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dent of any gradient since we do not consider the internal variables ßv to be 

gradient type variables. Note that the ßv's are scalar or first or second order 

tensors which need nottobe specified at this Ievei. The motivation for the choice 

of (4.26)2 is not physical but mathematical: lt is not related to any energy flux 

quantity appearing in the balance equations; the question arises whether the 

requirement of an identical satisfaction of the extended entropy inequality 

permits such an extra entropy flux. 

lt appears that an extra entropy flux would have physical support if the 

constitutive equations were assumed to depend on higher order spatial or tem

poral derivatives. For example, if the evolution equations (4.7) for the internal 

variables ßv involve a divergence term due to some flux quantity, then k1 should 

depend on this flux quantity and thus also on derivatives of state variables, e.g. 

aßv/axk. Then, of course, the evolution equations become partial differential 

equations; thus boundary conditions are required for the ßv's too which implies 

that the ß/s become controllable quantities: Thus they loose their character as 

internal variables. Such proposals have been made by, e.g., Aifantis [74], Bampi et 

al.[75], Bampi and Morro [76], Lehmann [64], Müller [31 ], Parry [78]. 

Nevertheless, we will not assume that the extra entropy flux k1 depends on 

the gradients aßv/axk since they do not appear in the assumed constitutive 

relation (4.5)- (4.7). 

The evaluation of the entropy inequality (4.1) is based on the requirement 

that it is identically satisfied not for arbitrary fields of motion, temperature etc. 

but only for those which are solutions of the balance equations together with the 

constitutive relations. Since the body force and heat supply are prescribed 

quantities (they are supposed to vanish), the balance equations are not 

identically satisfied for an arbitrary choice of the displacement and temperature 

history {uk (xm, t), T(xm, t)} with initial conditions for the viscoplastic strain and 

internal variables. Therefore, the balance equations as weil as the constitutive 

relations represent constraints on the fields which satisfy the entropy inequality. 

lt is possible to account directly for these constraints by elimination of some of 

the quantities, e.g., expressing the temperature rate in terms of other quantities 

using the constraining energy balance equation. This may be a cumbersome 

procedure. Liu [33, 31] has shown that these constraints can be accounted for by 

the use of Lagrange multipliers. Then the local inequality takes the following 

form: 
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(4.30) 

where the total strain rate Ckl has been expressed in terms of the elastic and 

viscoplastic strain rate. Avk' Ar. and Aßv are the Lagrangemultipliers which may be 

functions of {omn. T, ßv, 9m}. ln (4.30) it is understood that the viscoplastic strain 

rate is expressed in terms of (4.6). 

Timedifferentiation of (4.5)1-3 yields* 
)~ ~ !)~ u 

.,. 
I!J ?'? .. 
1~ - 6;"" + T -I-

1);10/ ~v tYG';"~~o ;r 

!}i . ~€ 
V 

• )c .. .. r- 4:~~ f- T f- o/4v !Sv (4.31) e=- ~ ... tJ)T 

ol d "'e 
V , JF~ c/: Ek " c?~~ • 

E~: r tS>T T f- lfJ/1., I~ ;~... ~ • 

Collecting all terms involving the rates of the state variables omn. T, ßv gives 

~iz) "' ;· 
- Ö~ f)b'JIIqN -A;.?b" f•~~ c:s-:~ f 

;>i~)- A !lj i + 
~T j 'ltv v 

* Note that allderivatives with respect to Omn are symmetric in (m, n). 
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> o. 
(4.32) 

The stress rate can be represented in terms of the total strain rate and the 

temperature rate, equ. (4.18). Thus (4.32) takes the following form 

;) V ;: :?€ Ji~) <" J -/ )6~ " [$ tß~ r-A~( Y Per .. ~ - ök #~~ -./1"4 {JNte li"li~ J2/, E_" 

~ V )it!_ ~ 7 
r /fs .j;. ~-A.,~ -% -:;l) -A;1.IJJ 
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A •p 
... -11€~~ 

(4.33) 

ln the next to the last row all terms involving spatial derivatives are collected. 

With (4.28) they are in explicit terms: 

(4.34) 
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Thus 

(4.36) 

For given constitutive functions the entropy production (4.33) is a function of the 

state variables amn, T, ßv and also eekl due to the presence of the inverse function 

Ömn as weil as the temporaland spatial derivatives 

(4.37) 

The quantities Ük, t, ßv appear only linearly in (4.33). Since the initial conditions 

(4.23) are arbitrary (smooth) functions of space, the first set may take locally (i.e. 

at a material point) arbitrary values independent of each other. The same is true 

for Ük, t, ßv, since the constraints on them were relaxed due to the Lagrange 

multipliers. 



Observing (4.11 ), i.e., 

and (4.17}, equ. (4.38)1 simplifies to 

and therefore (4.38h reduces to 
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)i; r -) - .11./1 )/ :::: 0 CJT "...., IV 

Equ. (4.38)3 yields an expression for the Lagrangemultipliers Aßv 

(4.39) 

(4.40) 

(4.41) 
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(4.43) 

which involve only a single yet undetermined multiplier. The arbitrary modula

tion Of Ük, <1epq/<1Xk, <3ePpq/<1Xk, <3ßv/<1Xk and dQm/dXk = <3T/<3Xm dXk in the inequality 
(4.33), observing (4.36), gives 

(4.44) 

0 
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With (4.44) 1 and (4.11) we derive from (4.44) 
V 

:;~ " ;)~; + ( r? -1 Ae } Jtjll [~ !/n -=o -1-
'JO:.h t&o;.h 

~ "' 

I&. f4 .;- ( t <- ;t") iJ -1- ;~; .=0 (4.45) 

t74o/ t9;./v 

~r:P ~j:14 f- ( fr/IE) jf. }r .=e.O 

Observing these results, the entropy inequality simplifies to 

{ 

(}(';; / v /( ) ,?~ L ~;_;ja -
;; ~ .f ( f' f ~ 8T ' ~ -

(4.46) 

..2::0 

where A.ßv is given by (4.42). With (4.27) condition (4.45)3 reads 

/ ( /j Je + (fr ~e) J/:-)~ r(;j.t "/rfA_,)/j-)J .. r 
(4.47) 

-1(rl:~A6)~~~ ~o 

which must hold for all 9k and also all crmn. ßv, T. For 9k = 0, k = 1, 2, 3, equ. 

(4.47) yields 

[ ( y; ,t J!." )~ ~:u, a=Q 
./.::~z,j 

and, provided 

~::fo 'I ~~=0 y~ 
I 

then 

"" t/1 f-1- A~ = o ~ ~ r=O (4.48) 
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lf 9m = 0, then 

..= 0 J 

Thus 

01 

The results (4.48) and (4.49) are of a rather limited value since the functions ft and 
01 V v 

:Jf! are still of a general nature. lf lf and .x are assumed to be independent of the 

temperature gradient, then obviously 

and Ae is independent of the temperature gradient. Such an assumption appears 

reasonable for ~. since classical models have this property. But possibly it is too 

restrictive for Cf. 
We now apply the concept of material frame indifference. Under the 

change of the observer system (we consider only proper Euclidian 

transformations, i.e. translations and rotations) the temperature gradient, heat 

flux and entropy flux transform as objective vectors 

(4.50) 

where Omn isaproper orthogonal matrix, 

describing the time dependent rotational orientation between the stared and 

unstared observer system. The internal variables are assumed to be objective 

scalar vectors or tensors, but adefinite specification is left open at this place. 

Then in the starred observer system we have 
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(4.51) 

With (4.50)1, 2 we get 

_;c_ "(o,,}
1 

T ;~, ~,.. ') j~,.,. ~ - f ... 
1 

= C("' .. f. ""' 
= - ri r o-".14, r; ;49P I ff Ja~~~~ ~ 

which yields 

(4.52) 

Material frame indifference requires that the functionsx *(·, ·, ... ) and ~ {·, ·, ... ) 

are the same. With 

weget 

G;_&4 'lf- .= (),.,_ Jl &,. L Ö~ 

r*".::: T 

~(t11M~ & .. / ~, r, ~" ~ a/t,_) == 

T:- ~ (o~~~ l I {.J.,. I J- ) 

(4.53) 

(4.54) 

Thus, the function; is an isotropic function under proper orthogonal transforma

tions, and such a function is called hemitropic [79]. This means that k cannot de

pend in an arbitrary manner on its arguments but only on combinations of them, 

invariant under proper orthogonal transformations. lf the ßv are objective scalars 

like T, then a proper Iist of irreducable invariants of the symmetric tensor Okl and 

the vector gk can be derived from the representation given in [80]: 

and the simultaneaus invariants (4.55) 
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}tt bk ~ , fo ~ tf,~.jo-., e -;;· .- e"·u e ... ~ ~ ~ jl <>;... 62 _,., ~< J 
where eklm is the alternating tensor. Note that the last invariant drops from the 

Iist if also im proper orthogonal transformations, i.e., the full group of orthogonal 

transformations, are considered. 

From (4.51) we find with (4.50) 

rllf-
16 

which yields 

~~t~~ ~ TJI /l f r;._•J q ~ 
1 ( 6;,s, 1 , /"II 1 r 1 r ~ 

j: (6'.:1 r;;r/= 6?~~~ ,/;(<>;..J;ß-) 
and material frame indifference yields finally 

V r (allf~ altt 6lt 1 .. • ) f (oh.~/ ... ) 
v 

" 

~( tL 6!~4' %, ·-· ) - Q~t "Lk 14/ ···) 

(4.56) 

(4.57) 

which shows that~ and kk must be hemitropic scalar and vector valued functions. 

Now we will make the simplest assumption with respect to the dependence 

of the functionscl and cf on the temperature gradient: The influence is only via 

the magnitude 

no coupling terms involving the stress tensor (according to the Iist of invariants 

(4.55)) should be present. Then condition (4.47) takes the following form 

(4.58) 
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For k =1: m and arbitrary gradients 9m9k f 0 we obtain 
"' V 

rJ>P ., -- ) a~ f); Je + ( t,P -1- 11~ 'f := 0; (4.59) 

then (4.58) gives 

r.r I(~ =o. (4.60) 

This allows to conclude from (4.59) 
v py:; 

t9j 
= 0. (4.61) 

From (4.45)1 and (4.45)2 we get with (4.60) for arbitrary qk, and observing that kk 

is not depending on the heat flux qk, 

!i_ 0 
J~ 0 :::::;; - = 

86;,." 
I t?J/.1.,-

(4.62) 

and ., 
V 

tYitt 
=0 

;-tltt 
0. J ::;::. 

~0".14 c?(.1v 
(4.63) 

II 

The results (4.61) and (4.62) imply that q' is only a function of the temperature T 

(4.64) 

and (4.63) requires the vector km to depend only on the temperature 

However, since km is objective, material frame indifference requires 

(4.65) 

for arbitrary proper orthogonal Omn· Equ. (4.65) can only be satisfied if 

(4.66) 

Thus, within the frame of our assumptions an extra entropy flux km, depending 

on umn, T, and .ßv, does not exist. 

Whether these results are also obtained, if J.. and f are assumed to depend 

also on the simultaneaus invariants in (4.55), has not been analysed. However, in 

the study of thermoelastic materials a somewhat analogous problern exists and 
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Müller's results* [30, 31] support the expectation that the above results will also 

hold in this case. 

With (4.64) the energetic Lagrangemultiplier Ae is given. lt remains to char

acterize the constitutive function Y'(T) and here again we follow Müller's ap

proach [31]. 

We consider a control volume araund the interface of two different materi

als (Fig. 3) which, however, belang to the same general class. Specifically this 

means that the balance equations and the entropy inequality have the same 

form. Herewe have in mind the present viscoplastic modei and the adjacent ma

terial is the classical thermoelastic material whose constitutve equations areweil 

known. 

-
nii Material II 

An 

Material I 

Interface 

V: Contra! Valurne 

A1 ,An,: Surface af Contra! Valurne 

Fig. 5: Control Volume at an Interface 

We apply the integral entropy inequality (4.1) with s = 0, i.e., 

(4.67) 

to the control volume at the interface. With respect to the sign of the entropy 

flux we recall equ. (4.3). 

For the interface we make the natural assumption that it does not possess 

energetic or entropic properties, i.e., there are no constitutive properties at

tached to it. Further, the density, specific entropy, and its rate as weil as the en-

* Unfortunately, a detailed derivation is not contained in [30, 31]. 
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tropy flux vector <l>k in the two materials are bounded quantities. Deviding in

equality (4.67) by the interface surface AJ gives 

f 
-
"'::> 0 

We Iet the distance d of A1 and Au shrink towards zero, then 

and (4.68) reduces in the Iimit d + 0 to 

or 

tj.z: f ~L 

fz c ~~ f-~) 

. (4.68) 

(4.69) 

(4.70) 

(4.71) 

This is a consequence of the fact that the volume integral in (4.68) is zero in the 

Iimit. ln the imbalance equation (4.71) the equality applies and that is shown as 

follows. We introduce the specific entropy production rate o 

suchthat (4.68) reads 

C)t/)8( 
~:::: J ~ -r CJx~ 

dt/ -
~ 

and o can be expressed in terms of the assumed constitutive equations and func

tions. Since o is assumed to be bounded, the integral entropy production rate 

vanishes in the Iimit. Thus 
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i.e., the normal entropy flux suffers no jump accross the interface. 

The integral energy balance equation* 

~ f e: dt/- ~ i dY- /~ ?.?-' dl} d-1- ;> j c -u JfL .1} 
V 

can be used in an analogaus way to prove that the normal heat flux qknk is 

continuous across the interface, i.e., 

(4.73) 

Combining (4.72) and (4.73) one gets finally 

(4.74) 

Assuming now the continuity** ofthe temperature T 

(4.75) 

the result (4.74) shows that the two constitutive functions Cfr and ~n of the two 

adjacent media are the same. ln the terminology of Müller ~(T) is a universal 
function. 

To identify the function lf (T) we proceed as follows. ln the classical 

thermoelastic case the entropy flux is usually assumed tobe 

Since y>{T) is universal, this suggests to put 

..L rr7 J = T 

However, this is not a rigorous argument. 

* lt is possible to startoffalso from a non-reduced energy balance equation involving the 
kinetic energy etc. [ 81]. 

** The continuity of the temperature may be motivated by considering the ideal interface as 
the limiting case of a thin interlayer without the capability of heat storage but following 
Fourier's law of heat conduction with a heat conductivity becomming very large. However, 
Müller [ 31, p. 457] has given an example where continuity of temperature does not apply. 
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We introduce the Gibbs function in the usual way 
V 

V V I ""e f ( 6ht~tl lli/,_) f= ll: - T~ - ~ ~Ek -
Then 

V 

V Y J!v tl; Pe~" 
= ~ !!§_ -<JT- - z:.bl -~-

;()....,.~ ;u;.,. ~()lhh ~ p?a;",. 

)t .... 
:;,; .... 

~E_,: - ~4? .... 

J;r -= .f C)T -$1 ~T -Y'J? -~ J>T 

Jf ;;~V -fT)~ -6'h 
;JiL 

~ tJ/.Jv - f:J;i7 -;;;.4 J';to~ 

Observing (4.64), the restrictions (4.43) take the form 

and with (4.77) this reduces to 

..;. 9(7 ') ;Jf - "F f)t);,~ 

#) 

=0 

(4.76) 

(4.77) 

(4.78) 
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(4.79) 

This applies to the viscoplastic body as weil as to the thermoelastic comparison 

body but, of course, the constitutive functions are different, except f(T) is univer

sal. 

For the thermoelastic body the conditions (4.79) read 

;J{;E +- je r r(T _ -LJ P~e 
9 Po;... "./lg !.e ro P6;..417 

=0 

( .,........ 1) ;";/E 
1-f /- ~ fiT 

(4.80) 

=o 

where the subscript ( • )JE denotes the thermoelastic body. However, in this case 

the thermoelastic potential relations 
V 

)!IE e. 
.f ;}, f- E .114'1 I~ 

'tf;.~ 

apply and, therefore, (4.80) yields 

I 

T· 

- C) 

(4.81) 

-=0 

(4.82) 

ln fact, this argument implies that we know the constitutive functions [,;E, ee/E, 

and IlJE· From an empirical point of view this is notatrivial matter; especially :ii!E 

and [,;E arenot directly measureable. 
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Therefore, we follow here another approach which requires only the knowl

edge of eeki/E and the specific internal energy CfE· The total differential of the en-

tropy ii is 

(4.83) 

Here, of course, the integrability conditions 

d-c. 
(4.84) 

apply. From (4.78) we have 

.Ji 
V 

J[ i-~)-rr(Je -r -
)6'~", 

-.... 
P';.t PcS;.~ 

I 6: (fl:t. +- J~~ t .. )--Fr ~ ~o;,~ t9j.Sv 

J,; .,. 

b~ .. - (4.85) ~,/ 

;;; "' ;;J f)-y> ({~ - - -+ 
~7 t9;4,/ 

d ~t! 
1 ~ ( E« 

-$ r ~ Jr -1- //;, ;!) -
d/iv v 

dv o/ 

~ ll - »;t V . 
The requirement (4.84) then yields, after some of the terms have chancelled, 

V V V ' 

dfi/ ( de ;)6 "' 1 f)E1, )EJ, ~Jj) 
d r l ~ ~~ :1- ;;;r § h4 u - ~ b.u ( t9 0:.,~ I- #;1v r~Js ~ r 

[ 
~ /Pc., "' ) 1 ~ ? _/?~ V )) 7 

+ er rr( p;.r.; {.,. - i" {_ 6'-l tJT( 3/.i: .f~1JJ -

~(; ;f f.J ::::=::: ••• 
PI tl/]v "' 

• . . 

(4.86) 
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For the classical thermoelastic body this simplifies to 

or 

(4.87) 

The left hand side is solely a function of the temperature; this represents a severe 

restriction on the functions eemn and CfE· With the standard expressions 

and 

fll 

where ~ is given by (4.76), the r.h.s. of (4.87) is (- 1/T); thus 

I --
dT T 

which gives after integration 

-T (4.88) 

where C is a positive integration constant. That this can be chosen at will, e.g. 

C= 1, is shown as follows. 
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ln the thermoelastic case the equations (4.85) simplify to 

;,; V' .,~ 

(:;~ I G:: .? c lle) y f}()N#" - -- ~ ~ #tf'llo, #(}lü", 
(4.89) 

;;J~v 
V o/ 

r(~~ I 
~ 

)g~) 
-= ~ C)T tJT 

and (4.82) reads 

here,t and eekl are assumed tobe known. 

With t.p given by (4.88), which assures the integrability of (4.89), this system 

of partial differential equations can be integrated to yield the entropy iJ., and 

clearly ii is proportional to the constant C. 

The Gibbs function is now introduced as follows 

"" 
.,., 

V I ". t!. 

r1E s= €./t: "{0 11e. oh E:..u.... =: 

...-

T '?te 
v .,. 

-6b Ee - e,~ C!. 
.AL (4.90) 

This expression involves the ratio :iiE/C and therefore the Gibbs function, the de-.. 
termining potential for cekl, €fE, and ii(E is independent of the choice of C. 

We are now ready to collect the main results of the section. 

1. The entropy flux <l>k, initially assumed to be given by the general expression 

(4.25) with (4.26) but then specified tobe 
" 

cfl = rr~,., T, ;S~, ?) ~ r ~ ( 6;.., J;!fv) (4.91) 

reduces to 

I (4.92) 

where ~(T) is a "universal" function with an arbitrary positive constant C, 

conveniently chosentobe C = 1. 
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2. The constitutive restrictions (4.78) for the viscoplastic body in terms of the 

Gibbs function 
V V 1 v ... e r= tr~8t, ;;~.,) ~ t: - ~'?-~Eh (4.93) 

are given by 
offv v 

4/e. )/ ., 

l 8h .::::::::: - g 
cJ6"he 

$ ~1/ {~ 
tPf~ 

... 
C)f " I (4.94) V 

tP/-Iv /j ' 1 -- BT 

lf C = 1, then the Gibbs function (4.93) takes the classical form (4.76). 

3. The residual entropy inequa/ity (4.46), observing (4.64) and (4.66), simplifies 

to 

where the Lagrangemultiplier Aßv is given by (4.42) or 
a.. 

I tf}~"' ;J .E};J 
- .f p tJ';:f.,, - Ch P/.fv 

and in terms of the Gibbs function (4.93) 

r}J'v 

At1v =- r f dflv 

Thus, (4.95) takes the form 

or with (4.92)2 and T > 0 

which may be split in two seperate inequalities. 

(4.95) 

(4.96) 

(4.97) 
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4.3 Condusions 

A comparison shows that the results of section 2.3, which are based on the classi

cal Clausius-Duhem entropy inequality and the Coleman-Noll argument, agree 

with the main conclusions of section 4.2, that is the constitutive restrictions 

(2.232) and the residual entropy inequality (dissipation inequality) are confirmed. 

Further, we note explicitely that the entropy flux <Pk, equ. (4.28) reduces to the 

classicai expression <i>k = 1fT qk. This is due to the fact that the extra entropy f!ux 

kk, assumed to depend only on omn. T, .ßv, vanishes identically and the constitutive 
... 

function '!' = 9'(omn. T, .ßv, g) is proven tobe a universal function of only the tem-

perature with the following structure: ft' = crr, c > 0 and arbitrary. 

The analysis in section 4.2 demonstrated that Müller's approach is much more in

volved mathematically than the classical procedure. lts merits, amply proven for 

other constitutive classes, justify this inconvenience, and in the present case it has 

lent further support to the previous results of section 2.3. However, there are 

delicate points: The choice of independent variables, the assumptions about the 

entropy flux, and the assumed continuity of temperature at ideal interfaces of 

different materials. lt may weil be that a more complex constitutive structure will 

not allow to derive a complete set of conclusions from the entropy inequality if 

not additional specific assumptions about the model are made. Examples are: 

The anisotropic thermoelastic body which involves the temperature rate in the 

state equations for internal energy, etc., and possibly internal variable models in

volving gradients of the internal variables which are present in the evolution 

equations and which affect the entropy flux. 

Last but not least we should mention that the present theoretical frame 

does not resolve the paradox of infinite propagation rates (e.g. heat waves). This 

requires a different choice of independent variables, constitutive equations and 

balance laws and is persued in "Extended Thermodynamics" [31, 77, 83]. 
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5. Recapitulation and Final Remarks 

The objective of this study is to derive and investigate thermodynamic restrictions 

foradass of internal variable models with evolution equations which contain the 

rates of external variables linearly. Thus, the evolution of the internal variables 

are governed by the usual irreversible contribution, depending only on the 

present state, and by a reversible but path dependent contribution. 

ln the first instance the thermodynamic analysis is based on the classical 

Clausius-Duhem entropy inequality and the Coleman-Noll argument. Also this 

analysis is restricted to infinitesimal strains and rotations. 

lt is proved that the classical potential relations for the stress and entropy 

are destroyed due to the presence of the reversible but path dependent contribu

tion in the "mixed type" evolution equations. One obtains "non-dassical poten

tial relations". On the other hand the residual dissipation inequality is essentially 

determined by the irreversible part of the evolution equations as usual. 

Following the previous work of Lubliner [63], explicit conditions are derived 

for the existence of a suitable transformation of the internal variables which per

mits the reduction of the evolution equations of "mixed type" to the purely irre

versible type. lf such a transformation exists, then the classical potential relations 

hold again. lt is then shown that the reduceability of the evolution equations and 

path independence of the reversible part in the evolution equations are equiv

alent. This also explains the restoration of the classical potential relations if 

reduceability is possible. 

Alsoevolution equations are studied which involve the stress as an indepen

dent external variable instead of the strain. Such a formulation is more closely re

lated to viscoplastic material models. This implies the introduction of the Gibbs 

function or free enthalpy as a thermodynamic potential. However, the arbitrary 

choice of a stress field, which is one of the variables defining a thermomechanical 

process, may be problematic since the stress field may not be related to a com

patible strain field. Conditions are indicated which assure that this variable choice 

is acceptable for the evaluation of the entropy inequality. Also the conditions for 

the reduceability of the evolution equations are given. For some specialreversible 

contributions in the evolution equations explicit transformation functions are de
termined. 

Further, the thermodynamic consistency of assumed state functions for the 

strain and entropy are studied to some extend. This question is also important for 

the analysis of the thermodynamic consistency of purely mechanical models. lf 

the strain and entropy are prescribed as functions of the independent state vari-
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ables, i.e., stress, temperature, and internal variables, then a Gibbs function satis

fying the non-classical potential relations does not necessarily exist. This implies 

that such a prescribtion is thermodynamically inconsistent. Necessary conditions 

are derived for the existence of a Gibbs function depending on internal variables. 

Eventually, the internal variable model is modified to represent a dass of 

elastic-viscoplastic material models. Here the total strain is additively composed 

of a thermoelastic strain and a viscoplastic strain. The evolution equations for the 

viscoplastic strain are entirely controlled by an irreversible contribution. How

ever, the evolution equations for the internal variables, which possibly controi 

the nonlinear hardening, are of the "mixed type". Further, the irreversible part in 

the evolution equations may change according to certain switch conditions (e.g. a 

yield condition which defines an elastic range). These conditions, however, are as

sumed to depend solely on the independent state variables; no rates of the exter

nal variables are involved, i.e., they do not involve a distinction between loading 

and unloading. Tothis dass of models the previous results are transferred. 

The general results obtained are applied to several viscoplastic models proposed 

or discussed in the literature, where the evolution equations are all of the "mixed 

type". 

The model of Robinson et al. [47] involves the temperature rate in the evo

lution equation for the drag stress, a proposal to better cope with non-isothermal 

processes. Originally, this modelwas not developed in a thermodynamic frame. lt 

is shown that the evolution equation is reduceable and that a thermodynamically 

extended version can be set up which is formally consistent with the Clausius

Duhem entropy inequality. No restrictions for the parameters of the original 

model are obtained. 

Secondly, a model of Krempl et al. [52] is analysed. This model uses an evolu

tion equation for the internal variable - equilibrium stress - which involves the 

rate of total strain to describe the evolution of the hardening. Alternatively this 

may be written in a form which involves the stress rate: Up to now a thermody

namic analysis has not been performed. The analysis shows that the assumed 

thermoelastic strain-stress relation (Hooke's law) and the evolution equation for 

the equilibrium stress are in conflict with each other: An appropriate Gibbs func

tion, depending on the internal variables, does not exist. 

lf the equilibrium stress is not considered to be a true thermodynamic state 

variable, then a Gibbs function independent of the equilibrium stress exists. How

ever, then the model is conflict with the intrinsic dissipation inequality: There ex

ists states, which actually can be reached by suitable processes, where the dissipa

tion is negative. 
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Conseguently, whatever choice is made, this model is thermodynamically in

consistent. 

Finally, a supplementary analysis of a thermodynamic discussion by Freed et 

al. [82] for two models is performed. 8oth models involve the stress rate in the 

evolution equation for the internal variable whereas the thermoelastic strain

stress relation is given by Hooke's law. The purpose of this supplementary study is 

to analyse the somewhat artificial approach of introducing an "adjustment func

tionll in the Gibbs function to satisfy the intrinsic dissipation inequality. For the 

first modei this approach yields in fact a sufficient solution. However, an alterna

tive direct choice of the Gibbs function, observing its thermodynamic restrictions, 

gives a more complete sufficient solution which contains the previous result. For 

the second model the approach of the II adjustment function" is shown tobe ther

modynamically inadmissible. This is also reflected in the fact that the determining 

equations for the II adjustment function" do not admit a solution. Therefore, this 

approach, aside from beeing artificial, is generally thermodynamically inad

missible. 

These results generally demonstrate that the subsequent analysis of the 

thermodynamic consistency of material models not embedded in a thermo

dynamic frame may be a cumbersome excercise and may produce awkward sur

prises. Therefore, the models should be developed observing thermodynamical 

concepts from the beginning; this is especially so if the development of the 

model is outside the usual routes. 

The study is dosed with the evaluation of the extended Clausius-Duhem entropy 

inequality (concept of Müller) where the entropy flux is governed by an assumed 

constitutive equation in its own right; also the constraining balance equations 

are explicitly accounted for by the method of Lagrange multipliers (Liu's ap

proach). This analysis is done for a viscoplastic material model with evolution 

equations of the "mixed type". lt is shown that this approach is much more in

volved than the evaluation of the classical Clausius-Duhem entropy inequality 

with the Coleman-Noll argument. lts merits, proven for other constitutive classes 

than discussed here, justifies this inconvenience. ln the present case it confirms 

and thus gives support for the thermodynamic restrictions derived with the clas

sical procedure. 
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